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ABSTRACT
The primary purpose of this project was to stimulate

individuals and institutions to conduct short-term teacher education
activities for persons in the health occupations field. Because this
program has been growing rapidly, teacher education activities have
not kept up with the expansion. An institute, consisting of 85
participants, six staff members, and 13 consultants, included:
general presentations, panel discussions, small group discussions,
micro-experiences and informal activities. As a result of the
institute, a publication of the guidelines and general presentations
was compiled (Volume II of this final report, available as ED 037
581) and a model inservice teacher education course on classroom
testing was developed. Based on pre- and posttests, an evaluation of
modular units, and a 1-year followup, the program was judged'a
success. Recommendacions call for continuing efforts to be directed
toward the teacher education needs of those in health occupations
education. (Author/GEB)
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SUMMARY

Grant Number: OEG-0-9-25034G-4138(725)

Title: Developing Teaching Competencies Needed by
Educaticnal Personnel in Post-Secondary Health
Occupations Programs

Project Director: Lewis D. Holloway, Associate Professor
Health Occupations Education

Duration: April 15, 1969 - January 15, 1971

P,::.pose and Objective

Although health occupations education is the fastest grawing
vocational and technical field, teacher education activities for this
field have not kept up with the rapid expansion of programs. This
project was designed to attack this problem. Since most new teachers
entering health occupations education programs are not required to have
had extensive pre-service teacher education experiences, it was decided
the project should concentrate on short-term teacher education activities.

The primary purpose of the project was to stimulate individuals
and Institutions to conduct short-term teacher education activities.
The lverall objective was to improve the teaching-learning process in
programs preparing health care workers.

Activities

The major activity of this project was an institute which brought
together 85 participants, six staff members and 13 consultants from
across the country. It was proposed that as a result of their institute
experience the participants would conduct, or stimulate others to
conduct, short-term teacher education activities. The activities of the
institute were based upon guidelines for planning and conducting short-
term teacher education activities which the staff developed, The
two-week institute, August 18-29, 1969, included a wide variety of
activities including: .ggneral presentatIons, panel discussions, small
group discussions, micro-experiences and many informal activities. A
relatively high degree of group identity was established. In addition
to discussion sessions in which the participants were grouped either
homogeneously by specialty areas, or heterogeneously to provide a
mixture of specialties, they e_so met in implementation groups where
they began planning hcw they would put teacher education activities
into practice.

Following the Institute the guidelines were appropriately revised
and tthe general presentations were edited and prepared as supportive
papers. A publication entitled "Guidelines and Supportive Papers for
Planning and Conducting Short-Term Teacher Education Activities" was
printed and widely distributed.



A third activity was the development of a model in-service teacher
education course on classroom testing which included "live" and
II packaged" lessons. The in-service program was administered three times
using modified formats and materials. The course materials are being
made available to interested parties at cost.

Evaluation

An extenive evaluation of the institute was conducted. This
included pre- and post-assessments, an evaluation of each modular unit
during the institute, and a one year follow-up of the institute. The
extent to which the "Guidelines" publication was used was assessed by
means of a questionnaire distributed to all who received the document.
A questionnaire-opinionnaire was the major assessment tool for the in-
service teacher education program.

Conclusions

The institute was judged a success on the basis of both the on-
going and follaw-up assessments. The results of the evaluations
revealed that participants Gild change their behavior on the basis of
institute participatian and tbere were a great many teacher education
actlytties conducted which could be attributed to the instit:te.

Analysis of the data returned on the use of the "Guidelines"
publication indicate that it was well received and that it is being
used extensively in teacher-education activities. The model in-service
teacher education course on classroom tescing has proven quite
iccessful.

Base( upon the results of the evaluations of the three activities
it is concluded that this project has had a profound effect upon
teacher education in the health occupations education field.

RECOMMENDATIONS

A variety of recommendations were made on the basis of the
activities of this project. In general, they call for continuing efforts
to be directed toward meeting the teacher education needs of those in
health occupations education.



I. INTRODUCTION

PROBLEM

Throughout the nation there continues to be a shortage of
qualified personnel to care for the sick in hospitals, nursing homes,

clinics, doctors' offices and other health agencies. An increasing

population, the enactment of health care legislation, and a growing

awareness of the need for more and better health care available tc; all,

has caused increasing demands for workers in the health careers. In

addition, patterns of health care are changing rapidly in our country.
Autonomous health workers, the dentist and physician, are increasing

their utilization of supportive personnel so that they may use their

time and talents more efficiently while serving greater numbers of

people. As a result, health occupations education has become one of

the fastest growing areas of education.

There is a lack of prepared instruction-pexsonnel available to

staff the increasing number of programs for supportive health workers

which are being developed in hospitals, area vocational-technical
schools, community colleges and universities. Technically competent

instructional staff members must came from the ranks of those pre-
sently prepared in the health field. Although such individuals are
well prepared and experienced in their technical specialties, they
have not been prepared as teachers. If these teachers are to maximize

learning in the activities for which they are responsible they need

assistance in gaining the necessary teaching competencies before
beginning, or early in, their teaching career. In most instances,
the. only acquaintance with the teaching process that such instructors
have is from their own experiences as a student. These experiences
were often in a higher-level program and may be inappropriate for the

group being taught. Also, such experiences may have failed to include

many of the more modern and innovative learning strategies.

It would be ideal if new health occuparions education instruc-
tors could receive an extensive in-depth preparation for their role

as teachers before being expected to plan educational programs and

to meet classes. Presently, few programs of this type are available.

Persons prepared in the health field are also often reluctant to
become Involved in extensive training at their own expense when they
can remain:in their area of specialization at a salary equivalent to,

or near, that of a faculty member. Consequently, in most instances
the-health specialist enters teaching without further specific prep-

aration. In light of these conditions; alternative approadhes must

be developed to meet the immediate and widespread needs of health

occupations education teachers.



PURPOSE

Improving the quantity and quality of health care services is
the ultimate measure of success of programs preparing health workers
at all educational levels. The activities conducted under this
project were designed to contribute to this goal by improving the
teaching-learning processes in educational programs preparing health
workers.

OBJECTIVES

_Educational objectives were utilized extensively in all phases
of this project. A hierarchical approach to the writing of educa-
tional objectives, as is described in one of the supportive papers
in Volume II, was used throughout the activities. With such a format,
an overall educational objective is specified and a series of object-
ives are written in a manner similar to an outline. These objectives
form a continuum from the general to the specific. The objectives
presented in this section will be those for the entire project. The
reader is directed to Volume II for the educational objectives which
were developed as a part of each modular unit of the guidelines for
short-term teacher education activities.

As this project was composed of three major activities: (1)
a national institute on short-term teacher education for health
occupations education personnel, (2) the publication of guidelines
and supportive papers for short-term teacher education activities,
and (3) the development of an exemplary in-service teacher education
course. The objectives are presented separately for each of these
three activities.

THE INSTITUTE

As a result of partidipation in this institute persons pre-
sently engaged in, or responsible for, providing consultant leader-
ship in teacher education activities for health occupations education
personnel will extend and improve their teacher education competencies.

Following completion of the institute each participant will be
able to:

1. obtain, interpret and relate national, regional and local
health manpower requirements to the planning and operation
of local programs;

4



2. demonstrate an acquaintance with emerging and innovative
approaches and techniques for providing health care
services and develop guidelines for introducing such
approaches into educational programs and health care
agencies;

3. identify the role of the health specialist as a teadher;

4. demonstrate competency in writing and using educational
objectives;

5. relate knowledge of the process of learning, Individual
differences and problems of the disadvantaged to practical
applications in working with students;

6. identify acceptable criteria and levels of performance for
use in selecting students;

A

7. identify instructional strategies which are appropriate for

the educational objectives established;

8. demJnstrate competency in curriculum planning which
reflects exemplary practices in the field of education;

9. develop structures and procedures for operating quality
educational programs utilizing such approaches as core
curriculum, career ladder, differentiated staffing, and
mediated self-instruction;

10. recognize the need for evaluation to be an integral part of
the educational process and prepare valid classroom tests;

11. produce and use common types of instructional media;

12. critically evaluate classroom presentations made by
teadher trainees;

13. identify ways in which the quality of programs can be
improved through use of total health resources of the
community, e.g., advisory committees, consulting and part-
time faculty members', and clinical agencies; and,

14. outline the administrative structure necessary to operate
short-term teacher education activities and conduct such
programs.

5
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THE GUIDELINES PUBLICATION

To improve teaching competencies through a model teacher educa-
tion program for health occupations education personnel the project
staff will:

1. produce and disseminate a publication entitled %.uldelines
and Supportive Papers for Planning and Conducting ghort-Term
Teacher Education Activities for Health Occupations Educa-
tion Personnel";

2. survey individuals receiving the publication as to its use
and solicit their critical comments; and,

3. report the results of the survey in the final report of the
project.

THE IN-SERVICE TEACHER EDUCATION COURSE*

To demonstrate the development of an in-service teacher educa-
tion activity based on the "Guidelines and Supportive Papers" publica-
tion. The project staff will:

. interview health occupations education personnel as to their
in-service education priorities;

2. plan an exemplary in-service teacher education activity;

3. produce an in-service teacher education program;

4. conduct an in-service teacher education program;

5. evaluate the in-service teacher education program;

6. disseminate information and materials on the exemplary
program; and,

7. utilize the program materials developed for further in-
service teacher education activities.

*These objectives and the activities conducted pursuant to them were
not a part of the original proposal for this project. They were
approved for inclusion by an amendment to the original grant.



PROJECT ACTIVITIES

TUE INSTITUTE

As indicated earlier, it is not realistic to expect new teachers
in the health occupations education field to be fully prepared for
their role as teachers before they begin planning and conducting
classes. An alternative method for gaining teaching competencies is
the use of short-term institutes, workshops or conferences for new or
experienced teachers. A number of activities of this type have been
held on national, regional, state and local levels. The offerings
to date have been inadequate to meet the needs of health occupations
education personnel.

The purpose of the institute held at the University of Iowa in
August of 1969, entitled "Developing Teaching Competencies Needed By
Educational Personnel in Post-Secondary Health Occupations Programs,"
was to bring together participants from across the nation to take part
in a model short-term teacher education activity. Each participant
would then in turn, be able to implement, or stimulate and promote,
teacher education activities in their state, region or health specialty
field. Prior to the arrival of the participants, guidelines and
supportive materials were developed. The guidelines, the supportive
materials and the papers given by the instructional staff and the
consultant-presenters during the institute make up Volume II of this
final report. Institute participants had an opportunity to became
acquainted with the guidelines; to participate in activities which
might be exemplary of how the guidelines could be utilized; and'were
encouraged to make plans regarding what they would do upon their return
hame, and how this might be done. In addition to the specific object-
ives previously listed, a great deal of effort was expended to develop
a positive attitude toward short-term teacher education activities and
to generate a group spirit which would facilitate the participants'
involvement, both during and following the institute. An extensive
evaluation was conducted to ascertain the extent to which the Institute
objectives were achieved.

TEE GUIDELINES PUBLICATION

The planning activities for the institute included the develop-
ment of guidelines for planning and conducting short-term teacher
education activities. The guidelines were composed of six modular
units. Each unit included: educational objectives, instructional
Strategies, annotated bibliography and supplementary materials for the
particular topic area. These materials were distributed to the
institute participants prior to beginning the learning activities

14



related to each individual modular unit. Following the institute the

guidelines were revised based on feedback from the instructional

staff and the participants. Additionally, the presentations made by

the instructional staff and the consultant-presenters were tape-

recorded, transcribed, edited, and retyped. All of these materials

were bound together and a document was published entitled Guidelines

and Su..ortive P- ers for Plannin and Conductin Short-Term Teacher

Education Activities. This publication, which becomes Part II of

the final report, was distributed to the institute staff and parti-

cipants, and to approximately six hundred individuals across the

nation who were identified as prospective users, or who learned of

its existence and requested a copy. A questionnaire was sent to

each of the recipients of the publication and the analysis of this

data is included in this report.

THE IN-SERVICE TEACHER EDUCATION COURSE

Following the institute it was felt that it would be within the

scope of this project to develop and conduct au exemplary in-service

teacher education activity. Therefore, the U. S. Office of Education

was contacted and the project was so amended. A survey form was

developed to ascertain the teacher education needs of health occupa-

tions education instructional personnel. This instrument was admin-

istered to the health occupations education personnel in two of Iowa's

community colleges and the data were analyzed. It was decided that

the in-service teadher education course to be developed would be in

the area of student evaluation, or classroom testtng. The course was

developed to include both "packaged" and "live" activities and was

administered in one of the afore-mentioned community colleges.

Additionally, the course was also piloted during a two-week workshop

which the project director conducted at the University of Georgia, and

at another community college in Iowa. The activity was evaluatzd and

the results are included in this document. The materials developed

for the course, which might well be of value to others interested in

this type of activity, are available at cost from the project director.

8
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II. INSTITUTE PLANNING

THE INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM

General planning for the institute was done concurrent with prep-
aration of the project proposal. With only minor modifications the
institute activities followed the design prescribed in the proposal.
All individuals who had been identified in the proposal as potential
staff members followed through their commitment to the institute.
More detailed planning activities began following funding of the pro-
ject.

It was decided that the guidelines for conducting short-term
teacher education activities should be developed in "modular units."
The institute procedures were designed to involve participants in
activities similar to those described in the guidelines and to solicit
their reactions to both the guidelines and the activities.

As a starting polW., the original fourteen objectives for the
institute were organized into six modular units. 'On May 9 and 10, 1969
the six member institute staff gathered in Iowa City for a planning
meeting. The staff members, and the consultant-presenters who assisted
with the Institute, are identified in Appendix A. Since the group,
individually and collectively, possessed considerable experience in
conducting similar types of institutes there was no lack of input
regarding content, strategies and general approaches which might be
used. The modular units were analyzed and systematically revised to
arrive at homogeneous units. The staff also determined the amount
of time which should be allocated to the various units and the topii.s
within these units. There was general agreement that the institute
format should actively involve participants in the learning process.
Various alternatives were examined for individual, small group and
large group activities.

The staff explored at depth the question of what specific content
and materials should be included in the guidelines. It was decided
that each modular unit should contain the educational objectives for
that unit, suggested instructional strategies for achieving the objec-
tives,an annotated bibliography and appropriate supplemental materials.

Concern was expressed that the institute be conducted in an orderly
fashion, but that considerable flexibility be "built in" so that specif-
ic needs of participants could be met. One effort designed to encour-
age feedback from participants was the creation of an advisory committee
composed of participants.

9



Although several of the six staff members had been previously
acquainted, including working cooperatively on other institutes, the
planning session provided them with an opportunity to get to know one
another better before the institute. All agreed tbat these were two
very stimulating and productive days.

As might be expected,there was a tendency to identify many more
topic areas than could be covered within the proposed guidelines and
during the two-week institute. The planning session provided an
opportunity for brain-storming and allowed for a free flaw and exchange
of ideas. It is important to note that the learning processes were
given as much consideration as the content areas, a factor which may
have had considerable affect upon the outcomes of the institute. At
this time the staff also finalized the involvement of several consultant
presenters.

Following the planning session the project director began more
detailed planning for the Institute. Many ideas and information had
-Co be summarized, organized and put into a workable plan. As the
agenda was formalized and the modular units were further refined they
were sent to the staff members for their reactions.

In early June the assistant director came to The University of
Iowa to spend three months working full-time on the project. In
addition to assisting the director in all aspects of the project, his
primary responsibilities were for the on-going evaluation of the
institute, developing the annotated bibliographies for the modular
units, and organizing a "Learning Resource Center"for the institute.

Ancilarry to the institute a "Learning Resource Center" was
estaolished to acquaint the prospective teacher educators with cur-
rent instructional media. Twenty-three book and material publishers
were contacted and asked to provide descriptive materials aud copies
cf publications relevant to the domain of teacher education in such
areas as: curriculum development, instructional strategies, admin-
istration and supervision, and evaluation. Response from the pub-
lishers was most gratifying as they'provided many books, catalogs and
other types of-instructional materials to display.

During the pre-institute planning period the objectives for each
modular unit were continuously revised and detailed. From materials
which the staff had identified as being of particular significance,
and from the materials received from the publishers, an annotated
bibliography was compiled for each of the modular units. Suggested
instructional strategies were planned for each modular unit based on
the activities being developed for the institute and their appro-
priateness for the objectives.

It was considered desirable to send the participants materials
prior to the institute so that they might obtain some familiarity with

10 .



the background content of the modular units and the activities which
were planned for the institute. Due to the time required to prepare
the guidelines and other materials for the institute, however, no such
mailing was made to them prior to the institute. However, the publi-
cation entitled Constructing Achievement Test by Norman E. Gronlund did
not arrive until a few days before the institute was to begin. The
other publication Attitude Learning, by Robert F.
Mager was sent to the participants three weeks prior to the institute.
It was anticipated that after reading this publication the participants
would approach the institute with a more positive "set" for the topics
to be covered. There were many positive comments regarding the pub-
lication and it was referred to at various points during the institute.
The '3ook on achievement testing was distributed during the Institute
and served as a reference for the unit on evaluation.

SELECTION OF PARTICIPANTS

INFORMATION DISSEMINATION

Delays in finalizing the funding of the project did not allow
sufficient time for information to be adequately disseminated before
the institute. Since the lateness in funding was anticipated, the
project director had an institute brochure already prepared. Upon
receiving official approval the brochure was printed. The information
which was included in the brochure is shown in Appendix B. Since the
final report will not be printed in color, the cover sheet with an
attractive picture of the Old Capitol Building at The University of
Iowa has not been included. The application form which was prepared
is shown in Appendix B.

It was not intended that the application would be included with
the initial mailing so the brochure included a tear-off request for
those individuals wishing to receive applications. Due to the time
limitation, the application forms were distributed with the brochures.
Over 1,000 brochures were distributed in the initial mailing. In
some cases, the supervisors oi health occupations education for
each state, multiple brochures were included with each mailing. In
addition, brochures were sent to: supervisors of health occupations
education in each of the U. S. Office of Education's regional offices;
coordinators and directors of Regional M.edical Programs; participants
at the first annual meeting of the Association of Schools of Allied
Health Professions; directors of Research Coordinating Units in each
state; and to many individuals and agencies who are on mailing lists
which have been compiled by the Program in Health Occupations Education.

In addition to the "broadspread" mailing of brochures and appli-
cations, letters were sent to several journals and newsletters relating
to health occupations education and to allied health, requesting that.

11
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they announce the institute in their publications. From the initial

mailings, the announcements in publications, from additional requests

for brochures and from the word being informally circulated by pro-

spective participants began to apply. By the June 13, 1969 deadline

over 100 applications had been received.

THE SELECTION PROCESS

As can be seen in the section of the brochure (Appendix B) entitled
"Participant Selection," the top priority WaS given to those who could
substantiate by their position, experience, preparation, interest, or
otherwise that following their participation in the institute they
would be able to make a significant contribution to teacher education
for health occupatiors education. Additionally, priority was given
to applicants who were members of a team, of from two to four from a
given state or region, who would work together to implement short-term
teacher education activities. Consideration in the selection process
was also accorded to participants who represented a wide variety of
health specialties and to factors such as geographical location and
population density.

As applications were received; selected pertinent data was recorded
on the top of ea-ch application which allowed rapid review of the in-
formation contained therein. This included: (1) position held; (2)
type of institution; (3) specialty background or relationship to the
health field; (4) identification with a team applying to the institute;
and, (5) the state in which employed. The applications were grouped
and regrouped in an effort to ascertain which applicants best repre-
sented the priorities. From the over 100 applications it was decided
to initially accept 95 participants. The remaining five stipended
positions were held open for a few late registrants who made telephone
contact, or who had requested brochures and asked for a time extension.

On June 25, 1969 a letter was sent notifying those individuals
who had been accepted. Additional information related to the insti-
tute was also provided. A form was enclosed on which to specify whether
they would be attending the institute and if they wished to receive the
$75.00 per week subsistence stipend. Information was also included
regarding housing options. The first option was for the participant
to stay at the Iowa House which is attached to the Iowa Memorial Union
where the institute activities were to take place. A, motel located
approximately two miles west of the Iowa Memorial Union was th.2 second
option. Room rates which had been arranged were specified for each
option. A third alternative was for the participant to make his own
housing arrangements. Each participant was asked to sign and return
the form to the project director. Also enclosed with this mailing
was a list of the 95 individuals who had been accepted. It was sug-
gested that those from the same state or region might wish te become
acquainted or make contact before their arrival. These forms were to
be returned no later than July 11, 1969.

12



On July 14, 1969 those who had retuined the acceptance and housing
form were sent confirmation of their housing request and a memo stating
that they would receive a packet of information from The University of
Iowa business office regarding transportation expenses. Participants
were asked to bring curricular materials which they might share with
other participants and/or use in the curricular development activities
of the institute. They were also informed of possible recreational
activities so that they might bring appropriate attire. Additionally,
it was indicated that they would be receiving a brief survey ques-
tionnaire and rating scale to be completed before the institute.

A relatively large number of those who had been accepted did not
return their acceptance form by the July 11, 1969 deadline. On July 16,
these individuals were sent a follow-up letter which included a second
copy of the acceptance letter and the housing form. It was requested
that the forms be completed and returned Immediately.

When the original group of participants were selected, those who
had not been chosen were sent a letter of regret. They were informed
that it could be expected that some of those who had.been accepted would
not be able to attend and they were asked whether they wished to be
considered as alternates. Several of these applicants returned the
forms indicating that they did wish to be alternates.

Of the original 95 applicants who were accepted for the institute,
27 became "fall outs" and did not attend the institute. Many of th
"fall outs" had returned acceptance forms indicating they would be
attending, received the mailings, and completed the initial pre-institute
evaluation materials. This situation caused many problems and consid-
erable frustration on the part of the staff. Some of the problem may
be attributed to the short time sequence caused by the late funding.
There were numerous communication problems, some of which resulted be-
cause individuals were on summer vacation. Also, many of the individ-
uals became ill or had other emergencies just prior to the institute.
As "fall outs" were identified, substitutions were mode from the alter-
nates and from applications received after the initial selection had
been completed. This involved a great deal of correspondence and many
telephone calls. A total of 85 individuals attended the institute as
full participants, three of whom did not receive stipends. Priority
was given to those who could show the possibility of their conducting
or stimulating others te conduct, short-term teacher education activi-
ties but several teachers from various health specialty programs were
also selected to provide input from the "grass roots" level of health
occupations education. Several others, most of whom were frow The
University of Iowa, attended various sessions as guests. A list of
participants can be found in Appendix C.
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GENERAL 'ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT

Planning an institute of this nature and scope requires a great
deal of time and involves many varied activities. To assist with the
planning stage and in the actual conduct of the institute, arrangements
were made with The University of Iowa Center for Conferences and
Institutes. This included assistance with registration, procuring meet-
ing rooms, meal functions, coffee service, bussing and the fiscal
arrangements. It was anticipated that this unit would handle most of
the correspondence with the participants once they had been accepted,
but due to communication problems and the "fall outs" this was difficult
to arrange.

Cooperative arrangements were made with the College of Education
of The University of Iowa to offer course credit for participation in
the institute. On the first day of the institute those wishing to do
so registered and paid a $40.00 fee for the two semester hours of under-
graduate or graduate credit.

A major problem developed shortly before the institute was to begin
regarding the food service. Participants and staff had been informed
that those residing in the Iowa House would have meals readily avail-
able at all times, and that everyone could have their noon meal at the
Iowa Memorial Union. Due to the particular time of year chosen for
the institute, all food services within the Iowa Memorial Union were
closed. It became necessary, therefore, to provide some type of
alternative food service. The Center for Conferences and Institutes
was dble to arrange for meal service at a local athletic club to which
the participants were bussed for the noon meal. For the other meals
participants were on their own to eat at restaurants In Iowa City.
After the first few days, participants and staff chose to drop the
scheduled noon meal service and make their own arrangements for all
meals.
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III. INSTITUTE ACTIVITIES

THE FORMAT

This section describes the general format and procedures for the

institute. A later section will describe activities related to each

modular unit. The reader may wish to refer to the agenda (Appendix D)

as is appropriate. The agenda is a modified version of the one dis-
tributed to the participants since it reflects changes which were made

as the program progressed.

At the time of registration each individual was provided a name
badge; an agenda; a list of participants; and a packet of materials
containing a pen, descriptive brochures and maps. Thirty-five of the
participants registered for course credit at this time. Coffee and
doughnuts were available and the participants began mixing and getting

acquainted, or renewing friendships.

The first formal meeting bega-, at 9:00 A.M. on Monday, August 18,

1969. The participants were welcomea by the project director who
explained how this Institute was "born." It started with an idea in
the U. S. Office of Education. This was followed by conception in the
form of a proposal; then an incubation period, waiting for funding; a
period of detailed planning; and finally, as the institute began, its
birth. It was suggested, by the director, that within two short weeks
the institute would go through all of the life stages: the faltering
steps of childhood, the trying period of adolescence, the questioning
period of young adulthood, the highly productive years of maturity, an
even the discomforts of old age. The participants were challenged to
continue the analogy to the birth and life processes by setting into

motion a "teacher education explosion."

The University of Iowa was acknowledged at this time for its
strong support of activities aimed at improving health care in the
State and throughout the nation. Vice-Provost for Health Affairs,
Dr. Robert C. Hardin, was unable to meet with the grol,p, but was
recognized for his continued support of acttivities of this nature.

Since the institute was being conducted as an on-going activity
of the Program in Health Occupations Education the director of that
program, Miss Elizabeth E. Kerr, was asked to welcome the participants.
Miss Kerr, a leader in the field of health occupations education,
described the Program in Health Occupations Education and how its
unique structure had allowed for the rapid expansion of quality pro-
grams throughout the State of Iowa. Many questions were raised by
the participants as they became involved In this welcame, an action
which was exemplary of the type of free-flowing open discussion which
was to follow.
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Dr. Howard Jones, Dean of the College of Education, The Univer-
sity of Iowa, greeted the participants on behalf of his college. Mr.
0. A. Brunsvold, Associate Superintendent, Career Education Branch,
State Department of Public Instruction also welcomed the participants.
Finally, Miss Helen Powers welcomed the participants on behalf of the
U. S. Office of Education. Miss Powers, who is responsible for health
occupations education activities at the federal level, had been involved
in the planning that generated the proposal request which culminated
in the institute. She indicated her pleasure with the group assembled
and with the prospects for implementing teacher education activities
throughout the country.

Following the welcoming activities the project director reported
on materials which the participants were to have received, specific
problems which had occurred, and plans for meals and special activi-
ties. Although it is not indicated on the agenda, there were routine
business tasks of this nature which were handled daily. At this point
each of the other five staff members were introduce6. The program was
then turned over to Jacob Stern who discussed the objectives of the
Institute. He presented an overview of the institute in terms of how
the program would be conducted, the types of behaviors the partici-
pants might be expected to achieve, and in general set the tone for
the activities which followed.

The remaining two weeks of.the institute included general pre-
sentations, several types of small group sessions, individual activi-
ties, micro-experiences and many informal contacts among the partici-
pants and staff. General sessions were held in a large auditorium-
style room, and were usually led by a specific presenter. Consider-
able effort was made to establish rapport with the participants and
to utilize instructional strategies that would involve the learners
as much as possible. Therefore, the actual conduct of the general
sessions represented a continuum from teacher-centered lectures to
learner-centered discussions.

Small group sessions were used extensively to insure involve-
ment of the participants. During the week-end prior to the institute,
staff members selected participants for the various small groups. It
was considered desirable that the participants be grouped according
to their specialty interest areas for some small group activities
while for others it was felt that learning would best be facilitated
by heterogeneous grouping. Therefore, a matrix was developed which
had five divisions in each direction. One direction, from A to E,
was designated Specialty Interest Groups (SIG) and the other, from
1 to 5, General Interest Groups (GIG). Having agreed upon a limit of
five groups, it was not possible to form all of the possible Specialty
Interest Groups. Group A was composed mostly of individuals from the
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medical laboratory area and radiological technologists. Included in
Group B were individuals who were in primarily administrative positions,
most of whom did not have a health specialty background. Group C was
primarily individuals who served as supervisors of health occupations
education in state departments of education. A diverse mixture of
health specialty and non-health specialty individuals made up Group D,
including inhalation therapists, physical therapists and dietitians.
Group E was composed of nurses who were in positions other than admin-
istrative. Two physicians and several other special cases were scat-
tered throughout the groups. The matrix allowed for five randomly
selected General Interest Groups which had approximately equal repre-
sentation from each of the Specialty Interest Groups.

A staff member was designated to work with each Specialty Inter-
est Group and each General Interest Group. As the institute progressed
and the participants moved Into specific planning for their micro-
experiences, the Specialty Interest Groups were sub-divided into Task
Groups (TG).

As indicated earlier, priority was given to participants who had
identified that they were members of a team from a given state or
region. It was considered helpful to have more than a single individ-
ual Involved when attempting to implement programs. To give the
"strength in numbers" concept further impetus an additional small group
structure was developed. The Implementation Groups (IG) were organized
on a state-wide or regional basis. These groups were given the charge
to discuss the need for teacher education activities, existing services,
types of activities which they might appropriately stimulate or conduct
and how they would put their plans into action. Near the end of the
institute the Implementation Groups were asked to report their plans
to the total group. There was considerable variation in the degree
to which these groups met their charge. It has been particularly
rewarding to see that several groups have followed through with their
planning. Several of the teacher education activities reported-later
in this document were a direct result of these small group activities.

Advisory committee-staff meetings began on Tuesday of the first
week and were held periodically throughout the institute. An advisory
committee representative was elected by each of the Specialty Interest
Groups and rhe participants within these groups were encouraged to
contact their representative regarding suggestions or concerns about
the institute. Though participants were encouraged to interact di-
rectly with the staff this procedure provided an additional means to
facilitate feedback. The types of concerns and problems discussed in
these meetings were quite varied. They included such concerns as the
temperature of the meeting rooms, the length of sessions and the need
for special ad hoc meetings. The staff felt that the sessions with
the advisory committee were most helpful in maintaining an open
relationship with the participants.
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From suggestions made by the advisory committee, and the group
in general, it was decided that several ad hoc meetings should be held
for interested individuals. Sign-up sheets were placed on the bulletin
board and meetings were planned when enough participants were interested
in a particular topic. The first of these sessions, which were held
outside of the regular time schedule, was a meeting of those interested
in the National Conference on Health Occupations Education to be held
in New Orleans in February of 1970. This ad hoc session was to acquaint
participants with the plan for the Invitational conference which Robert
M. Tomlinson was to direct, and to solicit suggestions from them. Jacob
Stern, who made the initial presentation on educational objectives, led
an ad hoc meeting for those participants who desired additional infor-
mation or assistance in this area. Another ad hoc meeting, chaired by
Lewis Holloway, discussed degree programs to prepare teachers and ad-
ministrators for health occupations education. Although the institute
dealt primarily with short-term teacher education activities there were
many participants who were also concerned about degree programs. An
ad hoc meeting was also held for those participants interested in shar-
ing concerns in the area of student selection.

After the general program of activities was concluded on the final
day of the institute a group of individuals who were not rushed to make
transportation connections held a meeting to discuss problems in the
field of health occupations education. One of the concerns expressed
was the need for better coordinated efforts in the collection and dis-
semination of health occupations education reports and information.
Although there are national clearing houses for research repOtts and
information which cover the health occupations education area, the
group felt there is additional need for a system of sharing which is
specific to this area. Also expressed was the need for more specialty-
oriented institutes. These would be action-oriented institutes for the
various health specialties, and sub-fields, designed to study the utili-
zation of personnel and relationships among these personnel, and to
implement appropriate curriculum study activities. A third major
concern expressed was the need for more occupational analysis studies.

During the first week of the institute those participants who
had enrolled for course credit were asked to prepare a short descrip-
tive statement of the objectives which they wished to achieve by
attending the institute. At the end of the institute they were to
submit a short paper describing their achievement of these stated
objectives. As could be expected, there was some degree of variation
in the quality of this documentation but, in general, these materials
were very good.

THE MODULES

Volume II of this final report was distributed earlier under the
title Guidelines and Su.sortive Pa ers for Plannin and Conductin
Short-Term Teacher Education Activities. This document is composed of
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six modular units each containing guidelines which include educational
objectives, Instructional strategies, annotated bibliography and sup-
plementary materials; as well as papers prepared from presentations
given during the institute. This section will not repeat the informa-
tion provided in Volume II, but will present other information about
the modular units which formed the organizational structure of the

institute.

MODULE I - SUPPORTIVE PERSONNEL IN THE CHANGING HEALTH INDUSTAY

For some time now there has been a growing national concern about
health care delivery and changes occurring in the health care industry,
particularly as related to the preparation and use of supportive per-

sonnel. It was ppropriate therefore that the first modular unit was
designed to deal with the dynamics of change in the health care industry.

The presentations made by Elizabeth Kerr, Helen Powea:s, and

Robert Tomlinson followed very closely the educational objectives which
had been stated for this unit. Each presentation was well received by

the participants. The participants were then given the charge to meet

in their General Interest Groups to discuss the presentations and the
topic, "Common and Unique Problems Across Health Specialty Fields." In

identifying some of the most critical problems in the health field,
participants were able to see that many of their problems were common
across the various health specialty fields. Included In the supplemen-
tary materials for this modular unit (Vol,..,me II) is a report of the
discussions during these small group secIons. One individual from
each group was designated as a reporter to give a synopsis of their
group's discussion in a general session at the end of the modular unit.
There was a great deal of interest and willingness to consider the
problems in the health care field.

MODULE II - DEFINING AND DESCRIBING TEE EDUCATIONAL PRODUCT

Because of the current interest in occupational analyses and the
writing of educational objectives these two curricular concerns were
identified as a separate moduLar unit rather than including them as
part of the unit on designing learning programs. A great deal has been
written and many studies have been done on analyzing occupations using
job and task analysis rrocedures. The approaches taken by Jacob Stern
and Robert Tomlinson in the two presentations an this topic were to
analytically examine occupations by utilizing conceptual models. Jacob

Stern took a general approach to the utilization of conceptual models
whereas Professor Tomlinson's presentation was designed to look at a
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specific health field. Following these presentations tne Specialty
Interest Groups met for the first time and discussed conceptual models.
Since these were relatively abstract concepts, and time was rather
limited, it was only possible to "scratch the surface" on this topic
in the small group discussions. After the small group sessions the
total group met to discuss the issues which had been examined in the
small groups. The staff members served as a panel for this general
session.

The second portion of this modular unit dealt with preparing and
utilizing educational objectives. Jacob Stern made a presentation
on writing educational objectives at various levels of specificity
which was followed by Specialty Interest Group sessions to discuss
educational objectives and/or practice writing them. During these
small group sessions, Task Groups (TG) were designated. These groups
began preparing educational ob:;ectives for the micro-experiences which
they would be doing during the second week of the institute.

To provide an example of educational objectives in a health 'Zield,
Bruce Spivey, a medical educator, conducted a general session on
rbjectives in medical education (Ophthalmology). His study was designed
to assess the appropriateness of a set of ophthalmology objectives
which he had developed for medical students, and in effect combined an
occupational analysis with a study on educational objectivt:s. This
served as a most fitting application of these two concepts. Following
this general session the Specialty Interest Groups, and their Task
Groups, met once again to work on wTiting educational objectives.

MODULE III - THE LEARNER AND LEARNING

The initial presentation for this unit was entitled "Social Forces
and Their Impact on the Educational Process." Jacob Stern did an
excellent job of describing some of the social forces with which the
educator must deal if he is to function successfully in this arena.
This presentation was followed by Michael Masucci speaking on the
topic, "Social Forces and Their Impact on the Student." As a coun-
seling psychologist, he was well qualified to describe 'how social
forces affect students. Following his presentation Professor Masucci
distributed paper and asked the participants to ind:Icate their feel-
ings about the institute at that point in time. He encouraged them to
specify positive and negative feedback of any type. The resporses
were collected for use on the following day.

The next activity for this unit was a presentation on the process
of learning by Duane Anderson. He provided the participants with basic
information on how learning takes place, diffetznt learning theories
and principles related to learning.
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In a general session Professor Masucci utilized the statements
and questions Which participants had written for him the previous day
to stimulate a discussion designed to achieve several objectives. This
session served to show participants the types of problems individualshave in approaching new educational situations. The activity also
had cathartic effects, for several individuals had become rather con-
cerned about their ability to absorb the large amount of material which
had been presented during the first three days of the institute. The
session became a "wide open" discussion covering a variety of topics,
some of which are reported in Volume II.

Michael Masucci next led the group in a lively discussion on stu-
dent selection procedures. This was followed by General Interest Group
Sessions for further consideration of this topic. In a general session
the institute staff led a summary discussion of the learner and learningunit.

As the institute progressed it was noted that same participants
were not very knowledgeable about the philosophy and operation of
vocational education programs. The institute was designed primarily
for vocational education personnel but individuals associated with alllevels, such as the allied health professions, were invited to attend
because of their interaction in the articulation between programs and
because of the possible joint teacherech.cation activities. Therefore,
a general session was planned in which Larry Borosage chaired a
symposium made up of staff member Robert Tomlinson and four selected
participants. Each spoke on vocational education in general and spe-
cifically as it related to their position. This session proved quite
helpful in assisting individuals with a variety of backgrounds ktnd
philosophies to work together toward the common objectives of the insti-tute.

MODULE IV - DESIGNING LEARNING PROGRAMS

As shown in the educational objectives for Unit 4 (Volume II) the
major topics included in this unit were curriculum planning, instruc-
tional strategies, instructional media and the area of administration
and coordination. A general session on instructional strategies, which
included a film, "New Paths to Learning," was conducted by the entire
staff using a symposium format. Duane Anderson related instructional
strategies back to his earlier presentation on the learner and learning
and Lawrence Borosage presented concepts from communication theory and
practice which were particularly relevant.

The topic of curriculum planning was presented by Lawrence Boro-sage. Cal Mether provided a general introduction to instructional
media utilizing an impressive multi-media approach. This was followed
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by presentations on specific types of instructional media by Keith
Dollinger, James Orth and Robert Long. In the evening following the
sessions on instructional media Robert Long made equipment available
and worked with those individuals specifically interested in the produc-
tion and use of overhead transparencies. A display of Trainex film-
strips and records was made available as was material on the audio-
tutorial approach to Associate Degree Nursing as developed at Delta
College in Michigan.

For the topic of administration and coordination, Robert Tomlinson
led a panel discussion composed of staff members, consultant-presenters
and institute participants. Following the general session the General
Interest Groups met for further discussion of this topic.

MODULE V - EVALUATION IN THE EDUCATIONAL PROCESS

This unit was divided Into the areas of faculty evalaation and
student evaluation. Lawrence Borosage presented an overview of all
aspects of evaluation as it relates to the educational process. The
session on faculty evaluation led by Duane Anderson developed into a
lively and lengthy discussion.

Classroom testing was sub-divided into two presentations by Charles
Porter. The first examined concepts and principles related to writing
good test items. The second presentation on scoring, compiling scores
and grading was something new for many participants as Professor Porter
dealt with the utilization of standard scores.

MODULE VI - THE EDUCATIONAL PROCESS

This unit was designed to examine the process of micro-teaching
as a means for stimulating the actual educational process and also with
learning experiences in actual health programs. The first presentation
was an orientation to micro-tear.thing by Lewis Holloway. Participants
were introduced to micro-teaching by viewing micro-experiences on video
tape and by a lecture-discussion presentation. This session was held
on Friday of the first week in order to prepare participants for their
involvement in micro-experiences during the second week of the institute.
Participants were given time in their Specialty Interest Groups and Task
Groups to prepare micro-experiences.

Prior to doing their. micro-experiences, Richard Nelson gave a further
presentation and demonstration on micro-teaching utilizing some of the
special equipment which is available. Video tape recording equipment was
made available several evenings during the second week so that participants
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could become acquainted with it. Several of the micro-experiences were
completed during the evening sessions. Other micro-experiences were
conducted dur±ng designated time in the institute schedule. Several
of the video tapes made during the micro-experience activities were
shown to a general session of participants to share specific experiences.
Each participant had an opportunity, individually or within a group,
to be part of a micro-experience. Many of the participants who were
not teachers utilized the micro-experiences for purposes more fitting
to their roles tban teaching.

Lawrence Borosage led a session on conducting short-term teacher
activities which Included reports on the types of teacher education
activities which the Implementation Groups were planning. Two other
topics somewhat related to this unit were included at this point in
the institute. Lewis Holloway conducted a short session on research
dissemination systems which provide service to the health occupations
education field. The entire staff discussed with the participants
the need for, and Implementation of:, research in health occupations
education.

INFORMAL ACTIVITIES

From experience with similar activities, the staff was aware that
substantial learning occu.rs in informal interactions among participants
and staff. Although it was expected that a great deal of sharing would
occur spontaneously, the staff attempted to facilitate interaction when-
ever possible. It was recognized that if the group had numerous oppor-
tunities to socialize that an informal atmosphere would develop which
would carry over into the more formal aspects of the institute.

Following the first day of the institute a social evening was held
at the Ox Yoke Inn at the Amana Colonies. Buses and cars were provided
and the majority of participants, staff and special guests were in

attendance. The evening began with an "Attitude Adjustment Hour" which
was followed by an excellent family-style meal.

Although no other planned social activities were held, a great
many occurred spontaneously. Small groups of participants and staff
had meals together regularly, picnics were held, some played tennis
together, pool parties developed, and "rap" sessions in the Iowa House
and at the Old Capitol Motel were an every evening event. On the week-
end, carloads of participants attended the Iowa State Fair which was
in progress, visited the Herbert Hoover birthplace and library or
toured parts of eastern Iowa. Late Sunday afternoon the project
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director and his wife arranged an impromptu party for a number of
participants. Particpants picked sweet corn and tomatoes, fixed ham-
burgers, and put together a picnic dinner. Several participants rode
horses while others played yard games or sat and visited.

The staff was quite pleased with the effect the informal activities
had on the more formal aspects of the institute. This may have been a
significant factor in contributing to the overall success of the insti-
tute. It is felt that the general attitude which developed has contrib-
uted to participants maintaining contact with one another and the staff
over the period since the institute, and why one still hears of the
"Iowa Group" at various national meetings.

It seems appropriate to state that the participants worked hard and
played hard -- the activities often being complementary. The formal
sessions were not very formal, and whenever the informal activities were
in progress one would find groups discussing institute presentations,
concerns about the health field or their own specific programs and prob-
lems. At the conclusion of the institute a "special awards" session
was held recognizing several of the participants for their unique con-
tributions which helped to make the institute such a pleasurable
experience.
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IV. INSTITUTE EVALUATION

THE ON-GOING ASSESSMENT

PROCEDURES

The general purpose of this evaluation was to examine the partici-
pants, the locale, the events, and the outcomes of the institute.
Specifically the evaluation sought to assist the institute staff in
ascertaining the extent to which the objectives for the institute were
achieved. Attention was given to the relationship between what the
institute staff set out to do and what actually transpired. An effort
was made to determine the factors contributing to various successes and
failures. The analysis of data was first descriptive, then judgmental.
These descriptions and judgments made possible, recommendations and
suggestions for the conduct of subsequent short-term teacher education
activities.

To ascertain the extent to which the stated objectives were attained
data were collected regarding various rspects and characteristics of the

institute. Separate attention was given to the circumstances existing
at the onset of training, to the teaching-learning transactions, and
to the outcomes. The first type of data collected pertained to the
characteristics of the learner (e.A., knowledge regarding the institute
topics, perception of present role, etc.) . A second type of informa-
tion was the interaction that takes place between the information source
and the learner. Other types of data were the learning outcomes of the

instructional process content mastery, knowledge gained, attitude
change, etc.).

To obtain information of each of the previously mentioned types,
five data collections instruments were developed. Data were secured
from individual participants, from staff members, and from a group
designated as an "evaluation committee. The evaluation committee was
composed of five individuals randomly selected from the population of
institute participants. Individual canmittee members were to represent,
to the best of their ability, the views of the participants with whom
they associated in their respective specialty interest groups and
general interest groups.

Following is a descriptionof each of the primary data collection
instruments; The formats for these instruments were structured ,so that
participants could complete_them in a relatively short time period with
only self instruction. All forms were structured so that the informa-
tion obtained could be readily coded and punched into data cards for
computer analysis. A copy of each data.collection instrument is pre-
sented in Appendix E.
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Role Perception Inventory

The first data gathering device was the Role Perception Inventory.
The purpose of this instrument was to measure participants' perception
of their role in health occupacions education. The semantic differen-
tial developed by Osgood et al"- was modified for use in this study.
Twenty-five bipolar descriptive-scales were constructed to measure
participants perception of the concept -- Present Role inliealth Occupa-
tions Education. The 'descriptors were categorized'as "Characteristics
of Role" (items 1, 3, 7, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 17, 19, 21, 23, and 24) and
"Sources of Role Conflict" (items 2, 4, .% 6, 9, Il, 13, 15, 18, 20,
22, and 25). Scale polarity and order of descriptors were randomized
to counteract response bias tendencies. The subjects task was to indi-
cate for each pair of descriptors the direction and intensity of his
response on a seven step scale. The scales were coded one through
seven, from left to right. The form was administered by mall approxi-
mately three weeks prior to the beginning of the institute 'and again
following the closing general group session.

Self-Rating Scale

The second data gathering instrument was the Self-Rating Scale.
From the statement of institute objectives, sixteen content areas were
outlined.- A five alternative numerical rating scale was constructed
for each item. The subject was to indicate the extent of familiarity
with each of the topic areas. The form was administered along with the
previously described Role Perception Inventory. The post-test version
was included as part of the Participant Opionionnaire and Evaluation
Instrument.

Partici ant 0 inionnaire and Evaluation Instrument

The third data gathering instrument was the Participant Opinion-
naire and.Evaluation Instrument. This form was administered folloWing
the final general group session and was designed to measure the
It operational" aspects of the institute (schedUling and organization;
content and presentations; environment and facilities; and satisfactions).
A second aim was to obtain information regarding the participants'
mastery of the main concepts that.were presented during the institute .

Subjects were asked to rank the sixteen topic areas according to their
"relevance and usefulness" and a second time according to their "diffi-
culty." A. series of objective and open-ended questions followed to
obtain additional'data related to the rankings. A final part of this
post,-test version of the Self7kating Scale.

Osgood, C.E., Suci, and Tannenbaum, Pal., The Measurement of
Meaning. Urbana, Illinois: University of Illinois Press, 1957.
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Module Evaluation

The fourth instrument was the Module Evaluation. This instrument

was distributed to members of the evaluation committee following com-

pletion of each of the six modular units. Each member completed the

form and returned it the following day. This procedure was used so that

more valuable lecture-discussion time would not be taken. The form was

specifically designed to obtain information regarding the content, pre-

sentations, and guidelines for each modular unit.

Staff Institute Evaluation

The final instrument was the Staff Institute Evaluation. The pur-

pose of this form was to obtain information from the institute staff

regarding scheduling and organization, environment and facilities, par-

ticipants and outcomes. A series of objective questions followed each

of the four main parts of the instrument. To permit comparisons with
participant responses, a number of items wer.:: duplicated from instru-

ments used to collect participant data. Opportunities were also pro-

vided for staff members to make comments, recommendations, etc.,
regarding the various aspects of the institute.

RESULTS

This section contains the findings obtained from the five instru-

ments that were designed to provide information regarding the three

sources of data -- learner characteristics, institute transactions, and

learning outcomes. The findings are based on individual (both partici-

pants and staff) and evaluation committee responses. With the exception

of one exercise (Participant Opinionnaire and Evaluation Instrument,
page 5, Item number 7), the majority of participants had no difficulty

following the self instructions and completing the exercises. It is a

valid assumption that the data obtained is representative of the total

group.

Presentation of the data is both tabular and descriptive. The pur-

pose of the description and discussion is only to supplement the tabular

presentations. Judgments regarding the findings are made with reference

to expectations and institute objectives.

Description of Role

For this portion of the study it was hypothesized that health occu-
pations personnel were confused regarding their role in education. The

adaptation of the semantic differential technique was based on the con-
viction that a role conflict could be detected and that shifts in per-
ception of role could be measured. To test the validity of the a priori

classification of descriptors (Characteristics of Role and Sources of
Role Conflict) a principal axis factor analysis was performed on the

pre-test data. The results of the analysis are shown in Table 1. Only

factor loadings in excess of 1.40 I are considered. The analysts
1
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TABLE 1

PRE -TEST"FACTOR STRUCTURE

No.
Factor
Loading

1
-'
_J

.45

.74

I

Autocratic-Democratic (1)
Inflexible-Adaptable (1)

7 .61 Low Esteem-High Esteem (1)
8 -.70 Optimistic-Pessimistic (1)

10 -.70 Active-Passive (1)
12 .53 Supervised-Supervises (1)
14 .71 Inefficient-Efficient (1)
15 .74 Dull-Stimulating (1)
17 -.63 Organized-Disorganized (1)
19 .69 Unpradictable-Predictable (1)
24 .44 Dominant-Submissive (1)

II
5 -.81 Manual-Intellectual (2)
9 .60 Didactic-Clinical (2)
11 -.73 Service-Education (2)

III
4 -.55 Generalist-Specialist (2)

20 .83 Teaching Object-Learning Object. (2)
21 -.43 Innovative-Traditional (1)
25 -.70 Evaluate Objectives-Evaluate Content (2)

IV
6 .78 Health Specialist-Teaching Specialist (2)
18 .79 Technical Competence-Teaching Comp. (2)

1 .51 Autocratic-Democratic (1)
22 .74 Content Oriented-Person Oriented (2)
23 .48 Dependent-Independent (1)

VI
2 -.61 Professional-Technical (2)

24 -.68 Dominant-Submissive (1)

(1) Characteristics of Role
(2) Sources of Role Conflict

3
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revealed that eight factors accounted for 70 per cent of the common
variance. However, two factors c.ontained only a single loading above
140 1 (licensure-certification, and vocational-technical). These
two Eactors were not considered in the interpretation.

The distribution of factors for the pre-test data serves to sub-
stantiate the construct validity of the test instrument and suggests
the existence of role conflicts. Factor I accounts for the largest
portion of the variance (20%) and contains exclusively descriptors
categorized as "Characteristics of Role." The descriptors categorized
as "Sources of Role Conflict" were fairly evenly distributed amont the
other seven factors, indicating that this construct was factorially
complex. Factor II accounts for ten per cent of the variance; Factor
III, nine per cent; Factor IV, seven per cent; Factor V, six per cent;
and Factor VI, six per cent. Apparently health occupations educators
can easily describe their role in terms of general characteristics as
witnessed by the loadings on Factor I. The number of additional factors
and the distribution of the remaining common variance is an indication
of the confusion existing regarding the role of the health specialist
In education.

Changes in Role Perception

A pre-test - post-test analysis was used to measure the change in
participants' perception of their role in health occupations. Table 2
presents the mean scores for each of the twenty-five bipolar scales.
A high mean score indicates that subjects marked closer to the right
hand scale. For example, participants saw their role as being more
education-oriented on the post-test than on the pre-test (5.1 vs 5.4).
A t-test for correlated samples was used to test the significance of
the difference between means. Since no hypotheses regarding direction
of change was made, a two-talled test of significance was applied. The
levels of significance chosen were the .10 and .05 levels.

As indicated in Table 2, statistically significant differences were
obtained for eight of the twenty-five scales. The institute partici-
pants rated their role after the inscitute, as compared to the begin-
ning of the institute, as being less adaptable, higher on the education
scale, lower on the technical scale, higher on teacher competence, less
predictable, closer to ceaching o;dectives (rather than learning object-
ives), more person-oriented and more dominant. These changes, In
general, are viewed as positive by the institute staff.

Change in Factor Structure

A major objective of the institute was to cause health occupations
education personnel to critically examine their role in education. It
was the aim of the institute staff to assist participants In the
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TABLE 2

ROLE PERCEPTION INVENTORY

Descriptors
Pre-test
Mean

Post-test
Mean

t-test for
Correlated
Samples

1. autocratic-democratic 5.2 5.3 .57
2. professional-technical 2.9 2.7 1.00
3. inflexible-adaptable 6.2 6.0 2.17**
4. generalist-specialist 4.4 4.4 .43
5. manual-intellectual 5.2 5.4 1.56
6. health specialist-teaching

specialist 4.4 4.7 1.58
7. low esteem-high esteem 5.7 5.7 .61
8. optimistic-pesimistic 1.9 1.9 .29
9. didactic-clinical 4.0 3.9 .66

10. active-passive 1.8 2.0 1.58
11. service-education 5.1 5.4 2.00**
12. supervised-supervises 5.7 5.6 .66
13. licensure-certification 4,1 4.1 .10
14. inefficient-efficient 5.6 5.8 .93
15. vocational-technical 4.2 3.8 1.69*
16. dull-stimulating 6.3 6.3- .15
17. organized-disorganized 2.5 2.3 1.28
18. technical competence-

teaching competence 4.5 5.1 3.57**
19. unpredictable-predictable 5.4 5.1 1.89*
20. teaching objectives-learning

objectives 4.4 4.0 1.86*
21. innovative-traditional 2.5 2.4 .23
22. content oriented-person

oriented 4.5 5.1 3.20**
23. dependent-independent 4.8 4.8 .20
24. dominant-submissive 3.2 2.9 2.54**
25. evaluate objectives-evaluate

content 3.2 3.0 .91

df=76 *p. < .10, two tailed **p. < .05, two tailed

clarification of their role and to challenge them to think positively
about their "new" role as a teacher educator. It was expected there-
fore that the role descriptors would "restructure" at the completion
of the institute.
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To determine the change in factor structure a principal axis factor
analysis was performed on the post-test data. A normalized Varimax
rotation produced the factors shown in Table 3. Eight factors acounted
for 68% of the common v.p.riance. One factor contained only a single
loading above I .40 1

(teaching objectives-learning objectives) and
was not considered in the interpretation. Factor I accounts for four-
teen per cent of the variance; Factor II, eleven .per cent; Factor III,
ten per cent; Factor IV, seven per cent; Factor V, eight per cent;
Factor VI, seven per cent; and, Factor VII, seven per cent.

A comparison of the pre-test post-test factors indicates that
considerable restructuring occurred. Factor I in the pre-test analysis
represented descriptors categorized as "Characteristics of Role." The
descriptors subsumed under this factor separated into two factors
(Factor I and Factor III) in the post-test analysis. This suggests
that the institute was instrumental in causing participants to more
closely examine the somewhat superficial "Characteristics of Role" and
make finer distinctions at the conclusion of the institute. Factor I
appears to deal with the image that participants have of their role.
This role image may be described in terms of high esteem, optimistic,
active, supervises, efficient, stimulating, organized, and dominant.
Factor III appears to be a role orientation factor. Especially signi-
ficant was that the content oriented-person oriented descriptor correla-
ted highly with this factor. The role orientation of health occupations
educators was described as democratic; adaptable; high esteem; optim-
istic; stimulating; and person oriented. Descriptors seven, eight, and
sixteen, were included in both Factors I and III. It appears that the
variance associated with these items, was related to two kinds of roles
-- that of an administrative role in Factor I, and that of a faculty
role in Factor III.

Pre-test and post-test Factor II appear to deal with the traditional
health vs. education role conflict situations. In the post-test analysis
descriptor nine (didactic-clinical) is absent but both descriptors load-
ing significantly on pre-test Factor IV are included in post-test Factor
II. At the conclusion of the institute this role conflict factor was
defined as professional, intFolg.r.Fual, teaching specialist, education,
teaching competence, and predictable. The loading for descriptor nine-
teen (unpredictable-predictable) appears especially meaningful. The
fact that participants perceived the role conflicts as predictable
suggests that the institute was partially successful in re8olving the
conflicts.

Post-test Factors IV, VI, and VII did not contain more than two
descriptors which made meaningful interpretation difficult.

The remaining factor, Factor V, seemed to represent not a role con-
flict per se but rather a conflict related to instructional objectives.
This factor was characterized by the following descriptors: supervises
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TABLE 3

POST-TEST FACTOR STRUCTURE

No.
Factor
Loading

7

8
10
12
14
16
17
24

2

5

.56 I
-.53
-.65
.40
.76
.53

-.70
-.66

.55 II
-.59

Low Esteem-High Esteem (1)
Optimistic-Pessimistic (1)
Active-Passive (1)
Supervised-Supervises (1)
Inefficient-Efficient (1)
Dull-Stimulating (1)
Organized-Disorganized (1)
Dominant-Submissive (1)

Professional-Technical (2)
Manual-Intellectual (2)

6 -.77 Health Specialist-Teaching Specialist (2)11 -.49 Service-Education (2)
18 -.70 Technical Competence-Teaching Comp. (2)19 -.55 Unpredictable-Predictable (1)

1 .81 III Autocratic-Democratic (1)
3 .50 Inflexible-Adaptable (1)
7 .48 Low Esteem-High Esteem (1)
8 -.49 Optimistic-Pessimistic (1)16 .48 pull-Stimulating (1)22 .74 Content Oriented-Person-Oriented (2)

13 .71 IV Licensure-Certification (2)23 -.72 Dependent-Independent (1)

12 -.45 V Supervise&-SuperVises (1)21 .61 Innvative-Traditionai (1)25 .82 Evaluate ObjectiVes-Evaluate Content (2)
4 .78 VI GeneraIist-SpeCialist (2)9 .72 DidaCtic-Clinical (2)

15 .82 VII Vocational-Technical (2)
16 .50 Dull-Stimulating (1)

(1) Characteristics of Role
(2) Sources of Role Conflict
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innovative, and evaluate Objectives. 'This suggests that the institute

was successful in promoting the .idea of behavioral based educational
objectives as a newer, possibly better way of defining and evaluating

learning outcames.

Although the differences in the overall factor structure were not
entirely interpretable, there is some indication that meaningful, iden-
tifiable shifts did occur. Moreover, the shifts that are identifiable

appear to be consistent with the objectives of the institute.

The construct identified as "Characteristics of Role" remained

fairly stable. The fact that the descriptors diverged to two factors

in the post-test lends support to the earlier speculation that partici-

pants would' make finer distinctions among the role characteristics at

the conclusion of the institute. As a result, this construct was seen
to be composed of a role image factor and a role orientation factor.

The most obvious conclusion regarding the construct, "Sources of

Role Conflict," is that it remains factorially complex. Both analyses

indicate the possibility of several different types of role conflicts.

The most meaningful role conflict descriptors appear to be those signi-
ficantly loaded on post-test Factor II. Other conflict descriptors
pertain more to the objectives and purpose of health occupations educa-
tion rather than to role description. Both analyses indicate the possi-

bility of several nebulous, non-descriminating scales.

The limitations of this portion of the study are several. Probably

the most important relates to the factorial composition of the test

instrument. The factor analysis seemed to substantiate the validity of

the first construct. However, the data suggests that further.research.

is needed to identify the primary.descriptive scales describing role
conflicts. A second limitation relates to the permanence of the
induced rale changes. The ultimate test of the institute's effective-
ness is the stability and permanence of its effect. A followup adMin-

istration of the Role Perception Inventory would permit more pOsitive
statements.regarding the institute's effectiveness.

Despite the limitations, the study indicates that attitude change
did occur and that the semantic differential can be used to.measure
subtle shifts in attitude. Especially significant are they implications
for evaluating future short-term institutes. The use of semantic dif-
ferentials instruments of known factorial composition could aid substan-
tially in the appraisal of affective based educational probleMs.

BaCkground Experience and Knowledge Gain

Participants were asked to respond to a fiVe point self-rating
scale on the extent to which they were familiar with the institute

. topics. The response categories were: very familiar (5), rather fam-
iliar (4), somewhat familiar (3), hardly familiar (2), and not:at all

familiar (1). Table 4 sumMarizes the seIf-rating pre-test and poSt-test
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TABLE 4

SELF-RATING SCALE: KNOWLEDGE GAIN

Topic Area
Pre-test
Mean

Modular Unit I:
1. Identifying factors affecting

change in the health industry
2. Examining voc-tech. programs

for auxiliary personnel
3. Analyzing the role of the health

specialist as teacher
4. Analyzing the role of the teacher

of teachers

Modular Unit II:
5. Developing conceptual models to

analyze occupations
6. Describing the educational

product in behavioral terms

3.4

3.0

3.2

2.8

2.2
3.2

Modular Unit III:
7. Considering factors which affect

learning 3.9
8. Examining the student selection

process 3.7

Modular Unit IV:
9. Planning curricula

10. Selecting instructiollal strate-
gies

U. Selecting and producing
instructional media

12. Conducting administrative and
coordination activities

4.0

3.5

3.4

3.9

Modular Unit V:
13. Evaluating instructional personna3.5
14. Measuring and evaluating learn-

ing achievement 3.6

Modular Unit VI:
15. Using micro-teaching as a tool

for Improving instruction
16. Conducting short-term teacher

education activities

2.2

2.9

Postr-test
Mean

t-test for
Correlated
Samples

3.9 4.52**

3.4 3.02**

4.0 5.51**

3.8 7.04**

3.3 8.34**
3.8 3.93**

4.0 1.58

3.8 .55

4.0 .48

3.9 3.05**

3.8 3.22**

3.8 1.30

3.6 1.27

3.7 .86

3.8 9.58**

3.6 5.75**

df=70 *p. <.05, two tailed two,tailed
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mean scores. A t-test for correlated samples was used to test the signi-

ficance of the difference between means. Since no hypothesis was made

regarding direction of change, a two-talled test of significance was

used to interpret the t values.

Statistically significant differences were obtained at the .01

level for ten of the sixteen topic areas. Although there was no control

group with which to compare these findings, it seems reasonable to con-

clude that the participants gained a significant amount of knowledge in

those areas measured by the self-ratings. Grouping the topics according

to their respective modular units indicates that significant differences

were obtained for Modular Units I, II, VI and for two of five topic

areas in Unit IV. Nonsignificant differences were obtained for Units

III and V. A close examination of these two modular units is in order

to attempt an explanation for the nonsignificant differences of their

corresponding topic areas (see Module Evaluation). It should be noted

however, that the pre-test means for the six areas showing nonsignificant

differences were greater than the average pre-test means for the other

ten topic areas. This would indicate that subjects were already some-

what familiar with the topics prior to the beginning of the institute.

Module Evaluation

The purpose of the module evaluation was to make judgments about

the content, presentations, and guidelines for each unit. Due to the

full schedule and the demands on participants' time, an evaluation
committee was selected to critique each module. The rationale support-

ing the use of an evaluation committee was sound, but in practice the

results were variable. It was intendee, that the evaluation committee,

at the end of each modular unit, would collectively discuss and complete

an evaluation form. However, the pressing schedule prevented doing so.

As an alternative, the evaluation forms were given to each member indi-

vidually to complete and return. Each member was supposed to solicit

commints from other participants and make judgments which reflected a
cross-section of participants' views. The extent that this was done is

doubtful. The degree of interest demonstrated by the evaluation com-
mittee members could be characterized as moderate. The failure of one

member to complete two forms and the lack of written comments support-
ing objective type items severely hampers the extent to which generali-
zations can be made. A number of tentative judgments will be attempted

although the representatIve-kess of the data is questionable. Table 5

summarizes the item mean .cesponses for each of the six modular units.

Module I Su ortive Personnel in the Chan ir Health Industry. The

responses pertaining to content and presentation items were all con-

siderably above the mean. The behavioral objectives, annotated bibliog-

raphy, and handout materials were considered very good. The portions

of the guidelines most In need of improvement were those dealing with
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TABLE 5

MODULE EVALUATION.

Response
Modular Unit

. II. III. IV. V. VI.

1. To whet extent was the information
presented new and informative?

2. To what extent do you expect to be
able to use what has been pre-
sented in this modular unit?

3. Indicate the extent to 'aich the
presentations of the mo,.Lular unit
were stimulating.

4. Indicate the suitability of the
instructional strategies (lecture,
discussion, etc.) by which the
topics were presented.

5. Circle the number which best
represents the degree to which
the presentations were organi-
zed

6. Indicate the degree to which
the presentations were clear
and to the point.

7. Indicate the extent to which
the speakers were enthusiastic
about the topics presented.

8. Indicate the degree to which
you feel the guidelines were
appropriate for this modular unit:

A. Behavioral objectives
B. Annotated bibliography
C. Suggested instruetional

strategies
D. Handout materials
E. Assignment sheets

9. Indicate the extent, in general,
to which you fec..1 the stated
behavioral objectives-for this
modular unit were achieved

*N=3
**No responses

3.6 4.0 2.8 3.8 3.5 3.8

3.8 3.6 3.2 3.6 3.2 4.0

4.2 4.0 2.6 4.0 4.0 4.5

3.8 4.2 3.6 4.6 3.8 . .5

4.2 3.6 2.4 4.2 3.2 4.5

3.8 .36 2.4 4.0 3.2 4.0

4.6 4.4 4.0 4.6 4.3 5.0

4.0 4.4 4.2 4.6 4.0 4.0
5.0 4.8 4.6 4.6 3.2 4.3

3.5 3.6 4.0 4.6 3.3 4.5
4.5 4.2 4.8 5.0 3.5 4.3
3.3* ** ** ** ** 3.7*

3.0 2.6 2.8 3.8 3.8 3.8
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the instructional strategies and assignment sheets. The first two
presentations for this unit were longer than the scheduled times. It

was the feeling of several individuals that this detracted from the
first module and negatively affected beginning day activities. Addi-
tional comments indicated that time should have been allotted for

questions following the main presentations. The concensus of the evalua-
tion committee was that the objectives for Module I were somewhat
achieved. The self-rating data reported in Table 4 revealed statisti-
cally significant gains for all four topics included in this unit.

Module II Definin and Describin the Educational Product. The
evaluation committee felt that the behavioral objectives for this unit
were hardly achieved, even though all additional item ratings were well
above the mean. Significant t values for the differences between means
(Table 4) were ootained for topics included in this unit, although parti-
cipants did not approach the level of competency stated in the objectives.
The failure to achieve the objectives for this unit was apparently due
to lack of individual and small group practice sessions and exercies.
It was indicated that the "gestalt" was well presented, but specific
examples of conceptual models, matrix applications, and behavioral
objectives were not considered in sufficient detail to provide parti-
cipants with immediately useable tools.

Module III. The Learner and Learning. The content and presentations
for this module were uniformly criticized. The lack of apparent struc-
ture for the presentations was disturbing to most individuals. The
participants welcomed the opportunity to verbalize problem situations
with the presenters, but did not feel that doing so contributed to
achieving the modular objectives. It was indicated that the guidelines,
especially the objectives, were well done and would have resulted in an
excellent module. Though lectures and discussions contributed little
toward accomplishing objectives, many participants felt that the hand-
out materials provided much valuable information. It should be noted
that significant knowledge gains (Table 4) were not achieved for this
modular unit. The data suggests a positive relationship between teach-
ing effectiveness and learning outcomes. The conclusion that this
module was the least well done of the six seems justified.

Module IV, Designing Learning Programs. The evaluation committee
gave uniformly hi. ratings to all aspects of this module. Identified
as factors contribting to the success of this module were the enthus-
iasm of staff members and the high quality of handout materials. In
particular, the materials on curriculum design were judged to have long
range value. However, as shown In Table 4 significant gains were not
obtained for the two topic areas ol Planning Curricula and Conducting
Administrative and Coordination Activities. The apparent explanation
relates to the relat4vely high pre-test means for these topics. While
the content and presentations were considered to be above average, they
were not of sufficient breadth or depth to add significantly to parti-
cipants' previous knowledge.
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Module V, Evaluation in the Educational Process. The interpreta-
tion of data for this module is very complex. The evaluation committee
indicated that the behavioral objectives for this modular unit were
rather well achieved. No item responses were rated below average. Yet
Table 4 reveals that significant gains in participants' knowledge were
not obtained. Again, this could probably be explained by the magnitude
of the pre-test means for the two topic areas included in this unit.
The only comment made regarding this module was a criticism of the use
of traditional and uninspiring teaching methods.

MOdule VI, The Educational Prodess. This last module must certainly
be regarded as one of the most successful. The presentations for this
module were rated higher than for any other unit. Particularly note-
worthy was the speakers' enthusiasm for the topics presented. It was
indicated that the success of the module was in large measure due to the
availability, interest, and assistance of.staff members. The magnitude
of the t values for the difference between pre- and post-test means for
Modular Unit VI validate the.learning outcomes.

PartiCinants' Evaluation and Reactions

The participants were asked to react Lo various aspects of the
institute for the purpose of ascertaining their degree of satisfaction.
Table 6 summarizes the mean response for each item and the proportion of
individuals responding to each category. Since the evaluation is pri-
marily descriptive, no criterion levels were established for item
responses. Concluzions and judgments are subjective interpretations
of participants' responses.

Scheduling and Organization. The majority of participants (647w)
did not feel that two weeks was too long a period to leave home and
work to attend the institute. Sentiment was about evenly divided, how-
ever, regarding the period of time provided to learn the content of the
institute. In general, the participants agreed (93%) that the institute
was well organized. Only six per cent felt that the schedule was too
fixed and 85 per cent felt that the topics were scheduled in an appro-
priate sequence. Sixteen per cent felt that more time should have
been spent in individual presentations, but only mild sentiment was
expressed for spending more time in discussion groups. Apparently the
proportion of time allotted to general sessions and group discussion
was satisfactory. The participants felt strongly that sufficient
opportunities were provided to interact with both institute staff and
other participants. The majority (66%) felt they were allowed enough
time to pursue activities of their own choosing. One fourth of the
participants would have preferred no evening meetings.

Content and Presentations.

'The participants.strongly agreed that the presentets.were well:pre-
pared, and that presentations were stimulating and interesting. The
data suggests however:, that the individual presentationsymay have.been
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TABLE 6

PARTICIPANT OPINIONNAIRE AND EVALUATION INSTRUMENT

Response

Percent of Responses
SA A N D SD
(5) (4) (3) (2) (1)

Scheduling and Organization:

1. Two weeks was too long a period to
leave work and home for the pur-
pose of attending this institute 9 23 4 38 26 2.5

2. Two weeks was too short a period
in which to learn the content of
this institute 11 32 9 32 15 2.9

3. I was allowed enough time in which
to pursue activities of my choosing 20 46 3 31 9 3.6

4. I would have preferred not to have
eve:Ling meetings 5 20 22 35 18 2.6

c Topics were scheduled In an appro-
priate sequence 39 46 3 9 3 4.1

6. Sufficient opportunities were pro-
vided to interact with other
participants 24 49 3 24 9 3.7

7. The institute staff was inacces-
sible or unapproachable to get
individual attention 1 5 3 15 76 1.4

8. In general, the institute wE..s
well organized 62 31 3 4 0 4.5

9. A greater proportion of time should
have been spent in individual pre-
sentations than actually occurred 4 12 16 58 9 2.4

10. A greater proportion of time should
have been spent in work groups 12 34 15 34 5 3.1

11. The schedule was too fixed 1 5 8 57 28 2.0

Content and Presentation:

12 Individual presentations were too
long to sit and listen or to take
notes 3 24 11 45 18 2.5

13. The course content presupposed far
more training then I had 4 11 12 37 37 2.1

14. The presentations were stimmlating
.and interesting 45 47 4 4 0 4.3



Response
SA
(5)

15. The discussion leaders were effect-
ive in their role 53

16. The presenters were well prepared 45

17. I expect to be able to apply the
content which was presented in the
institute 45

18. The information presented was too
elementary 1

19. I was stimulated to think object-
ively about the topics presented 34

20. Too much jargon was used by the
presenters 5

21. Too much emphasis was placed on
topics that are unimportant 0

22. The presentation of the content
material was paced too fast 7

23. I am pleased with the teaching
methods us..-Id for the institute 45

Env1raln-1.4 and Facilities

24. The "Lez-1.1;±.-16 Resource Center" was
a valuable adjunct to the institute 39

25. The unavailability of books and
journals interfered with attempts
to master the content of each
moea- unit 1

26. My liu::ing accommodation was
sati8factory 62

27. The meeting rooms were adequate
and conducive to learning 58

28. Recreational facilities were
inadequate 11

29. The food services were poor 22

Satisfactions

30. If I had to do it mer again I
would apply for the institute
which I am just complehn .55

31. I would recommend to.,2thers
that they participat In
institute of this 69

40

Percent of Responses
A N
(4) (3)

D
(2)

SD
(1)

42 4 1 0 4.5
47 3 5 0 4.3

47 4 4 0 4.3

12 4 47 35 2.0

62 4 0 0 4.3

18 9 45 23 2.4

7 11 59 23 2.0

16 15 51 11 2.6

43 1 9 1 4.2

47 9 4 0 4.2

15 15 49 20 2.3

37 0 1 0 4.6

32 1 7 1 4.4

19 18 41 12 2.8
42 18 15 4 3.6

34 4 7 0 4.4

28 -1 1 0 4.7



Response

32. I anticipate maintaining some
type of contact with at least
aae member of the institute staff

33. It is likely that I will colla-
borate with someone else attend-
ing this institute on a future
educational activity (other than
those I already would be likely
to work with

34. The staff should feel that it
has accomplished its object-
ives during this institute

35. The participants accepted
the objectives of this in-
stitute

36. The objectives of this insti-
tute were not the same as
my objectives

37. We did not relate theory to
practice

38. I did not think I would learn
as much in this institute as
I have

39. I was impressed with the qual-
ifications and abilities of my
fellow participants

40. Possible solutions to my problems
were considered

41. I can see no advantage of this
type of short term institute
compared to other types of
teacher education programs

42. Attempts to evaluate the insti-
tute (including the present
form) interfered with more
important activities

Percent of Responses
SA A N D SD

(5) (4) (3) (2) (1)

53 32 14 1 0 4.4

43 38 14 3 3 4.2

53 42 4 1 0 4.5

16 64 9 9 1 3.8

5 30 18 38 9 - 2.8

1 9 8 59 22 2.1

23 30 18 26 4 304

43 39 14 3 1 4.2

19 59 16 5 9 3.9

1 3 35 58 1.5

4 3 45 47 1.7

a little too long. Eighty-two per cent of the participaats felt that
important topics were emphasized and about two-thirds (62Z) agreed that
the content material was appropriately paced. The teaching methods
used during the institute were considered satisfactory by 88% of the
participants. Participants were stimulated to think objectively about
the topics presented and most (92%) expected to be able to apply the
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content was presented. The content was not considered too elementary,
nor was too much jargon used by the presenters. Participants also felt
that they had sufficient previous experience to deal effectively with
the course content.

Environment and Facilities. The participants almost unanimously
agreed that housing accommodations were satisfactory and meeting rooms
were adequate and conducive to learning. The fact that many campus eat-
ing facilities were closed during most of the institute was reflected
in participants' responses. Sixty-four per cent indicated that the food
services were poor. Responses were fairly evenly distributed regarding
the adequacy of recreational facilities. This was probably also a
reflection of the fact that the Iowa Memorial Union was not in operation
at the time of the institute. The Learning Resource Center was considered
a valuable adjunct to the institute. Most participants (69%) did not
feel that they were handicapped by the unavailability of books and
journals.

Satisfactions. In retrospect, 89% of the participants agreed that
they would apply for the institute again, and 97% would recommend to
others that they participate in a similar educational activity. The
participants (80%) accepted the objectives of the institute, although
the data suggests that the institute objectives were not necessarily
the same as participants' objectives. However, 95% responded that the
staff should feel that it has accomplished its objectives. Compared to
other types of teacher education programs, a short term institute was
seen by 93% of the participants to have positive advantages. Over
three-fourths (78%) of the participants felt that possible solutions
to their problems were considered. Eighty-one per cent indicated the
likelihood of collaborating with a felluw participant on a future
educational activity, and 85% anticipated maintaining some contact with;
a member of the institute staff. The high calibre of individuals
selected for the institute was reflected in the responses. Eighty-two
per cent indicated that they were favorably impressed with the quali-
fications and abilities of fellow participants. A majority of parti-
cipants (92%) did not feel that attempts to evaluate the institute
interfered with other important activities.

Content Relevance and Usefulness. To arrive at same generaliza-
tions regarding the importance of the topic areas, participants were
asked to rank each topic according to its relevance-and usefulness.
The mean rankings for the sixteen topics are shown in Table 7. The
restricted range and the small intervals between rankings indicate the
topics were fairly homogeneous.

The topic area identified as Analyzing the Role of the Health
Specialist as Teacher was included in the top quartile of relevance by
43% of the participants. A related topic -- Analyzing the Role of the
Teacher of Teachers -- was ranked in the top quartile by 347 of the
participants. Participants'comments indicated that the high ranking
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TABLE 7

COURSE TOPICS: RELEVANCE AND USEFULNESS

Rank Topic Areas Mean Rank

1. Analyzing the role of the health specialist as teacher 6.05

2. Planning curricula 6.97

3. Selecting instructional strategies 7.04

4. Analyzing the role of the teacher of teachers 7.12

5. Conducting short-term teacher education activities 7.31

6. Considering factors which affect learning 7.38

7. Describing the educational product in behavioral terms 7.81

8. Measuring anc. evaluating learning achievement 8.01

9. Evaluating instructional personnel 8.28

10. Developing conceptual models to analyze occupatl.ons 8.38

11. Conducting administrative and coordination activities 8.41

12. Selecting and producing instructional media 8.64

13. Using micro-teaching as a tool for improving instruction 8.91

14. Identifying factors aifecting Change in the health
industry 8.93

15. Examining voc-tech programs for auxiliary personnel 9.89

16. Examining the student selection process 10.11

N=74

assigned to these topics were a result of the realization that the
teacher educator must 1,ossess educational competencies in addition to
technical knowledge and skills. Most participants recognized that t)
be effective the teacher must have a firm foundation in the method-
ologies of education and teaching.
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Participants were also asked to indicate anything related to the
topic areas that they would like to study further. Eighty-two per cent
responded that they would like to pursue selected aspects of tLe insti-
tute topics in greater detail. The three most frequently mentioned
topics were: Planning Curricula (16%), Conducting Short-Term Teacher
Education Activities (13%), and Measuring and Evaluating Learning Achieve-
ment (10%). Frequencies for the remaining categories were fairly evenly
distributed. In addition, participants indicated considerable interest
in developing core curriculum in health occupations education and in
ladder and lattice approaches.

It is significant that 52% of the individuals who indicated an
interest in further study of related topics would like to attend a two
to three day conference or workshop for that purpose. Little sentiment
was expreased for attending a full semester course. Thirty-seven per
cent ind-ccated they would like to attend another two-week institute.

Content Mastery. To gain information about the participants' mastery
of the main concepts presertcd during the institute, the participants
were asked to rank each tc2le area according to difficulty. Table 8
presents the mean rankings for each of the sixteen topic areas.

Sixty-two per cent of the participants ranked the topic Developing
Conceptual Models to Analyze Occupations in the top quartile of diffi-
culty, with 30% of the group ranking it as the most difficult. A
closely related topic -- Describing the Educational Product in Behavioral
Terms -- was ranked in the first quartile of difficulty by 32% of the
participants. Grouped according to modular units, Modular Unit II wzs
viewed as the most difficult unit and Modular Unit V was ranked next in
difficulty. The remaining twelve topic areas were not ordered in any
meaningful way with corresponding modular units. :

Although Modular Unit II was ranked as the most difficult, previous
data revealed isgnieicant gains in participants' knowledge for the two
topics included in this unit. A cursory inspection of the data suggests
little relationship between topic difficulty and knowledge gain.

The reasons given by participants for the difficulty of Module II
pertained to lack of previous acquaintance, difficulty interrelating
the many concepts and variables, and insufficient time devoted to appli-
cation. For the individuals ranking Modular Unit II topics as the most
difficult, 63% indicated at the conclusion of the course that the con-
tent ',?as "extremely" or "rather" clear.

Staff Critique

Following the conclusion of the institute, the six member staff
completed a short evaluation form. Five possible alternatives were
offered for each objective statement. A space was provided for comments
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TABLE 8

COURSE TOPICS: DIFFICULTY

Rank Topic Areas Mean Rank

1. Developing conceptual moias to analyze occupations 4.46

2. Describing the educational product in behavioral terms 6.95

3. Measuling and evaluating learning achievement 7.03

4. Evaluating instructional personnel 8.24

5. Analyzing the role of the teacher of teachers 8.37

6. Using micro-teaching as a tool for improving
instruction 8.46

7. Conducting short-tenn teacher education activities 8:.65

8. Examining voc-tech programs for auxiliary personnel 8.71

9. Examining the student selection process 8.84

10. Seiccting instructional strategies 8.92

11. Conducting administrative and coordination activites 9.22

12. Planning curricula 9.24

13.* Considering factors which affect learning 9.32

13.* Analyzing the role of the health specialist as teacher 9.32

15. Selecting and producing instructional media 9.81

16. Identifying factors affecting change in the hAalth
industry 10.51

* Tietj Ranks

N=63
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following each of the four main sections. Prior to completing the
questionnaire, however, a discussion was held among staff members for

the purpose of critiquing the institute. This discourse was tape
recorded and eliminated the need for staff members to make additional

written comments on the evaluation form. Table 9 is a tabular summary

of the mean response for each item. The primary merit of this evalua-
tion was to identify those aspects of the institute which should be
improved when developing guidelines for model short-term institutes.

Scheduling and Organization. All aspects of scheduling and organi-
zation were rated as good or better. Particularly commendable were the

smoothness of operation, adaptability to obstacles and feedback, and

sensitivity of grievances. Apparently, a high degree of communication
existed among the staff and between staff and participants. Rated

somewhat lower was the balance between presentations and discussions.
No suggestions were offered regarding how to improve the balance, but

it is likely that more discussion time was in order. Staff responses
also suggested that more preplanning could have improved scheduling and

organization. All members agreed that more time to pursue one's own

activities would have been desirable. This objective is highly desirable
but very difficult to achieve due to the excessive demands on staff time

during an intensive short-term institute.

Environment and Facilities. All staff members rated very good or

better: the class and meeting rooms, housing facilities, teaching aids

and equipment, resource and library materials. Three staff members
resided locally and did not camplete the questions regarding housing

facilities. Eating and recreational facilities were uniformly criticized

and were in agreement with participantf.:' negative responses.

Participants. Each of the staff members expressed satisfaction
with the participant group. Although a high degree of heterogeneity
existed in the group, all staff were fl!ll of praise for the participants'

willingness to work, intellectual curiosity, connern for applicability
of content and aspirations. Presumably the fact that "completion of
assignments" was rated somewhat lower is a result of factors other than
participants' competencies or achievement. Insufficient time to com-
plete assignments would be a probable explanation.

Outcomes. With the exception of one part of the module guidelines,
the institute outcomes were all rated good and above. Rated very good
were: personal objectives attained, professional associations initiated,
contributions of advisory committee, and contribution to health occupa-
tions education. However, more attention Should have been devo.L'ed to
achieving specific modular objectives. Regarding the itodular guidelines,
the annotated bibliographies were rated near exceptional and the
behavioral objectives and handout materials were ccncisered very good.
The instructional strategies for each moJule could have been more com-
prehensive. The point of maximum criticism related to the assignment
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TABLE 9

STAFF CRITIQUE

Response Mean

Scheduling and Organizations:
A. Sufficiency of preplanning
B. Smoothness of operation
C. Adaptability to obstacles and feedback
D. Sensitivity to grievances
E. Appropriateness of two week time period
F. Events sequenced appropriately
G. Time spent efficientl:
H. Confmmity to schedule
I. Balance between presentations and discussions
J . Quality of presentations
K. Quality of discussions
L . Sufficient time to pursue own activities
M. Informal interactions with participants

Environment and Facilities:

A. Class and meeting rooms
B , Housing facilities
C. Teaching aids ard equipment
D. Resource materials, library
E. Office and work space
F. Eating facilities
G. Recreational facilities

Participants:

A. Appropriateness of backgrounds
B. Willingness to work
C. Intellectual curiosity
D. Concern for applicability of content
E. Aspirations
F. Completion of assignments

Outcomes:

3.5
4.5
4.8
4.5
4.3
3.7
4.0
3.7
3.3
3.7
4.3
3.2
4.2

4.8
4.3*
4.3
4.0
4.0
3.0
3.0

4.7
5.0
4.2
4.3
4.6
3.8

A. Appropriateness of module guidelines:
1. Behavioral objectives 4.2
2. Annotated bibliography 4.8
3. Suggested instructional strategies 3.7
4. Handout materials 4.0
5. Assignment sheets 1.8

B. Achievement of modular objectives 3.7
C. Personal objectives attained 4.2
D. Professional associations initiated 4.3
E. Contributions of advisory committee 4-2
F. Contribution to health occupations education 4.5

* N=3
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sheets, which were for the most part nonexistant. It was intended that
assignment sheets would be developed during the institute, but lack of
time prevented cheir being completed. More direction in the way of
specific assignments would probably have increased the effectiveness
of discussion and task groups. J.taff.responses for the module guide-
lines were in close agreement with those of the participants.

Staff Benefits. An open-ended 'question follomed the objective-
type items to afford staff members an opportunity to indicate the mays
in which they personally benefited as a result of participation in the
institute. All staff unanimously agreed that the institute was a stim-
ulating and rew.rding experience. The most commonly mentioned outcome
was a greater understanding of health occupations education and the
type of individuals employed in the field. All agreed that many provoc-
ative ideas for future educational activities and short-term institutes
emerged in the process of interaction with participants and other staff.
New professional associations were initiated by several staff members
with an intention of continuing future relationships.

Recommendations. Following are a number of staff retommendations
and suggestions for planning and conducting future short-term institutes.

1. The total staff should be more actively involved in preplanning
activities and preparing module guidelines.

2. During preplanning more emphasis should be devoted to identi-
fying covert or subliminal factors, and strategieT decided upon for their
implementation.

3. Mbre attention should be devoted to establishing a climate
conducive to "psychological security" and developing mental and emotional
set 1, prior to introducing content areas.

4. Discuss:Lon session guides and assignment sheets should be
developad to provide direcLion and increase efficiency of work groups.

5. In participant team selections, affective commonalities should
be zonsidered 2, well as cognitive ones.

6. A method should be developed to determine participants level
of competency related to a given content area, and work groups organized
based on level of 'experience.

7. Team teaching should be attempted utilizing a presenter from
education and an innovator from a health specialty field to assist in
making specific application.
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THE FOLLOWUP ASSESSMENT

PROCEDURES

During the institute, participants were informed that a followup
assessment woulc: be conducted approximately one year later. They were
encour-Aged to accept the responsibili_ty for ccqipleting the quest:ionnaire.
The types of questions which would be asked were also mentioned.. The
followup questionnaire kAppendix F) was sent together with a question
naire to assess the participants' use of the publication "Guidelines and
Supportive Papers fcr ShortTerm Teacher Education Activities." These
instruments and a cover letter were mailed to the participants on
August 14, 19-0. Subsequent memos were sent co nonrespondents on
September 15, 1970, October 9, 1970 and November 19, 1970. Although
the initial cover letter was a "form letter," each participant's name
was individually written by the project director, and he personally
signed each copy. The first of the three memos was duplicated, but
personally addressed and signed; the last two were hand written by the
project director.

To obtain maximum return it would probably have been advisable to
use an instrument on which the participarts could have objectively
rated stateuents or responded to a check list. Holkmver, to obtain
descriptive feedback on each participant's activities related to tilt:
institute, it was decided that at openended type instrument was
necessary. Despite the difficulty in reaching participants one year
following the institute and the reluctance of some individuals to
respond to any type of questionnaire, particularly this form, a
relatively high percent (85.8%) of the participants, 73 of 85,
returned questionnaires.

Assessing the true value of an institute is a difficult, if not
impossible, task. The ongoing assessment described earlier has shown
that during, and at the end of the institute, the participants'
reactioas were quite positive toward the institute. Also, the ongoing
assessment revealed that some attit'Ide changes had occurred. But would
the participants achieve the overall objective of ;:h institute, which
was to return home and improve the teachinglearning process in health
occupations education programs? The types of activities which the
participant had been encouraged to pursue are usually, if not always,
the result of numerous inputs. The participants were aske,.1 to report
on any activities, events or decisions to which the institute made some
contribution. Participants were given instructions on how to respord
to the questionnaire (Appendix F) and the overall objective of the
institute was presented to guide the participants as ::hay responded.
The full significance of the institute will never be known, but this
report will give some measure of Its contributions.
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It is unfortunate that there is no way of documenting the enthusi-
asm shown by the participant,4 throughout the institute, at its
conclusion and in the many contacts among the participants and staff
since the institute. Exhibited in Appendix G are three letters which
are exemplary of the many communications received from participants.

RESULTS

As was expected, the responses were quite varied and it is diffi-
cult to present them in a fashion which will be T7..,aningful to the
reader as he attempts to judge the value of the institute. The
responses to each question are presented iA Appendix F. Whenever more
than one participant responded in a similar manner this has been noted
and some editing has been done to reduce the length of responses. The
responses of the participants will be described in general terms and

summarized when appropriate. The reader is encouraged to examine the
participants responses (Appendix F) in detail.

Influence on Others

Formal. The first question was designed to ascertain the extent to
which participants had conducted, or stimulated others to conduct,
formal short-term teacher education activities. They were asked to
specify the number and types of activities, content, number of
participants and other pertiaent information. As the plan for this
project called for using a 1%aultiplier approach" to reach large numbers
of teachers, the responses to this question are particularly important
in measuring the value of the institute. Throughout the institute the
participants were encouraged to return home and "spread the word."
The ImpleLlentatioi, Groups wel:e designed to encourage participants to
work together in planning and conducting such activities.

Responses to this question indicate that the institute was highly
successful. Because several of the activities reported resulted from
the fforts of more than a single participant, there is some duplica-
tion in the number of workshops and the number of personnel specified.
Review of the responses to this question regarding formally structured
teacher education activities indicate that the institute had an affect
upon several thousand individuals. It would be presamptuous to assume
that none of the activities reported in the responses to this question
would have been conducted had it not been for the institute, but from
these responses and from communication with the participants it is
known that many of the activities were direct outgrowths of the insti-
tLte, while others were greatly affected by the participants having
attended the institute.

It ts impossible to know just what type of activity actually
occurred from reading statements such as: "attempted to duplicate our
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course for our teachers," "helped design health occupations education

workshop" "conference - 25 new teachers - behavioral objectives,"

and "short-term institute." It is likely that a number of the activi-

ties being planned were never actually held, whereas a simple statement

such as "planned short-term Institute" may have resulted in some very
significant changes being made in a large number of health occupatibns

education teachers. Rather than discuss each of the responses and

speculate on what happened, what did occur will be described in a

number of the short-term teacher education activities which were

reported. It is not intended to infer that these are exemplary of the

activities reported; they are those which received greater publicity

or were made specifically known to the authors.

During the institute the participants from Utah worked on planning

a health occupations teacher education workshop to be conducted at

Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah. This institute was conducted
June 22, 1970 to July 3, 1970. There were 14 participants at this
workshop which was designed to prepare qualified health practitioners
for instructional positions in health occupations programs in secondary

and post-secondary institutions. The workshop was judged to be a
success and future activities are being planned.

A group of participants, and staff member, Lawrence Borosage, from
Michigan met during the institute and at later follow-up meetings within

their state to prepare a health occupations education workshop. The

resultant workshop, held August 3-14, 1970, was co-sponsored by Michigan
State University, Ferris State College, Michigan Department of Education,

and the Michigan Health Council. This workshop for 20 health occupations

education teachers was designed to assist the participants in develop-

ing some of the Important instructional competencies required of health

occupations education teachers. Lawrence Borosage was a guest speaker

at the workshop.

Another example of a short-term teacher education activity stimu-

lated by the institute was a workshop entitled "Health Specialists as
Teachers" conducted by the Indiana Vocational Technical College,

Indiana Hospital Association, Indiana University, Indiana State
University and the Department of Public Instruction. An institute
participant was general chairman, and staff members, Robert Tomlinson
and Lawrence Borosage, were speakers at this two-day workshop for over

one hundred individuals.

Two institute participants from Pennsylvania stimulated a number

of teacher education activities in that state. A health occupations
teacher education workshop was conducted (August 19-25, 1970) by the
Department of Vocational Education of Pennsylvania State University in
cooperation with the Bureau of Vocational, Technical and Continuing
Education of the Pennsylvania Department of Education. This two-week
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workshop was designed to offer in-service teacher education for health
occupations education personnel. In that same state, a series of
regional in-service meetings for faculties of practical nursing
programs was sponsored by the Health Occupations Section of the Depart-
ment of Education. These one-day activities, developed by the two
institute participants, included learning experiences in classroom
teaching, clinical instruction and evaluation.

Project Director, Lewis Holloway, was directly involved as the
instructor in three workshops which were stimulated by the institute.
The programs for these workshops were developed primarily from the
institute guidelines and utilized many of the materials which had been
developed for that activity. The first of these workshops was
conducted at Kapiolani Community College, Honolulu, Hawaii in con-
junction with the University of Hawaii. This workshop, stimulated by
an institute participant, was held May 25-29, 1970 and involved 20
individuals from community colleges, hospitals, Regional Medical
Program and the Board of Nursing.

The second workshop was held at the University of Georgia in
Athens, Georgia from June 20 to July 3, 1970. This activity was
jointly sponsored by the University of Georgia and the Georgia State
Department of Education. In addition to the general program following
the institute format, the classroom testing course which is described
and evaluated elsewhere in this document was utilized for the Georgia
workshop. Although only 8 individuals enrolled for the full two-week
workshop the state supervisor for health occupations education called
a statewide meeting for coordinators and instructors during the last
two days and an additional 20 participants attended these special
sessions.

The third in this series of workshops was held at Marshall
University, Huntington, West Virginia, August 3-14, 1970. There ware
13 participants in attendance at this workshop which was planned by
an institute participant.

Of the 73 participants who returned questionnaires, 57 specified
that they had been involved in formally structured short-term teacher
education activities of some type. From these responses it seems
evident that the institute has had a profound effect upon teacher
education activities for the health occupations education field
throughout the United States.

Informal. In addition to the formally structured teacher education
activities it was anticipated that participants would influence
others on an informal basis. The participants were asked about this
informal influence and 52 of the 73 questionnaires returned reported

;
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evidence of such influence on others (Appendix F). Most of those
reporting indicated they had talked with fellow teachers about concepts
learned at the institute, while others specified that they had
influenced the activities of others in a wide variety of ways. State-

ments exemplary of these responses include: "Influenced teachers
across the state to be more aware of teacher shortcomings and to strive
for self-improvement," "serving in advisory capacity to health
occupations education for local vocational-technical school," "discuss-
ing some aspects of learning with my faculty at each meeting," "making
health occupations education people, educational administrators, and
others more aware of the need for comprehensive health occupations
education programs," and "used institute materials in designing a new
course." As can be seen by these examples, and a more detailed look

at all'of the responses, the participants would appear to have had
substantial informal influence on others as a result of their
participation in the institute.

Change and Approach to Your Role

The participants were asked how they saw themselves acting
differently in their approach to planning, conducting and evaluating
learning experiences as a result of their participation in the

Institute. The most common ,-esponses (Appendix F) were in the areas
of evaluation and planning, ...;nd in the use of educational objectives.
Additionally, many participaats identified specific ways in which they
had improved their ability to plan educational programs and their
approach to teaching. Instructional strategies and audio-visual aids
were mentioned. Of particular note was the number of individuals who
appeared to have given thought to the learner-centered approach to
education. Exemplary of the responses to this question were: "think
and plan In terms of behavioral objectives," 'olore cognizant of the
role of health specialist as a teacher," "give more thought to how
individuals learn," "better understanding of teacher training needs and
health occupations education," "Individualizing instruction to a
higher degree," and "students are now asking doubtful questions without
hesitations, which gives me a sense of accomplishment." Fifty-six of
the 73 respondents indicated ways in which they had changed their
approach to their role in terms of planning, conducting and evaluating
learning experiences.

Participants were also asked if there were other benefits they had
gained from the institute which had helped them in their positions.
Most of the responses to this question relate to their having a
broader picture of what is happening in health occupations education
in areas, regions, or specialties other than their own. The
participants stressed the benefits of their being able to share, both
formally and informally, with other participants. Examples of these
responses were: "found out what is happening in other health occupa-
tions education areas;" "Increased confidence in my ability to teach;"
"more receptive to change and more flexible;" "I found out that our
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medical professions are truly 'allied' and we should strive to identify
our commonalties and eliminate duplications;" "Institute could have had
influence on my being selected as a Dean;" and "Identified potential
consultants during the institute."

General

From informal feedback received following the institute it was
decided to assess what changes participants had made in their
professional plans which might have been facilitated by the institute.
As was anticipated a large number indicated that the institute had
caused .some specific changes in this nature (Appendix F). Eight par-
ticipants stated that they had started back to school because of the
institute, and six specified that it had helped in their decision to
accept another position- Others indicated that the institute had
been a factor in helping them to do a better job in their present
position and to pursue specific areas of interest, such as commitment
to curricular change. Forty-two of the 73 respondents answered this
question.

In another general question the participants were asked if the
institute had influenced their participation in further educational
activities of a formal or informal nature. Under the formal aspects
they were asked if they had participated in course or degree programs.
Although these were asked as separate questions, the responses dealing
with courses and degrees were so interrelated that they have been
grouped together. It is certainly heartening to learn that some had
completed a graduate degree and that the participant attributed this
to attendance at the institute. Though the time it takes most
individuals to complete academic degrees would seem to negate the
possibility that all of those who specified completion of degrees as a
direct result of the institute did so, it is relatively certain that
the institute did have some influence on individuals pursuing further
education. A great many participants specified they had taken specific
courses. There were 37 responses to this question.

In addition to the formal aspects of continuing their education
it was felt that the Institute might have contributed to the
participants pursuing informal educational activities. Thirty-nine of
the 73 participants stated that the Institute had stimulated them to
do professional reading. Included in the guideline materials which
participants received (Volume II) was an extensive annotated
bibliography. Several stated that they had done some reading, others
indicated that they had read numerous things, while others listed
specific books, articles or journals which they had read. Several
simply stated that "they had read everything related that they could
get their hands on."
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Participants were also asked whether their attendance at the

institute had been in any way responsible for their attending other
workshops or related activities. Sixteen indicated they had attended
the Natioaal Health Occupations Education Conference in New Orleans,

Louisiana. Because of the large number of individuals who were
involved in both the institute and the New Orleans Conference, and
because of some similarity in the objectives, it seems appropriate that
the Conference and its relationship to the institute be described.
Only sixteen participants were in New Orleans for that activity.
Additionally, four of the six institute staff members were involved in

hat conference. The National Health Occupations Education Conference

was an invitational activity which was funded by the U.S. Office of
Education. The conference director was Robert Tomlinson of the
University of Illinois, who had served as codirector of the institute.
Over 300 individuals participated in this conference which had as its
major objectives to provide a forum where: (1) an exchange of newer
developments, approaches and thinking could be conducted; (2) individ
uals could become acquainted and develop a basis for further exchanges
and activities; and (3) an Interest in and commitment to further
development would be continued following the conference. The
Conference included five major papers, reactions to the papers, group
discussion on each of the five areas and several additional special

presentations. Major papers were given by Lawrence Borosage, an
Institute staff member, and Elizabeth Kerr, who served as consultant
presenter for the institute. Lewis Holloway, the institute project
director, gave a reaction to one of the major papers and served as a

discussion group leader. One of the participants, Sandra Noall, was
also a reactor. Larry Bailey, assistant director of the institute,
served as one of the group discussion leaders, as did eight of the

institute participants. Nine of the ten group discussion leaders were
staff members or participants from the institute. The extensive input
which participants and staff members from the institute made to this
conference is one more plaudit for the institute.

The remaining 48 responses to the question on attendance at some
type of workshop or similar activity were quite varied.

As another measure of the irstitute's effectiveness it was
deemed appropriate to ascertain to what extent contacts had been
maintained among the participants. It was assumed that the sharing
which would occur through such contact would be desirable. Of the 73
who returned questionnaires 51 indicated some contact. The largest
number of respondees (21) indicated only that they had maintained
contact. Ten other individuals specified contact with at least one
other individual while others identified contacts with as many as 20
participants whom they did not know prior to the institute.

Early in the institute it was obvious that the participants
represented a wide range of philosophies regarding educational
programs for health personnel. This was expected due to the -laried
background and types of programs represented by the participants. In
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a limited number of cases there may have been a lack of commitment to
the preparation of personnel at all levels. Therefore, it seemed
appropriate to include a question which would give individuals an
opportunity to express themselves relative to their philosophy of
eaucation for the health careers. Responses were received from 42 of
the 73 returning questionnaires. Several stated strong feelings
regarding the need for coordinated efforts and the team approach to
health programs. Of particular note are those respondees who stated
that their philosophy had changed and that they now see the need for
more professionals to embrace a philosophy which includes the
preparation of vocational and technical personnel. The reader is
strongly encouraged to examine the responses to this question
(Appendix F). Statements on the need to develop a more democratic
approach; the need to become more occupational training oriented, in
preference to the liberal arts approach; and statements of concern for
those in the field who are somewhat shortsighted in their views ale
of particular interest.

Many of the vocational and terhnical level educators were critical
of those functioning at the professional level for not delegating
more duties to supportive level health personnel. From the other side,
some professional were critical of vocational and technical educators
for not seeing the overall problems, for failing to keep an open mind
and for not communicating sufficiently with the health professionals.
Although there was no formally identified staff of institute philosephy,
it was felt that there was need for each level to appreciate the role
of others and to work out any problems which seemed to exist. This
led to an open examination of many of these concerns and appears to
have had a significant affect upon many participants. In their con-
tinuing contacts with many of the participants and staff, the authors
have found the "Iowa Group" to be very "up-to-date" in their philosophy
and approach-

Significant attitudinal changes rarely o.:cur in relatively
short periods of time. However, it may be in this area that the
institute has made its greatest contribution. The reader will recall
that the results of the Role Perception Inventory showed a significant
degree of attitudinal change. Responses to the questionnaire verified
this modification of behavior. These changes in attitude may be
attributed to the degree of openness and the extensive staff-participant
and participant-participant interaction which characterized the insti-
tute. Presenters spoke to the issues, and there was always lively
discussions in both the large groups and in the various small groups.
The espirit de corps which developed among the participants, did occur.
When individuals make substantial chaages in the affective domain it
is common for them to identify strongly with others who were a part
of the milieu in which this change occurred. This has been the case
with the "Iowa Group."
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Other

The questionnaires concluded with a question which encouraged the
participants to identify any-additional activities or factors which might
have attributed to the Institute. Of the 73 participants who returned
questionnaires, 42 responded to this question (Appendix F). Several
participants made remarks, primarily positive, about the conduct of the

institute. Exemplary of these are: "willingness of participants Lc)
share knowledge and know-how impressed me;" "appreciate the utter
dedication of those involved in preparing the institute;" "became more
knowledgeable of activities in other states;" and "warm --lersunal
relationships which developed there." Other comments which seemed to
be worthy of partl-tular note are responses which sIzowed a specific
attitude change. One participant stated, "It caused a specific
attitudinal change. Being a nurse I 'grew up' with state boards and
licensure, and resisted the growth of all these ancillary groups
(inhalation therapist, etc.); I now see both sides of the coin."
Another particularly rewarding statement was, "The institute has
directly c.lused the re-orientation of my college. The Board of
Regents (July-1970) approved the Initiation of a College of Allied
Health Professions." Another stated, "Institute left me with a
feeling of unrest and prodded me to set additional objectives for my
program and myself."

Staff Follow-Up

Attributing extended activities of the Institute staff to their
involvement in the institute may be even more risky than with the
participants. These individuals regularly have many interactions
related to teacher education and to varying degrees with people in the
health field. Each staff member was asked to complete the participant
follow-up questionnaire, realizing that it would not be directly
applicab1e to them. It was used to stimulate them to provide some
type of feedback on activities which were related to the institute.
Responses fram the staff varied greatly, and one individual stated
that ha had tried to respond but that his responses were too
artificial to be valitL

As was shown several of the staff were involved as staff member,-
or speakers In workshops and conferences which were stimulated and/cm
conducted by the participants. In addition to those activities
reported by the participants, in which staff members were involved,
staff members also participated in such activities as: an Illinois
Nursing Home Association program; consultation on a curriculum
development proposal in Hawaii; and a one-day workshop for radiolog-
ical technologist In Iowa, all of which were related to the institute.

The project director has utilized many of the materials develop-
ed for the institute, the Ideas generated by both the staff and
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participants, and the contacts made through the instttute to improve
his role as teacher-educator for health occupations education in the
State of Iowa. This involves both the short-term teacher education
activities and the development of a leadership program in health
careers education.

Staff members expressed an increased awareness and understanding
of health occupations educacion and appreciated the exchange of
matezials and ideas which has assisted them as they relate to both
health occupations educators and teacher educators In general. Several
staff members also indicated an increased interest, and a desire for,
greater involvement in health occupations education. The staff has
maintained quite a few contacts with institute participants through
the various workshops and association activities.

Larry Bailey co-authored a journal article as a direct result of
this institute. The article entitled, "Evaluating Short-Term
Education Institutes," by Larry J. Bailey and Keith MtNell appeared in
the Journal of industrial Teacher Education, Summer 1970. It deals
with the Role Perception Inventory which was developed for the
institute. They describe how it was utilized, the findings and the
conclusions derived.
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V. THE "GUIDELINES" PUBLICATION

One aspect of this project was the preparation of guidelines to be
used in planning and conducang short-term teacher education activities
for health occupations education personnel. Preliminary guidelines were
developed for use during the institute. Later, the guidelines were
revised and published, along with supportive papers developed fram the
presentations made during the institute, under the title "Guidelines and
Supportive Papers for Planning and.Conducting Short-Term Teacher Educa-
tion Activities" (Volume II). This chapter will examine the development
of these materials, their distribution and use.

DEVELOPMENT

The guidelines were developed in six modular units with the follow-
ing titles:

Module I - Supportive Personnel la the Changing Health Industry

Module II - DefLiig alad Describing the Educational Product

Module III - The Learner and Learning

Module IV - Designing Learning Programs

Module V - Evaluation in the Educational Process

Module VI - The Educational Process

Each original module contained educational Objectives, instructional
strategies, annotated bibliography and supplementary materials. Draw-
ing upon their experience in planning and conducting such activities,
the staff pooled their resources in developing the guidelines. The
guidelines went through several revisions prior to use during the
institute. Each modular unit was duplicated on a different colored
paper as a means of rapid identification. During the institute the
guidelines for each module were distributed to the participants prior
to the beginning session on each unit. The participants were encouraged
to elramim =. the materials, and to utilize them to whatever extent possible
during the institute learning experiences. References to specific
materials in the guidelines were made by the staff members at appropri-
ate points.

Each general presentation during the institute was audio-taped and
summaries of the discussion groups were collected to be utilized in
preparing the "Guidelines" publication. Following the institute the
project director revised the guideline materials, based on feedback
from institute participants and staff. The audio-tapes of each general
presentation were transcribed, and the type-scripts were edited by the
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project director. In addition, several of the presenters edited their
awn papers. The revised guidelines and the supportive papers prepared
from the general presentations were subsequently printed in the "Guide-
lines" publication.

DISTRIBUTION

One copy of the "Guidelines" publication was sent to each institute
participant and multiple copies were sent to staff members. Copies
were also seat to the consultant-presenters. Each of the 51 "fall-outs"
who had been accepted to participate in the institute but were unable
to attend also received the publication. The docuaent was sent to each
supervisor of health occupations and the head of the Research Coordi-
nating Unit in the Department of Education for each of the 50 states.
The program officer for health occupations education in the U.S. Office
of Education, Washington, D.C. and those in each of the regional offices
were also provided copies. In addition, copies of the "Guidelines"
pablication were sent to many individuals on mailing lists of personnel
interested in health occupations education. Included were individuals
in state and university positions, the military services, national
associations, and research centers. Copies of the publication were
also sent to selected directors, coordinators and instructors in health
occupations education programs

The publication was given visibility through a presentation at the
American Vocational Association made by the project director and the
co-director in which they described the institute. Additional visibility
was given through the consulting activities of the institute staff. The
availability of the publication was announced In the "Allied Medical
Education Newsletter" of the American Medical Association. Many requests
were received from participants and athers who wished additional copies.
Through the initial mailings and subsequent requests, 756 publications
were distributed in time to be included in the follow-up. Additional
copies of the publication have been distributed since that time.

EVALUATION

PROCEDURES

The purpose of the "Guidelines" publication was to improve the
teaching-learning process in health occupations education prograus by
providing interested individuals with a document which could be of
assistance in planning and conducting teacher education activities. To
assess the degree to which the publication was successful in achieving
this objective, a questionnaire (Appendix H) was developed and distrib-
uted to those who received the "Guidelines." To increase the likelihood
of receiving responses, a copy of the questionnaire was enclosed with
each document distributed. A cover letter specified that the question-
naire was not to be completed and returned immediately, but rather it
was only to be evamined before using the document. Though a deadline
date of September 15, 1970 was specified for returning the questionnaire,
it was not expected that recipients would return the initial copy of
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the survey instrument. However, it was anticipated that the question-
naire might serve to produce a "mind set" such that the recipient would
be wIlling to complete it, and be better prepared to do so at the
appropriate time.

On August 14, 1970, each individual to whom a copy of the publica-
tion had been addressed, was sent a second copy of the questionnaire with
a cover letter requesting their response. The individual's name, title
and address was individually typed on each lithographed letter and it
was personally signed by the project director. A copy of the question-
naire was sent to each institute participant along with the institute
follow-up questionnaire which was described in Chapter IV.

EXTENT OF UTILIZATION

The first item of the questionnaire (Appendix H) asked the
respondents to provide their name, position and their general duties and
responsibilities. The number of publications distributed and the number
and percentage of questionnaires returned are reported in Table 10. The
85 institute participants responded relatively well as 70 (82.3%)
returned their questionnaires. All six of the institute staff members
responded. Questionnaires were returned by 240 individuals other than
institute participants and staff, most of whom were from the 556 classi-
fied as "others." As noted in Table 10, a percentage return for this
category is now shown as same of these returns were from those who had
received the 109 publications distributed as multiple copies. In such
cases a recipient had requested aLlitional publications for distribution.
Of the 756 publications distributed to 647 different individuals 316
questionnaires were returned for a return rate of 41.8%. This is consid-
ered to be an acceptable rate of return as many who received the
publication had not requested it, and others who had requested it may
have found that it was not what they had expected. A second mailing to
non-respondents was not made.

The second question of the survey instrument asked if the
recipient had used the publication. If it had been used, respondees
were requested to complete the main portion of the document. Those who
Indicated the publication had not been used were asked to specify why.
Table 11 shows the number and percentage of those who used or did not use
the publication, as well as the reasons specified by the non-users. Most
of the institute participants (78.6%) who returned the questionnaire
had used the "Guidelines." Of the 15 (21.4%) participants who indicated
it had not been used, 9 specified the reason was lack of sufficient time.
and only 4 responded that it was not appropriate for their use. One of
the two sho specified "other" reasons stated that he had just received
the publication, apparently there was a delivery problem, and the
second stated that he had left the field of health occupations education.
Each institute staff member indicated he had used the publication.
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TABLE 11

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS
WHO USED OR DID NOT USE TEE PUBLICATION
AND THE REASONS SPECIFIED BY NON-USERS

Identifiers Numbers Percentages

Institute Participants

Used publication 55 78.6
Did not use publication 15 21.4

Not appropriate 4
Insufficient time 9

Other 2

70 100.0

Institute Staff

Used publication 6 100.0
Did not use publication 0 0.0

100.0

Others

Used publication 127 52.9
Did not use publication 113 47.1

Not appropriate 20
Insufficient time 61
Other 33

240 100.0

Total

Used publication 188 59.5
Did not use publication 128 40.5

Not appropriate 24
Insufficient time 70
Other 35

316 100.0



Of the wide range of individuals returning questionnaires who were
classified as "others," 127 (52.9%) responded they had used the publi-
cation. Among the 113 (47.1%) who had not used it, 20 specified that
the "Guidelines" was not appropriate for their use and 61 responded that
they had not had sufficient time. Examples of the response from the 33
who stated other reasons for not using the publication were: use
puhlication in the future"(7); %Till be used when appropriate prograus
are started" (3); "Intended recipient ref,rred publication to someone
else" (3); and no reason given (3). Within this category there were
also eight questionnaires returned on which it was Indicated that the
publication did not reach the intended recipient.

The totals (Table 11) show that 188 (59.5%) of the 316 respondees
had utilized the publication. Twenty-four of the 128 who did not use
the publication indicated that it was not appropriate for their use, 70
specified they had insufficient time and 35 identified other reasons.

The total questionnaire return rate was 41.8% and 59.5% of those
responding indicated they had utilized the publication. Although this
does not show that an impressively high percentage of recipients
actually used the document, the feedback (to be discussed later) from
the 188 individuals who did use the document was very positive; and
70 of those who had not used it specified insufficient time, many of
whom stated that they planned to use it in the future.

The respondees were asked in Item IX to indicate the extent to
which the publication was used to benefit individuals in the health
field. They were to respond none, somewhat, primarily or entirely.
Responses to this question (Table 12) show that those who attended the
institute used the material for personnel in the health fields more than
the noa-participants did. Many of the non-participants were in positions
in which they work with a variety of different career fields, whereas
most of those selected as institute participants had a more specific
relationship to the health field. Although the "Guidelines" publication
was designed for those functioning in the health occupations education
field, teacher education activities are quite similar in all fields and
the document appears to have "transfer "value.

As one sub-set of this question (Item IX) the respondees were asked
to indicate the specialties and level of preparation of health personnel
with whom they had used the "Guidelines." The institute participants
noted 26 different health specialties, or sub-specialties, as compared
with 77 for the non-participants. There was little difference between
those specified by the two groups. Health specialists listed repeat-
edly by participants and non-participants 'were: instructors in health
occupations education, general practitioners, inhalation therapists,
medical records technicians, medical technologists, x-ray technicians,
dental assistants, and nurses at all levels. Specialties which were
listed by one or two individuals included: medical school faculty mem-
bers, dentists, surgical technicians, dietitians, and hospital admin-
istrators. The institute staff listings were very similar.
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TABLE 12

EXTENT OF USE OF PUBLICATION WITH
INDIVIDUALS IN THE HEALTH FIELD BY INSTITUTE
PARTICVANTS, NON-PARTICIPANTS AND STAFF

Extent of Use Participants
Non-

Participants Staff

None 0 (0.0%) 12 (11.2%) 1 (16.7%)

Somewhat 11 (23.9%) 37 (34.6%) 2 (13.3%)

Primarily 21 (45.7%) 32 (29.9%) 3 (50.0%)

Entirely 14 (30.5%) 26 (24.3%)

Total 46 (100%) 107 (100%) 6 (100%)

Also, under this same question respondees were asked to indicate
what groups other than health occupations education personnel were
influenr.ed by the publication. Institute participants identified 10
different groups and non-participants specified 35. Examples of those
listed by participants and non-participants were: administrators,
trade and industry teachers, other vocational educators, liberal arts
faculty, educators, chemists, mathematicians, high school counselors,
curriculum specialists, advisory counsel and law-enforcement educators.
Responses to this question indicate that the publication has been used
to serve a wide range of personnel in the health fields and la many
other areas of education.

In Item V the respondees were asked to estimate the number of
teachers who had been influenced by the document, through formal or
informal means. The responses from institute participants ranged from
zero to 200 with a mean number of teachers influenced of 37. Institute
participants estimated that they had influenced a total of 1,913
teachers through use of the publication. The number of teachers
influenced by the publication reported by non-participant respondees
ranged from zero to 1,000, with a mean of 23, and a total of 1,907.
The report of a non-participant using the publication to influence
1,000 teachers seemed conspicuously high so that particular questionnaire
was examined. The project director personally knows the individual and
she does run workshops for large groups, primarily nurses. From all
indications she was genuinely impressed with, and influenced by, the
"Guidelines." The question which might be raised would be whether the
1,000 individuals influenced were all teachers; many were probably



staff nurses. The institute staff reported a range of from 10 to 500
teachers influenced for a total of 832 and a mean number influenced by
each staff member of 138. If no teachers were common among those
estimated by the various individuals, the total number of teachers in-
fluenced would have been 5,653. Even though this may be a somewhat
inflated figure it would appear that the "Guidelines" publication has
had a significant affect upon teacher education activities.

The questionnaire also asked respondees to describe any future
plans in which they expected to use the publication (Item VI). The most
common responses from the institute participants were that it would be
used as a reference, as an input for curriculum change, for writing
behavioral objectives for new courses, as an aid for teacher-training
programs and workshops, for self-improvement as a teacher, and for in-
service teacher education programs. SiMilar responses were given by
non-participants with the highest figures being the areas of In-service
workshops or programs (21) reference and resource materials (28) and
for sharing with other health occupations personnel (10). Institute
staff responses were similar.

MANNER OF UTILIZATION

Two questionnaire items (Appendix B.) were designed to assess how
the "Guidelines" publication had been used. In Item III respondees
were asked to indicate in what way(s) the publication had been used:
(1) to improve their own teaching; (2) to improve the teaching of
others; or (3) other (please specify). Responses could be made to any,
or all three, of the statements. They were also asked to describe how
the publication was used to accomplish 1, 2, and/or 3. From examining
the responses to this question (Table 13) ir appears that the only
difference between the three groups was that fewer of the institute
participants used the document for "other" reasons. The largest per7
centage in each group used the document to improve the teaching of
others, which was the purpose for which it was developed. A, wide
variety of responses were given to the open-ended section of this
question by all three groups. These included: as reference in thesis or
dissertation, in curriculum development, as a resource document for
presentations, as basis for evaluating prospective health occupations
education courses, for review information and/or reference, conducting
a conference, to develop a health occupations education teacher education
program, for evaluating continuing education programs and to revise
grading methods.

Item IV asked which of four speci:ific roles the publication had
served, or asked the respondee to specify other roles as appropriate.
As shown In Table 14 the responses were rather evenly distributed
between the four specified alternatives. It appears that the publica-
tion has served as a tool for both self-improvement and for assisting
others. The evenness of the distribution would suggest that the docu-
ment is versatile enough to be used in several different ways. There
were no substantial differences between the institute participantS and
non-participants. Some differences appear to exist for staff members,
but on inspection they are quite understandable based upon their
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TABLE 13

USES MADE OF PUBLICATION BY
INSTITCTE PARTICIPANTS, NON-PARTICIPANTS AND STAFF

Use Participants Non-Participants Staff

To improve your teaching 30 (34.1%) 55 (31.4%) 4 (33.3%)

To improve the teaching
of others 42 (47.7%) 70 (40.0%) 5 (41.7%)

Other 16 (18.2%) 53 (28.6%) 3 (25.07.)

Total 88 (100%) 175 (100%) 12 (100%)

TABLE 14

ROLES WHICH THE PUBLICATION SERVED FOR
INSTITUTE PARTICIPANTS, NON-PARTICIPANTS AND STAFF

Roles Participants Non-Participants Staff

1. As a resource for self-
improvement -- read or
studied as a total package 29 (25.0%)

2. As a resource for self-
improvement -- selected
items of. interest 32 (27.6%)

3. As the basic stimulant to
planning and conducting
short-term activities for
improving the teaching of
others 28 (24.2%)

4. As a supplement to planned
activities -- not stimulated
by the publication 21 (18.0%)

5. Other (please specify) 6 ( 5.2%)

Total 116 (100%)

64 (25.0%) 2 (15.4%)

80 (31,3%) 6 (46.1%)

60 (23.47) 2 (15.4%)

46 (18.07.) 3 (23.1%)

6 ( 2.3%) 0 (0.0%)

256 (100%) 13 (100%)
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positions as teacher educators. Examples of the responses made to (5)
Ibther" are: as a stimulator of interest and awareness of the needs
for educational techniques by health professionals, as a resource for
self-improvement, an excellent in-service device since most of our
teachers do not have adequate pedagogical backgrounds, general informa-
tion source, and a stimulant to planning and building graduate courses.

CONTENT AND FORMAT

Several questions were designed to measure whether the content and
format of the document were appropriate. Item V asked that the respon-
dees rate each of the modular units on a five-point scale-with a range
of 5 (excellent) to I (poor). The mean scores for the ratings by par-
ticipant, non-participants and staff are shown on Table 15. There was
little difference in the mean ratings across the various modules. It
appears that each of the modules was well-received. There were no
substantial differences between the responses of participants and non-
participants, though the staff ratings varied slightly from the others.
The questionnaire also solicited comments about the modular units.
Sixteen of the participants and 51 of the non-participants took the
opportunity to do so. Examples of the comments made by participants
were: each unit has in some way been used to strengthen new or exist-
ing health occupations education programs; the whole book was super --
worth as much as the institute; Unit 4 was outstanding; Unit 5 did not
meet needs in terms of learning, but it was a good review; units are
without exception excellent; and papers were all up to date and quite
inclusive. Among the comments made by non-participants were the follow-
ing: excellent resource for department heads -- readable and helpful,
well-designed and well-documented; article on role of the health special-
ists as a teacher especially excellent; best compilation of thinking
on teachinglearning process in the area of health occupations education;
much needed reference; Unit 4 very useful, but it did not meet its
objectives; somewhat disappointed in Unit 6, but it was well-written;
all excellent, should provide practical material for teachers and
administrators to use; Unit 2 -- too wordy; plan to use Unit 4 in faculty
in-service program; and the main missing component was the area of
interpersonal relationships. As can be seen by these comments and the
high ratings on Table 15, each unit can be considered to have been
very helpful to personnel in the field, though improvements would need
to be made in a revision or in future documents of this type.

ResTNondees were also asked to rate the specific parts of the pub-
lication with respect to how well they had met the reader's need
(Item VI). On the 5 (excellent)to I (poor) scale they were to rate the
value of the educational objectives, instructional strategies, annotated
bibliographies, supplementary materials and the supportive papers.
Table 16 presents the mean rankings for the responses to this question.
Once again the data show that the respondees had very positive feelings
about each of the various segments of the modules. There were no dif-
ferences between the means of the participauts and non-participants. The
staff saw the annotated bibliographies, suppleientary materials and
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TABLE 15

RATINGS* ON THE DEGREE TO WHICH
THE MODULAR UNITS MET THE NEEDS OF

INSTITUTE PARTICIPANTS, NON-PARTICIPANTS AND STAFF

Unit Participants1
Non

Participants2 Staff

1. Supportive Personnel in the
Changing Health Industry 3.98 3.93 4.50

2. Defining and Describing the
Educational Product 4.16 4.17 4.33

3. The Learner and Learning 4.20 4.21 3.83

4. Designing Learning Programs 4.08 4.20 3.83

5. Evaluation in the Educational
Process 3.92 4.08 3.66

6. The Educational Process 3.94 3.88 4.00

Mean of the Means 4.05 4.07 4.02

*Means scores for each module based an a five point rating scale with

values of 5 for excellent and 1 for poor.

51

3 - N = 6

supportive papers as slightly better than the participants and non-
participants, and they saw the educational objectives and instructional
strategies as not quite as helpful. Among the comments made by institute
participants were: bibliographies have been especially helpful; educa-
tional objectives, instructional strategies were outstanding; like the
practical suggestions in the supporttve papers; educational objectives
w._re of great help; liked having the full papers presented, my own notes
aren't that good. Examples of comments by non-participants were: good
resource document; supportive papers most helpful; annotated bibliogra-
phies most helpful; a pedagogical masterplecel; all parts met my needs
at various times; used instructional strategies the most; liked format
of the educational objectives; all parts were well-presented and used;
particularly interested in manner of establishing objectives and
supporting these by the use of the other four aspects; needed more "how
to" materials rather than so many papers; instructional strategies were
practical and logically organized; I am very down on high-flown



TABLE 16

RATINGS* ON THE DEGREE TO WHICH SPECIFIC
PORTIONS OF THE PUBLICATIONS MET THE NEEDS OF

INSTITUTE PARTICIPANTS, NON-PARTICIPANTS AND STAFF

Portion Participants1 Non-Participants2 Staff3

Educational Objectives 4.18 4.14 3.83

Instructional Strategies 4.00 4.08 3.66

Annotated Bibliographies 4.10 4.10 4.50

Supplentary Materials 4.02 3.94 4.50

Supportive Papers 4.19 4.11 4.33

MeaD of the Means 4.10 4.07

*Meams scores for each module based on a five point rating scale with
values of 5 for excellent and 1 for poor.

1 N 49

2 - N = 110

theoretical models -- your publication is directed toward practical
methods and workable tools; enjoyed the "light" supplemental materials
to reinforce ideas presented; unusually good collecti.on and I needed
them all -- publication brought "education" to life, always steered
clear of education courses before.

Item VII (Appendix B) asked for suggestions of other material wbich
should have been included in a publication of this type. Eleven of the
institute participants specified that no other material was necessary.
Other participants suggested: the organization, structure and imple-
mentation of a teacher education plan; use of the multi-media approach
to individualized instruction; a small picture of each presenter; and
examples of various types of lesson plAns. Seventeen of the non-
participants indicated there was no need for additional kinds of
material. Suggestions were made by non-participants for: specific
material dealing with emerging professions; articles from specific
institutions which, conduct pilot programs; identification of all areas
in the health care industry; audiovisual suggestions; definitions of
role and functions; the role of the consultant in working with health
occupations education personnel; better cross-index for content; more



detailed table of contents; standards for teacher evaluation; and data

and norms on student selection. Several commented that the docunent
was quite satisfactory as it presently exists.

Additional suggestions for improving the form or construction of
the publication were asked for in Item VIII. Twenty-two institute
participants specified there was no Deed for change as did twenty-one
of the non-participants. Suggestions for possible change included: the

need for case studies of departmental objectives; the table of contents
should have been more detailed; re-numbering of pages beginning with
each modular unit; more use of graphics; some parts too wordy; more
specific information relative to the health fields; too many overly-
senti,ental sections; a variety of type style would make for easier
readings; and this is a gem of a "package" which humanizes and brings
to life the "education process" (too long, stereotyped in a bad mold).

From all indications the "Guidelines" publication has served a
meaningf,11 role in facilitating the objective of Improving the teaching-
learning process. Though improvements might well be made, no portion
or aspect of the document was severely criticized.
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VI. THE IN-SERVICE EDUCATION COURSE

Since the overall objective of this project was to stimulate
individuals to conduct short-term teacher education activities, the
project director felt it was appropriate, if not essential, that he
should "model" this type of behavior. Although he regularly conducts
short-term teacher education activities it was Important that whatever
was developed be specifically related to the institute. There had
been fewer thaa the 100 stipended institute participants for whom
monies had been budgeted, so an amendment was submitted to the U. S.
Office of Education for a transfer of monies between budget categories.
The amendment was approved for the development of a model In-service
teacher education program.

PLANNING

The overall plan for the activity included the development of the
course; pilot administrations; evaluations of the pilots; revisions
as appropriate; continued offerings within the State of Iowa, upon
request; and making the materials dc.veloped available to interested
parties.

The first step In the planning activities for the program tvas to
ascertaiu which of the major topics from the "Guidelines" publication
were of primary interest to potential participants of an in-service
teacher education course. Two community colleges in Iowa which offer
multiple programs in health occupations education were contacted to
assess their interest in an in-service teacher education course. Both
colleges expressed their willingness, and a meeting was arranged to
discuss the project and to survey their specific interests. A survey
Instrument (Appendix I) was used to ascertain the faculty members'
preferences for topics. The topics ranking highest in interest were:
3.2, Selecting and Using Instructional Strategies; 2.1, Factors and
Concepts Affecting Learning; and 4.2, Measuring and Evaluating Learn-
ing Achievement. Although 4.2, Measuring and Evaluating Learning
Achievement ranked third in the combined rank ordering of the two
colleges, it was chosen as the topic for the In-service education
course. This decision was based on the availability of materials;
the adaptability of the topic to a variety of instructional strategies;
and because learning experiences on this topic were not readily avail-
able to instructional personnel in the community colleges through
extension courses, as was the case with the other two topics.

Once the topic had been selected, the project director and a
graduate student, James McCord, began the long process of preparing
educational objectives. The objectives, which had been specified in
Modular Unit 5 of the "Guidelines" publication, (Volume II) were
refined and greatly expanded for the in-service teacher education
course. The general objectives for the course, which were included as
a visual in the fir_ -on, are presented in Appendix I. The



number 5 in the designator 5.01, used on the course materials, designates
Module 5 from the "Guidelines." The .01 was a modification in the
original taxonomy numbering system. Using the hierarchy of educational
objective approach, specific objectives were detailed under each of
the general objectives. The appropriate specific objectives were
presented to the student at the onset of each lesson.

Having completed the educational objectives the staff examined
them to ascertata how they might best be organized and sequenced into
lessons, and what learning strategies would be appropriate. Several
learning strategies were selected to accommodate the types of partic-
ipants; to best meet the objectives; and to demonstrate the kinds of
strategies which had been described and encouraged during the institute,
and in the "Guidelines" publication. The course was designed primarily
as an extension activity rather than as an experimental study to
compare instructional strategies or various approaches to in-service
teacher education.

In surveying the two community colleges to assess their interest
in short-term teacher education activities it was found they were
receptive to a course which was partially in "packaged" form. It was
felt that many of the educational objectives were achievable through
the use of learning packages, and that by experiencing such activities
teachers might be encouraged to consider the use of this type of
strategy in their own teaching. Also, with such a system, instructor
time during the actual lessons woald be reduced; though it was
recognized that the initial preparation of the learning packages
would be quite time consming.

A list of the sixteen lessons, and the instructional strategies
used, is shown in Appendix J. Lessons 0 and 1 were covered in a
single presentation, whereas each of the other lessons was an indep-
endent activity. For each lesson, educational objectives and other
visuals were distributed to the participants. Examples of the work-
sheets, visuals and other materials used for each of the different
types of strategies are presented in Appendix J. A complete set of
the printed materials developed for the in-service teacher educatian
course, "Measuring and Evaluating Learning Achievement," is available
for $3.20, prepaid, from: Program in Health Occupations Education,
Division of Health Affairs, the University of Iowa, 135 Melrose
Avenue, Iowa City, Iowa 52240.

General presentations were primarily lecture-discussions. The
original tutorial packages were audio-tutorial packages and utilized
worksheets, audio-tapes, visuals, and the textbook,1 which was used
with all lessons. On the follow-up evaluation of the first pilot
administration several individuals specified that there were problems

1Gronlund, Norman E., Constructing Achievement Tests. Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall Inc., 1968.



in having audio-tape recorders available for the audio-tutorial
packages, and some indicated they would have preferred to have read
all their material. Therefore, for each of the audio-tutorial
packages a corresponding text-type tutorial package was developed.
The material which had been on the audio-tape recordings was provided
in text form along with the worksheet materials (Appendix J). This
alternative form of the tutorial packages was made available to the
participants for the third pilot administration. The use and accept-
ance of this format will be discussed at a later point.

Self-directed learning packages were used for two lessons. With
this format the participant was provided the educational objectives
to be achieved, instructional materials and resources, and sone
suggested criteria for self-evaluation. This strategy provided the
participants with the least amount of direction as they were required
to take the primary responsibility for their own learning.

Each participant was expected to davelop a test as a project forthe course. In most cases participants were able to prepare tests
appropriate for use with an on-going class for which they were
responsible. The one-to-one, Instructor-participant, conference sessionsallowed for clarification of concerns or questions which the individ-
uals had in the development of their test projects. One such conference
was scheduled when the participants were working on the preparatory
procedures for their test projects and another during the actual itemwriting stage. Each one-to-one session was approximately 45 minutes
long which required a considerable amount of instructor time.

For Lesson-10 a "test" was designed as a learning experience.
The participants were asked to judge whether a series of questions were
good or poor, and if the questions were poor, they were to specify
what was wrong with them. After the "test" experience the group
discussed each of the items, and testing in general.

Lesson 16, the final activity, varied for each of the three pilot
administrations. The pre-and-post-tests were not available for the
first two course offerings. For these administrations the final
experience included the completion of the course evaluation and the
opinionnaire instrument and a general discussion of the course. Inthe third pilot the participants took a post-test, completed the course
evaluation and opinionnaire, and discussed specific aspects of thecourse. Arrangements were made so that participants were able to earncollege credit for the course if they wished to do so.

_LEE PILOT ADMINISTRATIONS

It had been planned to conduct the in-service teacher education
course for both of the community colleges who had participated in theinitial survey. However, problems occurred, and one of the institutionsdid mot participate. The first pilot was conducted for the health
occupations education staff at Kirkwood Community College in CedarRapids, Iowa. The activity began on March 11, 1970, and was concluded



on May 20, 1970. As with the first offering of many courses numerous
problems occurred. The major difficulty was the scheduling of a day
when all of the participants could be available for the general
presentations and one-to-one sessions. This might have been alleviated
at another time during the school year, had more time been available
for Planning. Because all of the materials for the course were not
completed on schedule, it was necessary to delay the first lesson. As
a result the twelve weeks which originally had been anticipated, were
reduced to only nine weeks. In spite of these problems it was felt
that the course was successful, as will be described in the section on
evaluation.

The project director served as the primary instructor for the
initial offering of the course with the graduate assistant preparing
many of the materials, taking the major responsibility for selected
instructional packages and giving one of the general presentations.
Thirteen participants completed the first pilot administration,
twelve of whom were enrolled for course credit. Several others were
initially involved in the course, but other duties prevented them from
completing it.

The second offering of the course was presented as part of a
teacher education workshop which the project director conducted at
Athens, Georgia. This workshop (June 15-26, 1970) was co-sponsored by
the University of Georgia and the Georgia State Department of Education.
During this two-week Health Occupations Education Teacher Education
Workshop the participants spent each afternoon on the classrooth testing
course. The project director worked with the participants on other
teacher education activities during the mornings, as was described in
Chapter IV. The course content was the same for this second offering,
but the format was much different. In most instances two lessons, one
"live" and one "packaged" were covered each afternoon. The eight
participants were able to complete each of the packages and under
much nore controlled conditions than during the first administration.
The instructor was available for clarification when learning packages
were used, though his presence was rarely called for. There were
advantages and disadvantages to this format which will be described
in the following section on evaluation.

The in-service teacher education course was conducted for a third
time at the Eastern Iowa Community College District, as a cooperative
venture between the Scott Community College Campus, Davenport, Iowa and
the Clinton Community College Campus, Clinton, Iowa. It was held from
February 2, 1971, through May 11, 1971, and 17 individuals enrolled,
16 of whom completed the course. The format for the course was quite
similar to that used in the first pilot, though it was conducted over
a fourteen week period, as compared with nine weeks for the initial
offering. Adequate time for planning and organization was available
and it was possible to alleviate most of the problems which occurred
during the initial offering. Attendance at all live sessions was very
good. A pre-post test was developed and utilized during the third
administration. This was also the first time the text-type tutorial
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packages were used and an evaluation of them will be reported. Each
administration appears to Yave been successful, but it is felt that
the course was improved with each successive offering.

EVALUATION

The evaluation activities for the in-service teacher education
course were des,Zgned primarily to ascertain the general effectiveness
of the course/and to obtain specific information on the formats and
the instructiOnal materials used. The evaluation activities have
provided suMmative data to ascertain the value of the course and
formativOnformation for improvement of the activity.

,/

PROCEDURES

/ Data for evaluating the courses were obtained by using the opin-lonaire and evaluation instrument which is shown in Appendix K.
Additionally, for the third pilot administration a one page addition
(Appendix K) was used to assess the value of the text-type tutorial
packages which were used with that administration. The participants
were asked to sign the opinionnaire for administrative purposes only
and were assured that neither their grades nor their personal relation-
ship with the instructor would be affected by their reactions. There
was no evidence of concern by the participants in this regard. In
some instances reports of personal interactions with the participants
will be included.

Since there were differences in the administrative formats for
each of the three pilot administrations some comparisons will be made
between them. However, the groups were very small and there were
multiple uncontrolled variables, so statistical comparisons will be
limited. Descriptive statistics will be pres,-,ated, and similarities
and substantial differences will be noted.

RESULTS

Data gathered on the first twenty-five "basic statements" items
for each of the pilot administrations are shawn in Table 17. This
table will be used in comparing the three pilot administrations, but
before making comparisons- a general assessment regarding the value ofthe course, reactions to selected administrative factors, and the
participants' opinions about the various instructional strategies will
be examined. The mean scores (Table 17) were computed by assigning
the numbers one through five to the responses strongly agree through
strongly disagree.

General Assessment

Several of the 25 basic statements were designed to measure the
participants' general reactions regarding the value of the in-serviceteacher education course. Item 11, "I learned very little frov t:Jis
activity," received*ratings between disagree and strongly disagree
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TABLE 17

RATING TALLIES AND MEANS OF
PARTICIPANTS' RESPONSES TO

GENERAL ITEMS ON THE IN-SERVICE COURSE
OPINIONNAIRE AND EVALUATION INSTRUMEN'

Item

Numerical Rating

1-. I would have preferred to have A
had only "ltve" lessons. B

C

2. Nine weeks was too short a period A
in which to learn the contents of B
this course. C

3. The packaged lessons were easy to A
work with. B

4. I would have preferred to have had A
evening meetings rather than to B-
have been so rushed. C

5. Topics were scheduled in an
appropriate sequence.

A

6. A greater proportion of time A
should have been spent in general B
presentations. C

7. The Instructional staff was too A
inaccessible for individual B
attention. C

8. In general, the program was
well organized.

A

C .

9. A greater proportion of time A
should have been spent in B
one-to-one sessions. C

SA
1

Tallies
A N
2 3

D
4

SD
5

Mean

5 4 2 5 2 2.72
0 1 1 1 5 4.25
3 2 1 5 5 3.44

3 5 2 4 4 3.05
3 5 0 0 0 1.62
3 6 2 4 1 2.63

4 7 4 1 2 2.44
3 5 0 0 0 1.62
8 6 1 0 0 1.53

3 5 3 4 3 2.94
1 2 2 2 1 3.00
6 2 1 3 4 2.81

4 11 2 1 0 1.88
4 4 0 0 0 1.50
8 5 1 2 0 1.81

4 3 3 8 0 2.83
0 0 1 5 2 4.12
1 4 3 6 2 3.25

3 3 4 4 4 3.16
0 0 0 3 5 4.62
0 1 4 7 4 3.88

8 8 2 0 0 1.60
6 2 0 0 0 1.25
9 6 1 0 0 1.50

2 3 4 8 1 3.16
0 1 3 3 1 3.50
1 4 4 7 0 3.06



Item

Numerical Rating

10. I think inadequate provisions A
were made for individual B

differences. C

11. I learned very little from this A
activity. B

12. For a better balance between live A
and packaged lessons there should B
have been more padkaged lessons. C

13. I would take the opportunity to
participate in an activity of A
this nature again if it were B

offered. C

14. General presentations were too A
long to sit and listen or to B

take notes. C

15. The course content pre-supposed A
far more training than I had. B

16. The lessons were stimulating
and interesting.

A

17. I was satisfied with the topic A
chosen for this in-service B

training project. C

18. The presenters were well
prepared.

A

19. I expect to be able to apply the A
content which was presented in B
this course. C

20. The information presented was
too elementary.

A

SA
Tallies
A N D SD

Mean

3 1 8 4 2 3.05
1 1 1 4 1 3.37
0 3 3 8 2 3.56

0 1 1 10 6 4.16
0 0 0 1 7 4.87
0 0 1 3 12 4.69

0 1 4 5 8 4.11
0 0 0 6 2 4.25
0 0 3 11 2 3.94

7 7 4 0 0 1.83
5 3 0 0 0 1.37
5 8 1 2 0 2.00

0 4 2 5 7 3.83
0 0 0 7 1 4.12
0 0 4 5 6 3.88

1 4 4 6 3 3.33
0 0 0 8 0 4.00
3 4 3 6 0 2.75

5 5 5 0 0 2.00
5 3 0 0 0 1.37
7 9 1. 0 0 1.75

9 8 1 0 0 1.55
6 2 0 0 0 1.75
7 8 0 1 0 1.69

10 7 1 0 0 1.50
7 1 0 0 0 1.25
8 7 1 0 0 1.56

9 8 1 0 0 1.55
5 3 0 0 0 1.37

11 5 0 0 0 1.31

0 1 3 8 6 4.05
0 0 0 7 1 4.12
0 0 1 2 13 .4.75



Item

Numerical Rating

21. I was stimulated to think A
objectively about the B
topics presented. C

22. Too much jargon was used
in the lessons.

A
B
C

23. Too much emphasis was placed A
on topics that are unimportant. B

24. The presentation of the content A
material was paced too fast. B

25. I was pleased with the teaching A
methods used for the course. B

SA
1

Tallies
A N
2 3

D
4

SD
5

Mean

5 13 0 0 0 1.72
3 5 0 0 0 1.62
3 6 1 1 0 1.69

1 1 9 5 2 3.33
0 0 1 5 2 4.12
0 1 4 5 6 4.00

0 1 2 9 6 4.11
0 0 0 4 4 4.50
0 0 3 7 6 4.19

2 3 3 6 4 3.38
0 3 1 4 0 3.12
2 2 2 9 1 3.31

4 6 2 4 2 2.66
5 3 0 0 0 1.37
5 7 3 1 0 2.00

A. Kirkwood Community Colleee, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

B. University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia.

C. Eastern Iowa Community College, Scott Campus, Davenport, and
Clinton campus, Clinton, Iowa.
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TABLE 18

RATING TALLIES AND MEANS OF
PARTICIPANTS' RESPONSES TO

FAMILIARITY WITH COURSE TOPICS

Formats Rating
Very N^*

Familiar Familiar
5 4 3 2 1

Mean

1. The purpose for measuring A 10 6 2 0 0 4.44
achievement. B 7 0 0 1 0 4.67

C 10 5 1 0 0 4.56

2. Preparatory procedures for A 6 6 6 0 0 4.02
developing tests. B 5 2 1 0 0 4.50

C 10 3 2 1 0 4.38

3. Writing test items. A 4 11 3 0 0 4.05
B 2 6 0 0 0 4.25
C 4 10 2 0 0 4.13

4. Assembling and administer A 7 5 6 0 0 4.05
ing tests. B 4 4 0 0 0 4.50

C 5 7 3 1 0 4.00

5. Scoring and appraising A 3 2 12 1 0 3.39
test items. B 0 6 2 0 0 3.75

C 0 5 7 4 0 3.06

6. Treating test scores and
assigning grades.

A 2 2 13 1 0 3.28
B 0 3 3 2 0 3.13
C 0 2 8 5 1 2.69

Mean of the means A 3.87
4.13
3.80

A. Kirkwood Community College, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

B. University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia.

C. Eastern Imea Community College, Scott Campus, Davenport, and
Clinton Campus, Clinton, Iowa.



Instructional.Strategies

Since there were a number of different strategies used for this
course it was appropriate that the participant's degree of satisfaction
with the various strategies should be assessed. Item 1 (Appendix J)
asked whether the participants would have preferred to have had only
"live" lessons. Participants of the first administration were about
equally divided on this 4.uestion (Table 17) whereas those of the second
administration tended to disagree, as did many of the participants
the third group. These positions are verified by similar responses to
Item 6 regarding the poEuibility of a greater portion of time which
might have been spent in general presentations. Also related to this
sane issue, Item 12 asked whether there should have been more "packaged"
lessons. There was general disagreement with the possibility of more
"packaged" lessons. Although there was variation between individuals,
it is concluded that the mixture of "live" to "packaged" lessons was
about right. All three groups disagreed with Item 14 which suggested
that the general presentations were too long. Furthermore, the
responses to Item 20 indicate that the information was not too elemen-
tary and the data on Item 24 show that it was not presented at too
fast a rate.

The mean responses of each of the three groups to Item 8 indicate
that, in general, the participants thought the program was well organ-
ized. Participants from each of the three groups were neutral to
slightly in disagreement with the statement that more time should have
been spent in one-to-one sessions, Item 9. Responses to Item 5 indi-
cate that generally the participants agreed that topics were scheduled
in an appropriate sequence. In responding to Item 3 the participants
indicated that the packaged lessons were easy to work with.

Although the staff was cognizant of the need to account for
individual differences, they were aware that this had been provided
the variation In the pace at which the participants were able to work
on same of the lessons, acid in their individual test projects. This
was reflected by the responses of participants to Item 10 which showed
that the groups varied from being about equally distributed on this
item, to in slight disagreement. The responses to Item 25 indicate
that generally, the participants were pleased with the teaching
methods used for the course.

As another measure of the various instructional strategies, the
participants were asked to rate the effectiveness of each on a five
point scale (Appendix J). Table 19 shows the tallies and means for
each of the three groups of participants. Overall the participants
found each of the strategies were not to their llkin. Differences
between the various groups will be discussed later. In addition
to the objective ratings on the various strategies there was an open
ended question which stated, "Is there any additional feedback you
would like to give us regarding the various instructional formats
which were used in this course?" Few of the participants responded
to this question, but those who did were favorable to either specific
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TABLE 19

RATING TALLIES AND MEANS
OF PARTICIPANTS' RESPONSES TO

EFFECTIVENESS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES USED

Strategle.s
Very

Effective

Rating
Not

Effective
5 4 3 2 1

1. General presentations. A 9 5 3 O. 0 4.35
3 7 1 0 0 0 4.85
-C 8 7 1 0 0 4.44

2. Packaged, with tapes. A 4 7 5 '1 0 3.82
B 5 3 0 0 0 4.63
C 1 5 3 2 1 3.25

3. Packaged, without tapes. A 4 3 5 3 1 3.47
B 2 5 1 0 0 4.13
C 10 5 1 0 0 4.56

4. One-to-one discussions. A 9 4 3 0 1 4.18
B 8 0 0 0 0 5.00
C 12 3 1 0 0 4.69

5. Group discussions. A 5 8 2 1 0 3-59
B 6 2 0 0 0 4.75
C 3 9 4 ,1 0 4.06

Mean of the means A 3.88
4.67
4.20

A. Kirkwood Community College, Cedar Rapids Iowa.

B. University of Georgia, Athens Georgia.

C. Eastern Iowa Community College, Scott Campus, Davenport, and
Clinton Campus, Clinton, Iowa.
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pre-supposed far mare training than they had (Item 15). Though the
means.for the three groups indicated that they were generally pleased
with the teaching methods used for the course (Item .25).there was
considerable variation. Group B showed the greatest degree of agree-
ment, Group C was slightly less positive and the Group A mean of 2.66
was close to neutral.

For the remaining general items on which there was more than .40
difference Groups B and C tended to see the course in slightly more
positive light than did Group A. This parallels the instructor's
views and is attributed to the problPmq which occurred in the initial
administration and the improvements which ware made in the latter
administrations.

In comparing the participants' responses to familiarity with the
topics chosen (rable 18) the Group B mean of 4.13 is slightly higher
than either Group A, 3.87, or Group B, 3.80. The individual means for
the specific topics by each of the groups paralleled one another with
the greatest amount of familiarity beIng with the first topic and the
least familiarity with the later topics.

Opinions of the effectiveness of the various instructional strat-
egies (Table 19) show some substantial differences. The overall
mean of 4.67 for Group B Is higher than the 3.88 mean for Group A.
Comparing the overall mean for Group C with the.other groups is not
appropriate because of the availability of text-type tutorial packages
for that administrati_on.

The text-type tutorial packages ware first made available for the
third pilot administration. Subsequently, an additional single page
evaluation form was added (Appendix J). Responses on the extent to
which audio-tutorial packages ware used as campared with text-type
tutorial lessons are shown in Table 20. The increasing preference
for text-type tutorial packages In be seen as one examines the par-
ticipants' progression through the course. Initially about half of
the participants used the text-type tutorial packages and half used
both the text-type and the audio-tutorial packages. As the course pro-
gressed, participants ceased to use the audio-tutorial packages and
relied only on the text-type tutorial packages. In response to the
question asking wby they had chosen the particular format, or combina-
tion of formats, 9 of the 16 participants indicated that the text-type
tutorial packages were more convenient. 071e participant stated that
the text-type tutorial packages ware faster to use and three specified
that they ware better. The text-type tutorial packages allowed the
participants to do the packages at any time and in any location, whereas
with the audio-tutorial packages it was necessary for them to have an
audio tape recorder available.

There ware very few suggestions to specific ways by Which the text-
type tutorial packages might be improved. Five participants indicated
that they enjoyed the text-type tutorial packages and that they were
easier to use, one-suggested less "skipping around," one requested more



TABLE 20

USE OF AUDIOTUTORIAL VERSUS
TEXTTYPE TUTORIAL INSTRUCTIONAL PACKAGES

FOR THE THIRD PILOT ADMINISTRATION

Lesson Subject Audio TextType Both
Tutorial Tutorial

2 Purposes 1 7 8

3 Preparatory
Procedures 12

6 Writing Items 14-

9 Assembling &
Aaministration 15

13 Mathematical Sta
tistics 15

15 Grading 16

4

1

88



participant responses and another suggested additional open space for
taking notes. The text-type tutorial packages were a definite improve-
ment to this program and might well replace the audio-tutorial packages
for future in-service teacher education courses. The audio-tutorial
had been devised to parallel the use of audio-tutorial packages which
the instructors might wish to develop for their students. The regular
school setting usually provides a laboratory and in-school time for
the participants to use audio-tutorial packages, a situation which does
not necessarily exist for the in-service education of teachers.

General Comments

On the final open-ended question of the "In-Service Opinionnaire
and Evaluation Instrument" (Appendix J) participants in the courses were
asked for any additional feedback which they felt was appropriate. Mostof the comments were very geaeral and many repeated Information from the
previous portions of the questionnaire. Responses were mostly positive
regarding the overall course, as well as specific points. There were
two comments which indicated the course was not conducted during the
most desirable time of year. One participant stated his reactions to
all parts of the opinionnaire would have been much more positive if
there had been sufficient time to complete the course. One very valid
reaction made by several Group A participants was the need for each
participant to have a personal copy of the taxtbook. Because large
portions of the text were not used as reading assignments the instructor
was somewhat reluctant to require each individual to purchase a copyof the text. Eight copies were made available for use by the partici-
pants. Near the end of the first administration most participants
indicated a desire to have their own copy of the text so they were
ordered, though they were not available until the course was completed.
For the second and third pilot offerings each pawticipant was expected
to purchase a textbook.



VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This chapter consists of a descriptive assessment of the overallproject and conclusions made regarding the three major activities ofwhich the project was composed. Specific recommendations for futureactivities are also included. The three major activities were (1) theinstitute, (2) the "Guidelines" publication, and (3) the in-serviceteacher education course.

CONCLUSIONS

The overall objective of this project was to improve the teaching-learning process in educational programs preparing health workers. Itwas not feasible to do an assessment of the actual change in classroombehavior of teachers and students as a means to evaluate this overallobjective. However, it has been concluded from an analysis of the feed-back received that this project has had a substantial affect uponteacher education activities throughout the Nation. It is assumedthat this has affected classroom activities and subsequently, achieve-ment of the overall objective. Although the three aspects of theproject were highly interrelated it seems appropriate to discuss the
conclusions separately for each of them. For details on the evalua-
tions which led to these conclusions the reader is referred to "The
Institute Evaluation," Chapter IV; the "Guidelines" publication, C1,2p-ter V; and the "In-Service Education Course," Chapter VI.

TEE INSTITUTE

The institute evaluation was composed of the on-going assessmentand the follow-up assessment. The on-going assessment was designed to
measure the immediate value of the institute; whereas, the follow-up
assessment attempted to measure whether the participants did, in fact,return to their places of employment and conduct, or stimulate etherstc conduct,short-term teacher education activities.

TLe On-Going Assessment

The results of a role perception inventory, administered in a pre-post format, indicated that the participants' responses changed signi-ficantly on eight of twenty-five bipolar scales. It is therefore
concluded that it is possible to Change one's role perception, even inthe short time of two weeks. The changes were viewed as generallypositive by the institute staff. It is felt that use of the semantic
differential was successful for this purpose and that it would beuseful for evaluating other short-term teacher education activities.
The findings of the role perception inventory were substantiated bythe subjective evaluations of the staff members and by the data
gathered on the follow-up assessment.



On a pre- and post-assessment self-rating scale, the participants
were asked to rate themselves regarding their familiarity with the
topics which were included in the institute. Although this was a
subjective opinionnaire and there was no control group with which to
compare the participants, the participants showed significant change
on ten of the sixteen topics. It is concluded that the participants
did gain substantial knowledge from the institute.

An evaluation committee,composed of participants, evaluated each
of the modular units. They identified weaknesses within individual
modules and noted that same modules were better received than others.
However, the overall assessment of the modular units was quite con-
clusively positive.

The participants were also asked to evaluate administrataive fac-
tors such as scheduling and organization, content and presentations,
environment facilities, and satisfactions. The results of the wide
variety of assessments under this section showed that the participants
had a very positive attitude toward these aspects of the institute.
Participants identified all of the topics as relevant and useful with
'Iknalyzing the Role of the Health Specialist as Teachers," "Planning
Curricula," and "Selecting Instructional Strategies" being the three
highest rated. The three topics rated as most difficult were "Develop-
ing Conceptual Models to Analyze Occupations," "Describing the Educa-
tional Product in Behavior Terms," and "Measuring and Evaluating
Learning Achievement."

The staff was also asked to complete a short evaluation, which
to same extent, paralleled the participant evaluation. The staff was
quite positive in their response to the administration, content and
process aspects of the institute. Several of the staff members, who
had been extensively involved as participants and staff members in
previous teacher education activities, indicated that this was the
most outstanding activity of this nature of which they had been a
part.

The Follow-Up Assessnent

The follow-up assessnent completed one year following the institute
was designed to gather iniormation on changes which had occurred as
a result of participation la the institute. Primary emphasis was
placed on the extent to 74hich the individuals had conducted, or stim-
ulated others to conauct, short-term teacher education activities.
However, a wide variety of other data was gathered as such an activity
was felt to have many "side-effects."

Many formal workshops and conferences were reported by participants
and staff members. These ranged from one day to two-week activities
for personnel in programs preparing health workers and in some cases
for individuals outside the health field. In addition, there was a
wide range of informal activities by which participants reported having



had substantial influence on teachers. The reader is encouraged to
examine both the section in Chapter IV entitled "The Follow-Up
Assessment," and the statements shown in the appendix which have
caused the authors to conclude that the institute was highly success-
ful in achieving its major objective. A wide range of.other activities
including: role change, attendance at workshops, contact with other
participants and staff, and pronounced changes in philosophy of educa-
tion, were also examined and many positive responses were received.

From all indications, the institute had a substantial influence
on a large number of irdividuals who, in turn, had a great affect upon
teacher education activities and subsequently on the teaching-learning
process in health occupations programs throughout the nation.

THE "GUIDELINES" PUBLICATION

There was a limit to the number of individuals who could partici-
pate in the institute both because of the financial limitations and
because of many interested individuals who could not come to Iowa
during the time the activity was held. To provide the participants and
others who were interested with assisLance in planning and conducting
short-term teacher education activities the "Guidelines" publication
was developed. As is reported in the evaluation portion of Chapter V,
the document appears to have been quite successful in assisting
individuals in a wide variety of teacher education activities. Re-
sponses to the questionnaire showed that many individuals used the
document in influencing a large number of teachers within, and out-
side of, the health field. Many of those who responded indicated that
the document will be used for future activities. Feedback on the
usability Jf the document was quite positive. Responses to questions
on each ol the six modular units and to the specific aspects within
the modular units were very complimentary.

The demand for copies of the "Guidelines" publication has con-
tinued as users have referred it to others. Although there are cer-
tainly faults and limitations to the document, some have referred to
it as "one of a kind" in this field.

THE IN-SERVICE EDUCATION COURSE

The model in-service teacher education course was piloted at
three different ILstitutions and the results were generally quite
favorable for each administration. It was found that a great deal of
planning is necessary when scheduling such an in-service teacher
education activity to be conducted during the school year. This is
necessary so that all individuals participating may have adequate
opportunity to be involved in the sessions. It was also found that
several different administrataive formats can be used for such activ-
ity. The use of "packaged" lessons proved quite acceptable for
achieving some of the educational objectives of this particular course.
Of particular note was.the positive reaction received to the use of



text-type tutorial packages as compared with audio-tutorial packages.
This allowed the participants to do packaged lessons at a time con-
venient to then, without having to bother with the availability and
use of a tape recorder.

The evaluation of participants' achievement and measures of their
attitude toward the activity were highly positive. The materials which
were developed could well be utilized by others in conducting in-service
teacher education courses. There were some differences in reaction
to the three different pilot groups on specific items of the post-
assessment, but generally these differences were not too great, or
were readily understood based on the different types of administrative
formats.

RECOMMENDATIONS

In developing the recommendations to follow, three basic inter-
related assumptions have been made. First, it is assumed that the
quantity and quality of health care delivery will be improved by
producing an increased number of competent health care workers. Second,
it is further assumed that improving the teaching-learning process In
educational programs preparing health care personnel will increase the
number and competency of those providing health care servicns. And,
finally, it is assumed that the teaching-learning process in educational
programs for health workers will be improved if the teachers partici-
pate in quality teacher education activities.

In addition to the recommendations presented in this chapter the
reader is referred to the recommendations which the institute staff
made immediately following the institute ("On-Going Assessment,"
Chapter IV).

Throughout their experiences with each of the three major activ-
ities of this project the authors had an opportunity to assess the
teacher education needs in health occupations education, to learn what
types of activities are being conducted, and to consider what further
action or changes might be appropriate in this area.

To assist in meeting the present and future needs in teacher
education for health occupations education, the authors make the
following recommendations:

(1) that those in leadership positions make every effort to
increase the availability of quality short-term teacher
education activities;

(2) that a significant increase in professional development
funds be made available, primarily at the federal and
state level, for operating teacher education activities;



(3) that research studies be conducted to analyze the role
of the health specialty teacher and to develop improved
approaches to the teaching-learning process in this field;

(4) that the subject matter of teacher education activities be
based upon identified needs of those to be served;

(5) that a wide variety of administrative formats and types
of short-term teacher education activities be available,
so as to best meet the needs of all teachers;

(6) that whenever possible teacher education programR be designed
to serve a variety of health specialties and levels in order
to improve communication and to facilitate articulation
efforts;

(7) that teacher education activities be conducted in a manner
which models the best techniques for facilitating learning;

(8) that every effort be made to prepare teachers who are
capable of implementing the newer concepts and strategies
of educational technology, and who are sufficiently concerned
with the desirability of humanizing education through apply-
ing learner-cenreredness to the educational process;

(9) that efforts be made to change teacher certification require-
ments so that those with demonstrated competency may teach,
rather than restricting certification to those who have
obtained certain academic credentials;

(10) that universities and colleges be encouraged to develop
preparatory programs specifically designed for preparing
teachers for this field;

(11) that individuals conducting teacher education activities
be encouraged to share their experiences and materials
with other teacher educators;

(12) that programs be developed to prepare and update teacher
educators so that they can conduct quality teacher education
activities; and

(13) that institutes such as the one reported herein be repeated
periodically as a means for continuously stimulating
individuals and institutions to conduct short-term teacher
education activities for the health occupations education
field.
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Dr. Bruce E. Spivey
Associate Professor of

Ophthalmology
College of Medicine
The University of Iowa

Dr. Michael Nesucci
Associate Professor of
Education Psychology

College of Education
The University of Illinois

Mr. Robert Long
Associate Director
Audiovisual Center
The University of Iowa

Mr. James Orth
Eldwest Visual Education

Service
Des Moines, Iowa

Mr. Dick Nelson
Assistant Professor
Industrial Education and
Technology Department

Western Illinois University
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Dr. Charles Porter, Dean
College of Applied Science
and Technology

Illinois State University

Mr. Cal Mether
College of Education
The University of Iowa

Mr. Keith Doellinger
College of Education
The University of Iowa

Mr. Donald W. Cordes
Administrator
Iowa Methodist Hospital
Raymond Blank Memorial Hospital

for Children
Younker Memorial Rehabilitation

Center
Des Mbines, Iowa
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THE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA

DEVELOPING TEACHING COMPETENCIES NEEDED BY
EDUCATIONAL PERSONNEL IN POST-SECONDARY

HEALTH OCCUPATIONS PROGRAMS

PURPU6E OF THE INSTITUTE

This institute is designed to contribute to the quantity and
quality of health care services by improving the teaching-learning
process in post-secondary vocational and technical programs which
prepare health care workers. This will be accomplished by extending
and improving the teacher education competencies of 100 participants
from across the nation who each, In turn, will implement or stimulate
and promote teacher education activities in his state, region or
field. In addition, this group will serve to evaluate guidelines and
supportive materials for a model short-term teacher education program.

1HE PROGRAM

The institute program will consist primarily of activities
following the model short-term teacher education guidelines. This
will allow for an assessment of the suggested topics and an evalua-
tion of the content while preparing the participants for their role
in tbe teacher education process.

The guidelines, in modular units, cover areas such as: the
changing health industry, the role of the health specialist as a
teacher, structuring occupational roles, curriculum planning,
behavioral objectives, the learner and learning, student selection,
Instructional strategies, instructional media, and evaluation.

Believing that the methodological and attitudinal approach to
educational activities is as important as the content, the institute
staff will utilize instructional strategies which actively involve
the participants. Through small groups, task groups, and individual
activities, the participants will gain knowledge and 'skills in
teacher education activities, explore relevant problems, be exposed
to the ideas of others, and develop naterials for use in their
teacher education activities. Micro-teaching presentations will be
made and participants will have an opportunity to become familiar
with video tape recording and to critique these presentations.

PARTICIPANT SELECTION

A committee will select 100 participants from the applications
received. While the number of individuals who spend a major portion
of their time in teacher education activities for post-secondary

4
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health occupations education personnel is limited, there is a pool of

individuals who perform leadership, consultive and advisory or

coordinating services for this area of vocational and technical educa-

tion. Applications are particularly encouraged from this group which

includes: state and regional supervisors or consultants of health

occupations education and their assistants; teacher educators,

primarily in fields other than health, who are providing some services

to the health occupations education area; personnel from the Regional

Medical Programs; representatives of professional associations who

have sponsored or are engaged in teacher education or improvement

activities; coordinators or directors of health occupations programq

in local junior-community colleges; coordinators or directors in

schools-of allied health; and, lead instructors in both professional

and allied health programs

Individuals who are both experienced and inexperienced in

teacher education activities will be included as participants.

The follming will serve as guides in the selection process:

1. Top priority will be given to those applicants who can
substantiate; by position, experience, preparation, interest,

or otherwise; that following their participation in the

institute they will be able to have a significant effect

upon teacher education activities for health occupation
education instructional personnel.

2. Priority will be given to those applicants who can identify
that they are or may work as one of a team of two to four
individuals from a given state, region or field who will

work together, to implement short-term teacher education

activities.

3. Consideration in the selection process will be given to
choosing participants who represent the health occupations
education personnel to be served in terms of geographic

location, population concentration and type of health

specialty.

STIPENDS AND TRANSPORTATION

Participants will be eligible to receive, upon application,

stipends of $75 per week to help defray the costs of housing and meals.

It is anticipated that sufficient monies will be available to pay

transportation costs. Once the actual cost, not to exceed that of a

single round trip air-coach flight to Iowa City, has been determined,

the amount of reimbursement will be established.



CERTIFICATE AND UNIVERSITY CREDIT

All participants will receive a certificate of participation.

For those wishing to receive 2 semester hours of graduate or
undergraduate credit, a $40.00 registration fee will be required. No
pre-admission requirements are necessary

TWO-WEEK SUMMER INSTITUTE

August 18-29, 1969

INSTITUTE STAFF

Director - Dr. Lewis D. Holloway
Assistant Professor
College of Medicine
Program in Health Occupations
Education

The University of Iowa

Asst. Director - Dr. Larry J. Bailey
Research Assistant Professor
Department of Vocational and
Technical Education
College of Education
The University of Illinois

Instructor Dr. Lawrence Borosage
Professor
Secondary Education and Curriculum
College of Education
Michigan State University

Co-Director - Dr. Robert M.
Tomlinson

Associate Professor
Department of Vocational and
Technical Education
College of Education
The University of Illinois

Instructor - Dr. Jacob Stern
Associate Professor
Department of Vbcational and
Technical Education
College of Education
The University of IllinoiS

Instructor - Dr. Duane
Anderson
Assistant Professor, Higher
Education

College of Education
The University of Iowa

In addition, several consultants will make presentations in
specialized areas.

ACCOMMODATIONS

The Iowa Memorial Union was conceived and built as a place where
conference or institute participants can live, work and relax in a most
comfortable setting. The Union, air conditioned cnroughout, provides a
wide range of facilities and services.

Room rates at the Iowa House, a part of the Iowa Memorial Union,
will be $10.50 per day for singles and $6.75 per day for shared twinsplus tax. Free parking for Iowa House guests is provided in the ramp
across the street.
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NON-DISCRIMINATION PROVISION

Discrimination prohibited-Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of
1964 states: "No person in the United States shall, on the ground of
race, color, creed, sex, or national origin, be excluded from partici-
pation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subject to discrimination
under any program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance."

Tae University of Iowa operates in compliance wl.zh this law.

DEADLINES

Completed applications must be postmarked no later than June 13,
1969.

Applicants will be notified of the selection committee action by
June 27, 1969.

Participants will be expected to return completed acceptance
forms and preliminary registration materials by July 11, 1969.

REQUESTS FOR APPLICATIONS OR INFORMATION

For applications and/or information, contact:

Dr. Lewis D. Holloway, Director
H.O.E. Teacher Education Institute
The University of Iowa
135 Melrose Avenue
Iowa City, Iowa 52240
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INSTITUTE APPLICATION

Developing Teaching Competencies Needed
By Educational Personnel in Post-Secondary

Health Occupations Programs

1. Name of Applicant: Dr.,

Mr.
Mrs.
Miss

(Last)
2. Age

3. Home Address:

(First) (Middle)

Street , City

State Zip Code Telephone

4. Employment - Present

Name of Institution or agency

Street Address City

State Zip Code Telephone

Position Title

Number of years in present position (Briefly describe your
activities, especially those related to teaching or teacher
education.)

5. Employment - Next Year

Will you be employed next year in the same position described
above? Yes No If "no," indicate your new position

What percent of your time next year will be spent:
Providing formal or informal teacher education activities for
H.O.E. personnel
Providing advisory services to teachers and H.O.E. educational
programs
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Administering or directing H.O.E. programs
Teaching classes
Other (specify)

100%

6. Employment - Prior (Three positions, most recent listed first)

Position Institution or Employer City State Years

7. Educational Background

Post H.S.
(non degree)

College

Institution Maior Field Year Completed Degie

Military

Other

8. Licensure or Certification

Health Specialty

Teaching

9. Who are other persons from your state, region, or field with whom
you could work as a team or core group to further teacher education
activities in H.O.E.? Please indicate if, to your knowledge, these
individuals are also applying to this institute.

Name Position Address Applicant

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No
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10. How do you propose to use what you might learn by attending the
insti':ute to implement or improve teacher education activities for
health occupations education personnel?

11. Will you want to enroll for college credit? Yes No
Grad Undergrad

12. Applicant's Signature Date

Application deadline is June 13, 1969.

Send application to: Dr. Lewis D. Holloway, Director
H.O.E. Teacher Education Institute
The University of Iowa
135 Melrose Avenue
Iowa City, Iowa 52240
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INSTITUTE PARTICIPANTS*

Miss Patricia A. Amos, Director
Schools of Laboratory Sciences
University of Alabama Medical Center
Birmingham, Alabama 35233 A-1

Mrs. Edna Ahreaholtz, Director
Hot Springs Pract. Nursing School
100 Whittington Ave.
Hot Springs, Arkansas 71901 E-4

-Miss Dorothy C. Asplund
State Supervisor H.O.E.
Washington State Div. of Voc.Educ.
P. O. Box 248
Olympia, Washington 98501 C-2

Dr.. Virginia Z. Barham
Nursing Consultant
Kaiser Foundation Hospitals
1924 Broadway
Oakland, California 94612 C-3

Mrs. Adelaide V. Barnes
Coordinator, Practical Nursing
M. M. Washington Voc. High School
1st and 0 Streets, N.W. (#27)
Washington, D.C. 20001 E-5

Mrs. Doris D. Barnes, Instructor
Dental Assistants Training
Little Rock Vocational School
14th and Scott
Little Rock, Arkansas 72202 D-1

Mrs. Violet M. Bates, Director
Department of Dental Hygiene
School of Dentistry
Loma Linda University
Loma Linda, California 92354 D-2

Mr. Chal S. Bauer, Coordinator
Radiologic Technology
Delta College
University Center, Mich. 48710 A-4

Mr. E. W. Berrey, Director
Maapower Development
Indiana Hospital Association
Box 55541
Indianapolis, Indiana 46205 B-4

Mrs. Margaret E. Bilynskyj
Coordinator of Health Progromq
Santa Monica City College
1815 Pearl St.
Santa Monica, Calif. 90405 C-3

Mrs. Clara E. Brentlinger
State Supervisor
Health Occupations Division
State Dept. of Voc. & Tech. Educ.
108 North East 48th St.
Oklahoma City, Okla. 73105 C74

Mrs. Sara C. Brown, Instructor
Norfolk State College
Corprew Avenue
Norfolk, Virginia 23504 B-3

Mr. John W. Burr, Adm.Res. Asst.
Allied Medical Prof. & Services
American Medical Association
-535 N. Dearborn St.
Chicago, Illinois 60610 D-5

Mrs. Mary E. Callahan, Teach.Sup.
School of Medical Technology
South Carolina Baptist Hospital
1519 Marian St.
Columbia, So. Carolina 29201 A-3

*This listing includes only those individuals who attended as regular
participants through at least one full week of the Institute.
Addresses are the most recent available and in some cases reflect a
change in position since the institute.

The letter-number by each name designates discussion group assignments.
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Mr. J. Laurence Cantwell
Asst. to Vice Pres. of Hlth.Serv.
University of Texas Med. Branch
Galveston, Texas 77550 D-5

Mr. Julian Castillo, Assoc.Dir.
Radiologic Technology
Amarillo College
P.O. Box 447
Amarillo, Texas 79105 A-5

Mr. Peter J. Cayan, Dept. Head
Health Services Management
State University of New York
Delhi, New York 13753 B-4

Miss Marilyn R. Cheney, Grad.Stu.
University of Minnesota
325 - 8th Ave., S.E., #306
Minneapolis, Minn. 55414

Mrs. Sue M. Collogan, Coord.
Practical Nurse Education
Kirkwood Community College
6301 Bowling St, S.W.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52404 E-1

Mrs. Ru-1 L. Cralle
Physical Therapy Office
401 N. E. 2nd St.
Delray Beach, Fla. 33444 D-1

Miss Margaret P. Curran, Coord.
Practical Nursing Program
New Hampshire Vocational Inst.
250 Greenleaf Ave.
Portsmouth, New Hampshire 03801 E-2

Mr. Gary F. Dunn, Coord.
Allied Health Services
School of Medicine
University of Washington
Seattle, Washington 98105 B-5

bfrs. Addine G. Erskine, Asst'.Dir.
Gradwhol School of Lab Tech,
3721 Clifton
St. Louis, Missouri 63103 A-5
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Mr. David H. Eubanks
Dept. of Health Manpower
American Medical Association
535 N. Dearborn St.
Chicago, Ill. 60610 D-1

Mrs. Emilia R. Fisher
Associate Professor
L.A. Trade-Technical College
400 W. Washington Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90015 11-4

Dr. Charles W. Ford, Asst. Dir.
Peace Corps Ghana
P. 0. Box 5746
Accra North, Ghana B-1

Sister Mary Humilitas, Geroztyn
Instructor
Madc.nna College
36600 Schoolcraft
Livonia, Mich. 48150 E -3

Mrs. Wilma B. Gillespie
Program Specialist
Health Occupations
State Dept. of Educ., Div. of
Vocational Education

1717 Quarrier
Charleston, West Va. 25305 C-5

Miss Beth S. Goldberg, Inst.
St. University Agriculture &
Technical College

Melville Road
Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735

Mr. Bryant Hall, Jr.
Chief Inhalation Specialist
St. Barnabas Hospital
4422 Third Ave.
Bronx, N.Y. 10457

Miss A. Louise Harding, Coord.
Health Occupations
Dept. of Public Instruction
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Harrisburg, Pa. 17126

D-3

D-5

C-1



Dr. Roger D. Harting, Res. Asst.
Allied Health Sciences
University of Missouri
Columbia, Missouri 65201 B-2

Miss Ruth Heinemaua, Fellow
Center for Educational Develop.
College of Medicine
University of Illinois
901 South Wolcott Ave.
Chicago, Ill. 60680

Ar. George Hensley, Coord.
Paramedical Prograirs
Northern Michigan University
Marquette, Mich. 49855

A-4

B-1

Miss Margaret G. Horne, Advisor
Health Occupations
Dept. of Public Instruction
Comnonwealth of Pennsylvania
Box 911
Harrisburg, Pa. 17126 E -5

Mr. Edmund Hoy, Inst.
School of Allied Health Professions
University of Kentucky
800 Rose St.
Lewingron, Ky. 40506 D-2

Mrs. Mary H. Hume, Director
Health Occupations
Indiana Voc-Tech College
333 N. Pennsylvania
Indianapolis, Ind. 46202 A-4

Mts. Rollaade C. Irvine, Dir.
Fanny Allen Mem. Scb- of Pract. Nsg.
St. of Vermont Dept. of Voc. Educ.
101 College Pkwy.
Winooski, Vermont 05404 E-3

Miss Jana Kelley
Hillcrest Medical Center
Utica on the Park
Tulsa, Okla. 74104 D -4

Miss BerniceA. Krug, Inst.
Medical-Surgical Nursing

_Rochester Sch. of Pract. Nursing
1216 Second St., SW
Rochester, Blinn. 55901 E-1
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Mrs. Paulette G. Lankford, Inst.
Clinical Pathology
Vanderbilt U. Div. of Allied
Health Science

21st Ave., South
Nashville, Tenn. 37203 A-2

Mrs. Jean K. Larsen, Dpt. Head
Health Occupations
Utah Tech. College at Salt Lake
4603 South Redwood Rd.
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107 L-4

Mrs. Corrine W. Larson, Ed. Coord.
Curriculum Division
American Rehabilitation Found.
1800 Chicago Ave.
Minneapolis, Minn. 55404 D-2

Miss Kay Laughtlge, Proj. Dir.
Pacific N. W. Training Center
Department of Health
Room 1523 Smith Tower Wash.State
Seattle, Lash. 98104 D-2

Mts. Dorothy M. Lawrence
Department Chairman
Auxiliary Health Programs
Maricopa County Tech. Coll.
106 E. Washington
Phoenix, Ariz. 85031 B-3

Mrs. Athalie M. Lundberg, Adv.
Medical Technology
National Council for Med. Tech.Ed.
9650 Rockville Pikw
Bethesda, Md. 20014 A-2

Mt. DwightA. Marshall, Dean
College of Gen. & Tech. Studies
University of Nevada
4505 Maryland Pkwy.
Las Vegas, Nev. 89109

Dr. Hugh A. Matthews, Dir.
Health Affairs
Western Carolina University
Cullowhee, N.C. 28723

B-5

C-3



Mrs. M. Frances McCann, Assta)ean
School of Career Development
Triton College
2000 N. 5th Ave.
River Grove, Ill. 60171 E-5

Dr. L. C. MCDowell, Assoc.Prof.
Industrial Education
College of Education
University of Kentucky
Lexington, Kentucky 40506 B-1

Mrs. Delorls J. Niddlebrooks, Coord.
Reno V. A. School of Pract. Nsg.
1000 Locust St.
Washoe County School District
Reno, Nevada 89502 E-2

Mrs. Julia A. Milroy, Inst.
Train. Course for Food Service Supr.
Tulsa Public Sala. Voc. Tech. Center
3420 S. Memorial Blvd.
Tulsa, Okla. 74145 D-5

Miss Harriet H. Nakamoto
Dean of Instruction
Kapiolani Community College
620 Pensacola St.
Honolulu, Hawaii 96814

-Mrs. Marilyn R.Neibur
Nursing Administrator
Illinois Soldiers & Sailors
Quincy, Ill. 62301

B-2

Home
E -3

Dr. Sandra Noall
Specialist in Health Occup .Educ.
Utah State Board of Voc. Educ.
136 E. South Temple
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107 C-2

Sister M. Jerome O'Connell, Supr.
X-Ray Department
Sacred Heart Hospital
900 W. Clairemont Ave.
Eau Clair, Wisc. 54701 A-1

Miss Marie-Ann O'Connor, Consult.
Health Occupations
Div. of Vocational & Technical Ed.
State Street
Montpelier, Vt. 05602 C-3

Mrs. Cornelie Oldenhuis (Glinski)
Blood Bank Technologist
U. of Texas Medical Branch
Avenue C
Galveston, Tex. 77550 A-3

Miss Betty F. Owen, Inst.
Practical Nursing
Oil Belt Voc-Technical School
P. O. Box 1777
El Dorado, Ark. 71730 E -1

Mrs. Madeline A. Prater
Head Instructor
Jonesbor.o Pract. Nursing School
1300 So. Church St.
Jonesboro, Ark. 72401 E -2

Mr. Robert J. Pursley
Hospital & Health Administration
University of Iowa
Iowa City,Iowa

Mrs. Edith Reinisch, Coord.
Health Related Professions
Holyoke Community College
165 Sargeant St.
Holyoke, Mass. 01040

C-5

A-4

Mrs. Grace C. Robinson,Asst. Dir.
Healtli Occupations Education
Public Sch. of the Dist.Columbla
415 - 12th St., N
Washington, D.C. 20004 C-5

Milferd E. Rosendahl
State Consultant
Program in Health Occup.Education
University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52240 C-4



M±s. Ruiz De Mendoza, Train. Supr.
Puerto Rico Med. Center Corp.
Box 10, 306 Caparra Hgts. Stn.
Caparra Hgts. P.R. 00935 B-3

Mr. Bill J. Rutledge
Voc. Tech. Teacher Educator
Texas A & M University
F. E. Drawer "K"
College Sta., Texas 77843

Mrs. Doris Schmidt, Dir.
Associate Degree Nsg. Program
Morehead State College
Morehead, Kentucky 40351

M±s. Jean C. Talmage, Supr.
Practical Nursing
Northern Montana College
Havre, Mont. 59501 E -4

Miss Eugenia R. Taylor, Asst.Prof
University of Minnesota
School of Nursing
125 Owre Hall

B-3 Minneapolis, Minn. 55455

Mr. David R. Terry, Chairman
Dept. of Hospital Technologies
Weber State College

C-5 Ogden, Utah 84403

Miss Aleene K. Schneider, Res. Asst.
Medical Planning
BI-State Regional Med. Program
8361 Elmare
St. Louis, Mo. 63132 D-3

Miss Mary Lee'Selbert, Coord.
Health Occupations
Indiana Voc Tech College
1314 E. Washington St.
Indianapolis, Ind. 46202 A-5

M±s. Elizabeth C. Shirley
Teaching Supervisor
School of Medical Technology
Boroness Erlanger Hospital
461 Wiehl St.
Chattanooga, Tenn. 37404 A-1

Mr. Robert A. Short, Coord.
Radiologic Technology Program
Santa Fe Junior College
723 W. University Ave.
Gainesville, Fla. 32601

E -1

B-4

M±s. Marian Thomas, State Supr.
Health Occupations Education
Div. of Voc. Educ., St.Dept.Educ.
139 South Castillo, Suite E
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501 C-2

Miss Opal G. Thompson
Dir. of Nursing & Health Services
Grossmond College
El Cajon, Calif. 92020 C71

Dr. James W. Truelove, Dir.
Reg. Tech. Inst. for Health Occup.
Medical Center, U. of Alabama
1919 - 7th Ave., South
Birmingham, Ala. 35233 B-5

Dr. Karl D. V:ITIters, Inst.
Physiology, Kaskasia College
Centralia, ill. 62801 C-4

Dr. Virginia M. Vollmer, Consult.
Division of Special Courses

A-2 Texas Christian University
Fort Worth, Texas 76129

Mt. Easton R. Smith, Assoc.DIr.
School of Inhalation Therapy
Orange Memorial Hospital
South Orange Ave.
Orlando, Fla. 32806 D-4

Miss Joan E. Stoddard, Hlth.Spec.
Oregon Board of Education
Public Service radg.
Salem, Oregon 97310 C-1
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Sister Mary J. Walsh, Consult.
Practical Nursing Educatio.)_
National League for Nursing
10 ColuMbus Circle
New'York, New York 10019 E-2
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APPENDIX D

INSTITurJ . PRO GRAM



DEvELOPING TEACHING COMPETENCIES NEEDED BY
EDUCATIONAL PERSONNEL MN POST-SECONDARY

HEALTH OCCUPATIONS PROGRAMS

H.O.E. TEACHER EDUCATION INSTITUTE

August 18-29, 1969

Program

MONDAY August 18

8:15
9:00 G* Holloway

Holloway

Stern

Registration - Coffee and donuts
Welcome by Institute Director and

special guests

Miss Elizabeth E. Kerr
Dr. Howard R. Jones
Mr. O. A. Brunsvold
Miss Helen K. Powers

Overview of The Institute
Staff Introductions

Objectives of The Institute

Unit 1

SUPPORTIVE PERSOLNEL IN THE CHANGING HEALTH INDUSTRY

10:10 G Stern

10:15

11:15

11:30

12:15

*G General Sessions

IntrodUction

"Utilization and Preparation of Personnel for
the Health Care Industry"

Miss Elizabeth E. Kerr

Break

"The State
Education
Levels"

Miss

Lunch
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of Affairs in Health Occupations
at the Vocational and Technical

Helen K. Powers



1:30 G "The Role of the Health Specialist as a
Teacher"

Dr. Robert M. Tomlinson

2:15 G Anderson Designate and Orient General Interest
Groups (GIG) and Specialty Interest
Groups (SIG)

Bailey Discuss Role and Appointment of Advisory
Committee

Discuss Evaluation Committee

Holloway Charge to General Irterest Groups (GIG)
for first session

2:30 Break

2:45 GIG ALL Common and Unique Problems Across the
Health Specialty Fields

4:10 G Holloway

5:30 (Buses Leave)

TUESDAY August 19

Select Recorder
Discussion

Assemble to pull together loose ends

Dinner - Ox Yoke Inn - Amana, Iowa

8:30 Anderson GIG Recorders Meeting

8:30 Bailey Evaluation Committee Meeting

9:00 GIG ALL Further discussion on Unit 1 topics
Review Recorders' report
Select Advisory Committee members

9:20 G Anderson Reports by GIG Recorders

10:15 Break

Unit 2

DEFINING AND DESCRIBING TEE EDUCATIONAL PRODUCT

10:30 G Borosage_ Introduction
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"Conceptual Models to Analyze Occupations for
Educational Purposes"

Dr. Jacob Stern

11:45 Lunch

1:15 G "A Conceptual Model for a Specific Health
Field"

Dr. Robert M. Tomlinson

Designate Specialty Interest Groups (SIG)

1:45 SIG ALL Discussion on Conceptual Models

3:30 Break

3:45 G ALL Conceptual Model Summary

4:30 Advisory Committee-Staff Meeting

Dinner

7:30 G Borosage Orientation to Implementation Groups (IG)

IG

WEDNESDAY August 20

8:30

9:00 G

Discussion sessions on implementation of
teacher education activities

Staff Meeting

"Writing Educational Objectives At Various
Levels of Specificity"

Dr. Jacob Stern

10:15 Break

10:30 SIG ALL Work session on writing objectives
Designate Task Groups (TG)

11:45 Lunch

1:15 G "Objectives for Medical Education
(Ophthalmology)"

Dr. Bruce Spivey

1:45 SIG ALL Work sassion on writint, Apjectives

TG Group and individual wcrk in writing
objectives
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3 00

A5

TOIJODA1 August 21

8:5°
900 si

9:A5

1:A")

2:A5

300 G

Break

Unit 3

TIE LEARNER AND LEARNING

"Social Forces and their Impact on the
Educational Process"

Dr. Jacob Stern

Reaction to previous presentation
Dr. Michael Masucci

Advisory Committee-Staff Meeting

Staff Meeting

"The Process of Learning"
Dr. Duane Anderson

"Reactions to Concerns Expressed by
Participants"

Dr. Michael Masucci

Break

(Continue Above)

Lunch

"An Approach to Student Selection"
Dr. Michael Masucci

Student Selection Discussion

Break

Summary Discussion: The Learner and
Learning

Advisory Committee-Staff Meeting
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FRIDAY August 22

8:30

9:00 G Borosage

Staff Meeting

Symposium on Vocational Education
Virginia Barham Clara Brentlinger
Julian Castillo Opal Thompson

Robert Tomlinson

10:15 Break

10:30 G ALL

Unit 4

DESIGNING LEARNING PROGRAMS

Instructional Strategies

General Presentations
Staff

Film - "New Paths to Learning"

11:45 Lunch

1:15 Instructional Strategies continued)

Unit 4 to be continued

Unit 6

THE EDUCATIONAL PROCESS

1:45 G "Orientation to Micro-teaching"
Dr. Lewis D. Holloway

2:45

3:00 SIG ALL

Arr. TG ALL

Break

Discussions on micro-teaching

Work on micro-teaching presentations
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SATURDAY August 23

9:00 Staff available for assistance
Video-tape equipment available

11:00 Staff Meeting

1:15

SUNDAY August 24

MONDAY August 25

8:30

9:00

Tomlinson

Holloway

Informal Recreational Activities

Informal Recreational Activities

Staff Meeting

Review and redirect

Institute state-of-affairs

Institute business
Status of preparation for
micro-presentation

Unit 4

DESIGNING LEARNING PROGRAMS (Continued)

9:30 G "Curriculum Plnnning"
Dr. Lawrence Borosage

10:15 SIG Up-date activities

10:30 Break

10:45 G Instructional Media
General Introduction

Mr. Cal Mether

11:45 Lunch

1:15 G Presentations and Demonst-.rations on
Specific Techniques o_nd Ecuipment
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Single concept films
2 X 2 slides

Nr. Keith Doellinger

2:00 G Audio-Tutorial systems
Nr. James Orth

2:45 Break

3:10 Overhead Transparencies
NY. Robert Long

4:00 G Tomlinson Ad Hoc meeting - National Conference on
Health Occupations Education to be hell
in New Orleans, February, 1970

Dinner

6:30 Media equipment available for "hands-on"
activities

TUESDAY August 26

Production and use of overhead trans-
parencies

Trainex filmstrips and records

Audio-tutorial materials as used in the
Associate Degree Nursing Program at
Delta Colleb-, Michigan

Video-tape recording

Administration and Coordination

8:30 G Tomlinson Panel Discussion
Dr. Lawrence Borosage Mr. Easton Smith
Mr. Dwight Marshall Mr. Don Cordes

Miss Elizabeth Kerr

1000 Break

10:13 GIG ALL Discuss Administration and Coordination

11:45 Lunch
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Unit 5

EVALUATION IN THE EDUCATIONAL PROCESS

1:15 G Borosage An Overview

1:45 G "Faculty Evaluation"
Dr. Duane Anderson

3:00 Break

3:10 ALL Advisory Committee-Staff Meeting

3:15 G "Writing Classroom Tests"
Dr. Charles Porter

4:15 G Ad Boc Meeting - Writing objectives

Dinner

6:30 Video taping sessions

WEDNESDAY August 27

8:30 G "Scoring, Compiling Scores and Grading"
Dr. Cnarles Porter

11:45. Lunch

1:15 G

Unit 6

Ilik. EDUCATIONAL PROCESS (Continued)

"Micro-teaching"
Mk. Richard Nelson

1:45 SIG ALL Micro-experience Planning
TG

3:00 Break
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3:15 Borosage Conducting Short-Term Teacher Education
Activities

Reports of the Implementation Groups (IG)

4:05 ALL Advisory Committee-Staff Meeting

4:15 Holloway AA Hoc Meeting Degree programs to pre-
pare teachers and administrators for
health occupations education programs

Dinner

6:00 Video-taping sessions

THURSDAY August 28

8:00 Staff Neeting

8:30 TG Micro-experiences

12:00 Lunch

1:00 Micro-experiences

2:00 G General viewing of selected micro-
experiences

2:45 Break

3:00 Bailey Institute Evaluation

4:00 Holloway Research Dissemination Systems

4:20 Special Awards Session

4:30 Ad Hoc Meeting - Student Selection

FRIDAY August 29

9:00 G ALL Research in Health Occupations Education
Needs and Implementation

9:45 ALL Discussion of major concerns and needs in
health occupationf, education field

10:15 Holloway Presentation of certificates
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10:30 Break

11:00 G Ad Hoc Meeting - Continued discussion of
problems in health occupations education
field'

11:45 Lunch

1:15 Staff meeting
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INSTITUTE ON-GOING AS SE S SMENT
INSTRUMENTS .



Name

ROLE PERCEPTION INVENTORY

Instructions

The purpose of this instrument is to measure how you perceive your

present role in health occupations education. This is done by having you

judge your present role against a series of descriptive scales. In

completing the inventory, please make your judgments on the basis of haw

you perceive your role in relation to each pair of descriptors. Make

your judgements on the basis of what they actually mean to you.

Here is how you are to mark the scales:

If you feel that the concept at the top of the page (Present Role in

Health Occupations Education) is VERY CLOSELY RELATED to one end of the

scale, you should place your check-mark as follows:

fair X : unfair

or

fair X unfair

If you feel that the concept is QUITE CLOSELY RELATED to one or the oth'er

end of the scale (but not extremely), you should place your check-mark

as follows: .

strong

strong

: X : - weak

or

:
.
. : X : weak

If the concept seems only SLIGHTLY RELATED to one side as opposed to the
other side (but not really neutral), then you should check as follows:

good -. : X : -. -. bad

or

good : : X : : bad

The direction toward which you check, of course, depends upon which of
the two ends of the scale sepms most characteristic of the thing you are
judging.
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If you consider the concept to be NEUTRAL on the scale, both sides of

the scale EQUALLY ASSOCIATED with the concept, or if the scale is

COMPLETELY IRRELEVANT, unrelated to the concept, then you should place

your checkmark in the middle space:

safe : X : dangerous

IMPORTANT: (1) Place your check-mark in the MIDDLE OF SPACES, not

on the boundaries:

This Noyhis
: X :

(2) Be sure you check every scale -- do not omit any.

(3) Never put more than one check-mark on a single space.

Sometimes you may feel as though you have had the same item before.

This will not be the case, so DO NOT LOOK BACK AND FORTH through the

items. Do not try to remember how you checked similiar items earlier.

MAKE EACH ITEK A SEPARATE AND INDEPENDENT JUDGMENT. Work at a fairly

high speed throu.lh the inventory. Do not worry or puzzle about

individual items. It is your first impression, the immediate "feeling"

about the item, that is important. On the other hand, please do not be

careless, because we want your true impression. When you are certain

that you correctly understand the test instructions, turn to the next

page and begin work.

REMEMBER TO MAKE YOUR JUDGMENTS ON THE BASIS OF HOW YOU PERCEIVE YOUR

PRESENT ROLE IN HEALTH OCCUPATIONS EDUCATION IN RELATION TO EACH PAIR

OF DESCRIPTORS.

H.O.E. Institute, 1969
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Name

SELF -BATING SCALE

1. For each of the following topic areas, circle the number that best
indicates the extent to which you are famil4ar with the topics to
be covered, as follows:

5 Very familiar
4 Rather familiar
3 Somewhat familiar
2 Hardly familiar
I Not at all familiar

Identifying factors affecting change in the health industry 5 4 3 2 1
F'ramining voc -tech. programs for auxiliary personnel 5 4 3 2 1
Analyzing the role of the health specialist as teacher 5 4 3 2 1
Analyzing the role of the teacher cf teachers 5 4 3 2 1
Developing conceptual models to analyze occupations 5 4 3 2 1
Describing the educational product in behavioral terms 5 4 3 2 1
Considering factors which affect learning 5 4 3 2 1
Examining tae student selection process 5 4 3 2 1
Planning curricula 5 4 3 2 1
Selecting instructional strategies 5 4 3 2 1
Selecting and producing instructicnal media 5 4 3 2 1
Conducting administrative and coordination activities 5 4 3 2 1
Evaluating Instructional personnel 5 4 3 2 1
Measuring and evaluating learning achievement 54 3 2 1
Using micro-teaching as a tool for improving instruction 54 3 2 1
Conducting short-term teacher education activities 5 4 3 2 1

2. Please describe in your own words the one or two things that you
want most to obtain from this institute.

H.O.E. Institute, 1969
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Name

PARTICIPANT OPINIONNAIRE AND EVALUATION INSTRUMENT

This instrument bas beea prepared so that you can indicate how
you feel about selectea aspects of the institute. Yon will agree with
some statements and disagree with others. You are offered five posi-
ble answers to each statement. In each case, draw a circle around the
letter which represents your own reaction as follows:

SA if you strongly agree with the statement
A if you agree but not strongly so
N if you are neutral or undecided

if you disagree but not strongly so
SD if you strongly disagree with the statement

Remember, the only correct ansWer is the one which actually
represents bow you feel about each statement. The "neutral or unde-
cided" answer should be circled only when you have no opinion.

Scheduling and Organization

1. Two weeks was too long a period to leave work and home
for the purpose of attending this institute SAAND SD

2. Two weeks was too short a period in which to learn the
content of this institute . SA A N D SD

3- I was allowed enough time in which to pursue activities
of my own choosing SAAND SD

4- I would have preferred not to have evening meetings SA A N D SD

5. Topics were scheduled in an appropriate sequence SAANDSD
6. Sufficient opportunities were provided to interact with

other participants SA A N D SD

7 - The institute staff was inaccessible or unapproachable
to get indisildual attention SA A N D SD

8- In general, the institute was well organized SAAND SD

9. A greater proportion of time should have been. spent in
individual presentations than actually occurred SAAND SD

10. A greater proportion of time should have been spent in
work groups SAAND SD

11. The schedule was too fixed SAAND SD
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Content and Presentation

12. Individual presentations were too long to sit and
listen or to take notes .SAANDSD

13. The course content presupposed far more training than
I had SA A N D SD

14. The presentations were stimulating and interesting SAANDSD

15. The discussion leaders were effective in their role SA A N D SD

16. The presenters were well prepared SAANDSD

17. I expect to be able to apply the content which was
presented in the institute SAAND SD

18. ihe information P re sented was too elementary SAANDSD

19. I was stimulated to think objectively about the topics
p resented SAANDSD

20. Too much jar-Ton TA7as used by the presenters SAAND SD

Zl. Too much emphasis was placed on topics that are
unimportant SAAND SD

22. The presentation of the content material wa6 paced
too fast SA A N D SD

23. I am pleased with the teaching methods used foz the
institute SAANDSD

Environment and Facilities

24. The 'learning Resource Center" was a valuable acijunct
to the institute SAAND SD

25. The unavailability of books and journals interfered
with attempts to master the content of each
modular unit SAAND SD

26. My housing accomodation was satisfactory SAAND SD

27. The meeting rooms were adequate and conducive to
learning SA A N D SD

28. Recreational facilities were inadequate SA A N D SD

29. The food services were poor SAAND SD
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Satisfactions

30. If I had to do it over again I would apply for the
institute which I am just caapleting SA A N D SD

31. I would recommend to others that they participate in
an institute of this type SA A N D SD

32. I anticipate maintaining sane type of contact with at
least one member of the institute staff SAANDSD

33. It is likely that I will collaborate with someone else
attending this institute on a future educational
activity (other than those I already would be likely
to work with) SA A N D SD

34. Me staff should feel that it has accomplished its
objectives during this institute SAAND SD

35. The participants accepted the objectives of this
ins titute SAAND SD

36. The objectives of this institute were not the same as
my objectives SAAND SD

37. We did not relate theory to practice SAAND SD

38. I did not think I would learn as much in this institute
as I have SAAND SD

39. I was impressed with the qualifications and abilities
of my fellow participants SAAND SD

40. Possible solutions to my problems were considered SAAND SD

41. I can see no advantage of this type of short term
institute cctapared to other types of teacher
education p Tograms SAANDS)

42. Attempts to evaluate the institute (including the
present fonn) interfered with more important
activities SAAND SD
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Course Topics

1. The following topics were presented in the institute. Please rank
the topics according to their relevance and usefulness for you. A
ranking of "1" placed in the bracket indicates the most relevant
and useful topic, a "2" the second most relevant and useful, etc.
Continue consecutively until each topic has been assigned a value,

from 1 to 16.

Identifying factors affecting change in the health industry
Examining voc.-tech. programs for auxiliary personnel )

Analyzing the role of the health specialist as teacher )

Analyzing the role of the teacher of teachers )

Developing conceptual models to analyze occupations )

Describing the educational product in behavioral terms )

Considering factors which affect learning )

Examining the student selection process )

Planning curricula ....( )

Selecting instructional strategies )

Selecting and producing instructional media )

Conducting administrative and coordination activities )

Evaluating instructional personnel C )

Measuring and evaluating learning achievement )

Using micro-teaching as a tool for improving instruction C )

Conducting short-term teacher education activities )

2. Now that you have completed the institute, is there anything related
to the above topics that you would like to study further?

Yes
No

3. (If yes) What specifically would you like to study?

4. How would you like to do so? (Check all that apply.)

Study on my own C )

Attend another Institute full-time for 2 weeks )

Attend a full semester course (once a week for 18 weeks) ( )

Attend a conference or workshop (2 - 3 days, full-time) )

Other C )

(specify)

5. For the topic you ranked as being most relevant, please explain in
detail those aspects of the subject or discussion topic that
contributed toward it being valuable to you.



6. For the topic you ranked as being least relevant, please explain

in detail those aspects of the subject or discussion topic that

contributed toward it being least valuable for you.

7. The following topics were presented in the course. Please rank

the topics according to their difficulty for you. A ranking of "1"

placed in the bracket indicates the most difficult topic, a 112" the

second most difficult, etc. Continue consecutively until each

topic has been assigned a valuelfrom 1 to 16.

Identifying factors affecting change in the health industry C )

Examining voc.-tech. programs for auxiliary personnel C )

Analyzing the role of the health specialist as teacher C )

Analyzing the role of the teacher of teachc.rs )

Developing conceptual models to analyze occupations )

Describing the educational product in behavioral terms )

Considering factors which affect learning )

Fxamining the student selection process )

Planning curricula
)

Selecting instructional strategies )

Selecting and producing instructional media C )

Conducting administrative and coordination activities )

Evaluating instructional personnel )

Measuring and evaluating learning achievement )

Using micro-teaching as a tool for improving instruction )

Conducting short-term teacher education activities )

8. For the topic that you ranked most difficult, please explain why you

had difficulty understanding it.

9. To what extent is this topic clear to you now?

Extremely clear C )

Rather clear C )

Somewhat clear )

Hardly clear C )

Not at all clear )
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Final Self-Rating

10. For each of the following topic areas, circle the number that best
indicates the extent to which you are now familiar with the topics

which were presented, as follows:

5 Very familiar
4 Rather familiar
3 Somewhat familiar
2 Hardly familiar
1 Not at all familiar

Identifying factors affecting change in the health industry
Examining voc.-tech. programs for auxiliary personnel
Analyzing the role of the health specialist as teacher

Analyzing the role of the teacher of teachers
Developing conceptual models to analyze occupations
Describing the educational product in behavioral terms
Considering factors which affect learning
Examining the student selection process
Planning curricula
Selecting instructional strategies
Selecting and producing instructional media
Conducting administrative and coordination activities
Evaluating instructional personnel
Measuring and evaluating learning achievement
Using micro-teaching as a tool for improving instruction
Conducting short-term teacher education activities

Comments:

H.O.E. Institute, 1969
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MODULE EVALUATION

As part of an effort to increase the effectiveness of future
institutes similar to the present one, the institute planners would
appreciate your reactions to the subject matter of this modular unit
and its presentations. Your reactions will be confidential. In each
case, draw a circle around the letter which represents your reactions
as follows:

5 Extremely
4 Rather
3 Somewhat
2 Hardly
1 Nbt at all

Institute Modular Unit

1. To what extent was the information presented new and
informative?

2. To what extent do you expect to be able to use what
has been presented in this modular unit?

3. Indicate the extent to which the presentations of the
modular unit were stimulating

4. Indicate the suitability of the instructional strategies
1ecture, discussion, etc.) by which the topics were

presented

5. Circle the number which best represents the degree to
which the presentations were organized

6. Indicate the degree to which the presentations were
clear and to the point

7. Indicate the extent to which the speakers were enthusias-
tic about the topics presented

8. Indicate the degree to which you feel the guidelines
were appropriate for this modular unit:

A. Behavioral objectives
B. Annotated bibliography
C. Suggested instructional strategies
D. Handout materials
E. Assignment sheets

9. Indicate the extent, in general, to which you feel the
stated behavioral objectives for this modular unit were
achieved
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5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1



10. If, in general, you feel that the stated behavioral objectives
for this modular unit were successfully achieved, indicate the
factors that contributed most to its success. Likewise, if you
feel that the objectives were not successfully achieved, indicate
the factors that contributed most to its failure.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:

H.O.E. Institute, 1969
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STAFF INSTITUTE EVALUATION

This instrument has been prepared so that you can indicate how you
feel about selected aspects of the institute. You are offered five
possible answers to each statement. In each case, draw a circle around
the letter which represents your own reactions as follows:

5 Exceptional
4 Very good
3 Good
2 Fair
1 Poor

1. Scheduling and Organizations:

A. Sufficiency of preplanning 5 4 3 2 1
B. Smoothness of operation 5 4 3 2 1
C. Adaptability to obstacles and feedback 5 4 3 2 1
D. Sensitivity to grievances 5 4 3 2 1
E. Appropriateness of two week time period 5 4 3 2 1
F. Events sequenced appropriately 5 4 3 2 I
G. Time spent efficiently 5 4 3 2 I
H. Conformity to schedule 5 4 3 2 1
I. Balance between presentations and discussions. 5 4 3 2 1
J. Quality of presentations 5 4 3 2 1
K. Quality of discussions 5 4 3 2 1
L. Sufficient time to pursue own activities 5 4 3 2 1
M. Informal interactions with participants 5 4 3 2 1

Comments:
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2. Environment and Facilities:

A. Class and meeting rooms 5 4 3 2 1

B. Housing facilities 5 4 3 2 1

C. Teaching aids and equipment 5 4 3 2 1

D. Resource materials, library 5 4 3 2 1

E. Office and work space 5 4 3 2 1

F. Eating facilities 5 4 3 2 1

G. Recreational facilities 5 4 3 2 1

Comnents:

3. Participants:

A. Appropriateness of backgrounds 5 4 3 2 1

B. Willingness to work 5 4 3 2 1

C. Intellectual curiosity 5 4 3 2 1

D. Concern for applicability of content 5 4 3 2 1

E. Aspirations 5 4 3 2 1

F. Completion of assignments 5 4 3 2 1

Comments:
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4. Outcomes:

A. Appropriateness of module guidelines:
1. Behavioral objectives. 5 4 3 2 12. Annotated bibliography 5 4 3 2 13. Suggested instructional strategies 5 4 3 2 14. Handout materials 5 4 3 2 15. Assignment sheets 5 4 3 2 1B. Achievement of modular objectives 5 4 3 2 1C. Personal objectives attained 5 4 3 2 1D. Professional associations initiated 5 4 3 2 1E. Contributions of advisory committee 5 4 3 2 1F. Contribution to health occupations education 5 4 3 2 1

Comments:

5. In what ways, if any, did you as a staff member benefit personallyas a result of your participation in this institute?

6. Excluding previous suggestions and criticisms, what additionalrecommendations can you make which would be of assistance inplanning or conducting a future short-term institute?

H.O.E. Institute, 1969
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APPENDIX F

INSTIluth FOLLOW-UP ASSESSMENT

QUESTIONNAIRE AND RESPONSES



Name:

HEALTH OCCUPATIONS EDUCATION rEACHER EDUCATION-INSTITUTE

Participant Follow-Up Questionnaire

Please use these pages to tell us what has happened to you and
what you have done for others as a result of attending the
Health Occupations Education Teacher Education Institute at the
University of Iowa. The Institute does not need to be the only
factor in your having behaved in this manner but it should have
been a significant contributor.

The statements and questions are designed to stimulate your
thinking. Don't be restricted by them. Please tell it like it is!

The cverall objective of the Institute was the improvement of the
teaching-learning process.

I would suggest that you look over all of the statements and
questions before you begin to complete the questionnaire. Use
the back of these sheets or additional pages if necessary.

I. Influence on Others.
What formally structured short-term teacher education acti-
vities have you conducted, or stimulated others to conduct?
(Please be specific in terms of numbers aad types of
activities, content, number of participants, etc.)



What informal influence have you had on others!? (Please be

as specific as possible.)

II. Change in Approach to Your Role.
How are you differeat in your approach to such activities
as planning, conducting anc", evaluating learning.experiences?

What other benefits did you gain through the Institute
experiences or tbe contacts you made which have helped la

your position?



III. General
Has the Institute facilitated any past, present or future
changes in your prOfessional plans?

In what way?

Further education (Stimulated or influenced by the Institute)

Formal

Courzes

Degree Program

Informal

Readings

Attendance at other workshops, etc.



Contact with other Institute participants.

Philosophy of education for the health careers.

IV. Other
What other things can you think of which could be attributedto the Institute?



HEALTH OCCUPATIONS EDUCATION TEACHER EDUCATION INSTITUTE

Participant Follow-Up Responses

I. Influence on Others.

A. What formally structured short-term teacher education activities
have you conducted, or stimulated others to conduct? (Please
be specific in terms of number and types of activities, content,
number of participants, etc.)

Wbrkshop for instructors in secondary schools.
Nurse aide/orderly program - 2 days - 16 participants.
Summer Conference Teacher Training Session, post-secondary - 4 days
32 participants.
Wbrkshop for practical nursing instructors - 35 participants.
Staff workshop.
Assistant to director of a workshop and an institute.
Workshops for medical school and allied health personnel.
Conducted approximately 30 one or two-hour classes in methodology
for in-service HOE trainers.
Two workshops, ½ day, for hospital instructors - 20-30 partici-
pants.
Three 2-hour sessions on Instructional Technology Nursing Faculty.
Guest speaker at 7 conferences for health professionals, spoke on
"Instruction Methods."
Workshop - 1-day - for Health Occupations nurses, National Con-
vention, on Health Teaching Techniques."
Shared in planning (and participating) of 2 statewide sessions
for faculty in nursing programs.
Planned and conducted a 4-week summer session "Selection of
Learning Experiences" - involved curriculum development and
behavioral objectives.
Southeastern Rescue Seminar - 150 seasoned rescue aquamen
participated. Ideas and methods from the Institute helped much
in instructing the M.D. who taught the course.
Conference for in-service education directors - 2 day - 80 people.
Used materials and ideas from the Institute.
Participated in numerous program. development conferences.
Have Instituted approximately 20 programs.
Statewide In-service program for dietitians. Will include
curriculum planning, use of A.V. materials and sources of
teaching aids.
Presently serving on RN program committee. Purpose is to provide
chance for continuing education to A.A. or B.S. level.
Attempted to duplicate your course for our teachers.
Assisted faculty (nursing) through my role as consultant.
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Taught continuing education course for RN's - adapted to their role

of teaching patients and ancillary personnel.

Taught full-term class in Dental Assisting - 13 received certifi-

cates.
Workshop - 15 people, used educational objectives teaching methods,

developed allied health materials.
Helped design HOE workshop.
Conference for all Health Occupations teachers in state - 100

people.
Conference, topic was behavioral objectives - 25.

Accreditations of P.N. programs conference - 65.

Curriculirms in A.A. Nursing conference - 20.

Help plan and conduct 1-day activity for HOE people.

Help plan and conduct 2-week workshop for HOE people.

Help design course in "Instrumentation for Medical Technicians."

Arranged three different workshops dealing with communication

skills; one will use programed teaching materials and one will be

a T;wet" workshop.
Designed course in Radiologic Tech. - 20 people.

Set up short and long range goals for technical education.

Help plan 2-week workshop 7 14 people.
Helped design Mk program in allied health - worked on the section

called short-term institutes.
Planned short-term institute.
Two workshops for coordinators of FN. programs:

a. Curriculum plan and com. skills - 40 people.

b. Writing behavioral objectives - 43 people.

Seven regional meetings for teachers in PN programs - 165 people.

Workshop for new HOE teachers - 30 people.

In-Service program for teachers and administrators of HOE - 35

people. Topic - writing behavioral objectives.

Teacher education. workshop, Med. Techs - 1 week - 37 people -

topics: behavioral objectives, evaluation, designing learning

activities.
As direct result of the institute was elected chairman of

delegation to design HOE workshop for teadhers, 2-weeks - 17

people. Used video tapes and micro-teaching.
Conducted fall workshop for coordinators of PN programs. Topics

were writing objectives, instructional planning, instructional

media, tests and measuring, evaluation.
Assist in planning HOE workshop - 11 days.

Assist in planning 2-day workshop designed to give enough hours for

licensure - 100 people.
Active as chairman of Council on Certificate and Associate Degree

programs for ASABP.
Assisted In faculty curriculum. workshop - 8 people - topics:

philosophy and objectives of school, curriculum, evaluation.

Conducted 5 two-hour courses based on the "Guidelines". Purpose

was to encourage new teaching methods. 9 people. As result of
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HOE workshop for instructors and coordinators - 109 people.
Teaching 60 Med. Techs (Who also teach) how to set up objectives and
ways of measuring learning.
Now coordinating a teacher education seminar as part of state society
of rad. tech. - 50 instructors. Topic: Curriculum development and
audio-visual materials.
HOE conference to promote articulation of HUE programs and encourage
input of creative ideas through involvewent 197 teachers.
Workshop for PN faculty - to identify areas of need for future in-
service programs - 30 faculty.
Secondary H.O. cluster curriculuM workshop - 7 teachers.
Inter-mountain regional medical program.
Several.workshops and seminars - concepts of behavioral teaching.
Now helping design a continuing education program (working with college
It will follow concepts in "Guidelines."
Two-day in-service for 20 HOE instructors.
One week conference for 50 ROE instructors.
Worked with regional medical program to plan continuing education for
nurses.
Two-week session for new and old HOE staff. Topic: Inhalation therapy.
One week course for MD's who were teaching medical subjects to pare-
med students.
Workshop (1 day) at summer vocational conference 30 teachers.
Topic: Evaluation of PN programs.
Workshop (1 day) at annual vocational teachers' conference - evaluation
of PN progranm.
Stimulated similar workshops (as above) in two other cities.
Influenced program planners for state dietetic associate program.
Topic: Effective teaching 240 dietitians. Program developed by state
.regional medical office.
Loaned materials to two directors of nursing programs Materials
returned with note. Unit was excellent.
Designed five local programs in program development for clinical
faculty.
One Nat. program (AAIT) Educational Forum. Received excellent feedback.
None - but have future plans (answered this way by six people).
None - (answered this way by ten peonle).
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Talked with many individual dietitians.
Loaned the institute materials to graduate students who are using them.
One is using Stern's matrix approach In curriculum development.
Informal discussions.
Discuss some aspects of learning with my faculty at each meeting.
Believe I stimulated my own faculty to do better job. The present
class seems greatly improved over the previous class.
By various means I have made HOE people, educational administrators
and others more aware of need for a comp. HOE educational program.
Currently promoting the granting of credits for seminars sponsored by
state department of education.
Encouraging the American Society of Rad. Techs. to expand their range
of seminars encompassing education at their national meeting.
Helped and guided instructors prepare teaching modules. (used taped
sessions and micro experience analysis)
Some teaching technicians have sat in on my classes to observe my
methods.
Zeroxed certain parts of "Guidelines" and shared with other groups:

a. Teacher education at state college.
b. Directors of nursing to stimulate faculty also as a resource

for faculty development.
c. As resource for volunteer health agencies.
d. Micro-teaching unit with school of nursing.

Introduced "ladder concept" at a college and it has since initiated
something similar.
Enthusiasm of Institute seemed to "rub-off" on associates.
Incorporated institute concepts into classroom progrsms.
Stimulated use of audio-visuals in medical survey nursing course at
hospital.
HOE teachers here seem more receptive to new ideas, innovations.
Stimulated two hospitals and a university to work cooperatively on a
medical technician program.
Stimulated faculty toward further academic improvement.
Use "Guidelines" as reference, especially helpful to teachers with no
pedagogical background.
Organizing groups to create learning situations.
Work with new staff in planning courses and teaching methods.
Used institute materials in designing new course.
Assisted in preparation of manuals for accreditation check-

,

Assisted in preparation of materials for NEA visitation.
Urged improvement in writing behavioral objectives.
Unable to determine (answered this way by 10 people).
No response (answered this way by 11 peoPle).
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II. Change in Approadh to Your Role.

A. How are you different in your approach to such activities as
planning, conducting and evaluating learning experiences?

More concerned with evaluation and planning. (answered this way
by 6 people).
Performance objectives are now much more a part of planning and
evaluating. (answered this way by 5 people).
Better able to conduct short-term teacher education activities.
(answered this way by 3 people).
More conscious of teaching methodologies. (answered this way by
3 people).
More secure in my teaching role. (answered this way by 3 people).
Can now present material to students in more understandable
manner. (answered this way by 3 people).
Think and plan in terms of behavioral objectives. (answered this
way by 3 people).
More concerned with getting students to evaluate their learning
experiences.
Encourage more student questions.
Encourage more student self-direction.
Made extensive curriculum revisions.
Better able to delete unproductive material.
More consistent in specifying desired behavioral outcomes.
More versatility in teaching methods.
Now insist on core approach when approving curriculum change.
Now reducing the number of courses and reverting to cross utili-
zation of existing courses between several occupations.
Now use behavioral objectives to evaluate learning experiences.
Now use behavioral objectives in evaluating clinical practice
for nursing students.
Teaching planning has Improved.
Not really different yet, but have a greater understanding of
the value of such activities.
Experience with the video-tape has eased my tension when in front
of students and I now feel more confident.
More cognizant of role of health specialist as a teacher.
More specific in planning courses, as well as each lecture.
More aware of student involvement.
Using more audio-visual aids.
Making better tests as result of using educational objectives.
Better able to discipline students - more stern in approach to
behavioral problemq.
Give more thought to how individuals learn.
Currently revising my entire curriculum.
Feel better-prepared to do my job.
More aware of base of common content needed by all in H.O.E.
Reorganizing programs and courses based on behavioral objectives.
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Have Implemented Ideas shared by other institute participants

in the same discipline into co.= own program. (answered this way

by 4 people).
Sharing information with people of similar Interests and goals
was a tremendous benefit. (answered this way by 4 people).
Increased confidence in my ability to teach. (answered this way

by 4 people).
Learned a lot about myself in regard to human behavior.
(answered this way by 3 people).
Gained confidence in our approach to H.O.E. programs through
comparative discussions. (answered this way by 3 people).
More receptive to change and more flexible. (answered this way

by 3 people).
Gained broader understanding of health occupations field.
(answered this way by 3 people).
Make better use of audio-visual materials now. (answered this

way by 3 people).
Personal contacts across disciplinary lines added greatly to my

resource information pool. (answered this way by 3 people).
Stimulated me to further my education. (answered this way by

3 people).
Still correspond with some of the participants, talk about
curriculum and financial resources .

found out that our medical professions are truly "allied"
and we should strive to identify our commonalities and eliminate
our duplications.
Developed a feeling of cooperation between people in the same
field - used to be feelings of antagonism.
More aware of the problem of teacher-preparation in H.O.E.
Have Identified the tremendous opportunities for teaChing In
this field to my students.
Awareness of other health occupations programs caused us to
revise the core curriculum In our state.
Information on testing and scoring has proven helpful.
Reinforced my belief that teacher education is very similar for
all vocational services.
Re-exposure to curriculum design methodology applied to the
health professions.
Gained new knowledge and Insight into the world of teacher-
trairling.
Discovered perspective job candidates at Institute.
Repeatedly use reference materials distributed at Institute.
Interchange of ideas caused us to review and revise OUT" program.
More conscious of need to acquire related knowledge.
More Interest in education in general.
Stimulated to do survey of manpower needs, not by mall but by
personal contact.
Very beneficial In helping me structure new allied health
program.
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The information sources have helped me.
Another participant was a great personal influence.
None. (answered this way by 3 people)
No response. (answered this way by 4 people)

III. General

A. Has the institute facilitated aay past, present, or future
changes in your professional plans?

Started back to school. (answered this way by 8 people)
Helped me decide to move to another position. (answered this way
by 6 people)
Stimulated me to complete education at later date. (answered this
way by 4 people)
Yes. (answered this way by 3 people)
Helped me achieve better-direction for future planning. (answered
this way by 3 people)
Now instituting workshops for H.O.E. people. (answered this way
by 3 people.
Increased personal pressure to complete my doctorate.
Helped me make personal and occupational decisions.
To do better job in present position-
Help me to become better teacher.
Better able to help staff under me.
Plan to expand activities in H.O.E., rather than remaIrring
attached to one occupation.
Watch education literature, especially method innovations, much
more closely.
Stimulated me to change my graduate work from health .orofessional
to work in education.
Helped me evaluate my past experiences.
Reinforced my decision to provide on-going teacher education
program for state.
Became committed to the ladder-curriculum approach (realized I
needed more education to implement it - went back to school,
completed MA.)
"We try harder".
Opened new possibilities in allied health.
Supportive role for more workshops and development of degree
programs in H.O.E.
Will urge fellow staff to attend more workshops.
Helped me solidify plaas for revising H.O.E. program.
Have different outlook on. allied health.
Helped reinforce my interest In continuing education programs.
Have more confidence In my present role.
Prompted me to provide formal teacher-trall-wing for allid health
instructors.
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C. Contact with other institute participants.

Yes. (answered this way by 26 people)
Yes, one other individual. (answered this Way by 10 people)
Yes, worked with or corresponded With at least 10 individuals.
Yes, 4 individuals. (answered this way by 4 people)
Yes, participants from my own state. _(answered this way by 4
peOple)
ExChanged letters with 2 or 3. (answered this way by 4 people)
See 2 occasionally-. (answered this way by 3 people)
Minimal. (answered this way by 3 people)
Several, exChange curriculum and program materials.
A. few, expect to see more at ASATIP In Chicago. The "Iowa Group"
makes it their business to get together at conferences.
Contact with other participants on many occasions.
Considerable.
Yes, received curriculum materials from and worked with members
of the institute at other workshops.
Had interview with Helen Powers.
Yes, 5 individuals.
Have written contact now and then. We generally tend to "clam
up" at meetings with "Institute" people.
Several others.
Yes, but informal, personal.
Contact with 20 people (did not know them before institute)
No. (answered this way by 7 people)
No response. (answered this way by 13 people)

D. Philosophy of education for the health careers.

Need for.teamapproach to health problems, a coordinated effort.
(aiiswered this way by 4 people)
Believe in core curriculum. (answered this way by 4 ,people)
Even more interested in the "ladder" concept, also IA the core
curriculum idea.
my own continues to develop and :itrengthen.
Health occupations is ina. unique position to inaugurate new ideas
In methods of teaching and that these newHmethods are-a necessity
if we are to be successful.
Need for interaction of all levelS of health cnre (like the
institute).
Need for technical level with_adcredited programs, certificates
granted and national recognition.
The person doing the job has the right to be taught and the
patient has the right to:one who is. taught:.
Need more attention on specialties in health occupations education.
Proposal for current project Includes trainingmodules in various
health occupations education areas In conjunction with community
health testing sessions.
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Advocate the "Spin-off" approach.
Essential to carefully evaluate and establish a "need" for

preparing people for certain positions.
my greatest concern is the number of health workers being

prepared to assist other health workers (or supervise them) and
yet the two groups are not working together. Health care services
will continue to suffer until we learn to do this.

Health careers should be headquartered in centers of higher
education and/or continuing education.
Modifications of ideas due to contacts with people from other

areas.
A nany-faceted person can be molded and then encouraged to

follow his particular specialty.
Down with terminal programs and up with mobility! Let us

never forget the "self-destruct" philosophy.
Helped me get a perspective of problem areas .

my philosophy is very close to that revealed in the institute.
As the utilization of para-professions becomes increasingly

more necessary, the importance of lattice programs becomes vital.
We promote additional training in data processing, medical
illustration, etc.

Goal is still to provide better patient care thru qualified
personnel. To reach this goal we should equip the student with
a basic technical knowledge in his specialty, but above all it
should provide adaptability (for new methods and-equipment) and
flexibility (in case field becomes obsolte) and*mobility.
Not clear-cut, nor as pertinent as methods and techniques.
Nbne.
No change in my philosophy. (answered this way by 6 people)
No response. (answered this way by 23 people)

IV. Other.
What other things can you think of which could be attributed to

the institute?

Willingness of participants:to share knowledge and knoWhow
impressed me. (answered this way by 4 people)
Appreciate the ,utter dedication of those involved in preparing

the institute. (answered this way by 4 people)
Became more knowledgeable of activities in other states.

(answered this way by 4 people)
Watm, personal relationships whiCh developed there. (answered

this way by 3 people) .

Stimulated Intellectual and personal growth. (answered this
way. by 3 people)
.Avallability of. "learned" individuals to question, probe and

listen to. (answered this way by 3 people)
Became very aware of the "Ingredients" for conducting a

successful Institute; magnificient performancel
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Thanks for an outstanding program.
It has accentuated the diversification of para-medical

vocation, and is attempting to bridge that gap.
It served as a catalyst in the continuation of teacher-

learning enrichment.
Enlightenment of other consultants in my department, relative

to health occupations.
It caused a specific attitudinal change. Being a nurse, I

"grew up" with state boards and licensure. I resisted the
growth of all these ancillary groups (inhalation therapists, etc.)
but I now see both sides of the coin.

Some understanding of micro-teaching.
The institute has directly caused a re-orientation of my

college. The Board of Regents (July-70) approved the initiation
of the "College of Allied Health Professions."

Development of regional health conference for 8 western states

grew out of the institute. The first of these series will be
a 3-day workshop in November, 1970 and will focus on concepts
found in the "Guidelines."
Have since made better use of visual aids.
Created a desire to improve my self-appearance and

presentations to class and public.
Further motivated me to develop a plan for the displaying of

financial and human resources toward the development of a
comprehensive health occupations education teacher-education
program for state.
Nearly everyone identified the void in lateral and vertical

mobility and the need to correct this problem.
A good feeling about health careers.
Recognized benefits of group productivity versus isolated,

individual efforts.
Indirectly helped me to get a job with AMA.
Gained acceptance of continually changing programs, mutual

projects across state lines.
Institute left me with feeling of unrest and this prodded

me to set additional objectives for my program and myself.
Recognize need and utilize audio-visual materials.
Rewarding, interesting and delightful two weeks.
Realized importance of team approach to health problems.
Was motivated to assist In bringing together all health

occupations education people in the state.
Have given greater effort to work with teacher-training staff

of uni-ersity - responsible for providing selected courses for
teachers out in the state on extension basis. So far these
courses tend to be neglected by nursing faculty - seen as of
udnimal value.

Strengthened belief in ledication of a number of educators who

are fighting (uphill) to 1ring reason and order to the
education and training of all health workers.
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APPENDIX G-

EXAMPLES OF LETTERS RECEIVED
FOLLOWING ME INSTILILLE.
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Akti,iivenu6vollanyamAknwmgherml 619 SOUTH NINETEENTH STREET/ BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA 35233

the Medical Center/ UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA HOSPITALS AND CLINICS

September 3, 1969

D±,. Lewis D. Holloway
Assistant Professor
College of Medicine
University of Iowa
135 Melrose Avenue
Iowa City, Iowa 52240

Dear Lew:

The Teacher Education Tnstitute just concluded was one of th?.
most stimulating I've ever attended. And, as you may not know,
I speak from. no little experience--we put on some 10-15 work-
shops per year. I arrived back in Birmingham. exhausted: Thank
you for the opportunity to participate.

From the audience participation in the "welcome" to the last
group's remark that they'd like to stay another two weeks I guess
you have some idea of the enthusiasm generated. I credit this to
the OUTST.ANDING ST.AFF you recruited. Congratulations:

Naturally, I enjoyed some parts more than. others. The contacts
among us in the clinical laboratory field will be quite valuable to
me and the overview possible through interaction with the other
areas of the health field axe both irvortant ghts. Incidentally,
the Medical Technology group from Iowa State (Carol (Rich and Lois
Herpst, etc.) was most cordial. The medical technologist workshop
participants took advantage of seeing and discussing their education
program thru_ their hospitality on Monday night.

Keep up the good work. I look forward to hearing more from you. Best
regards to Nano and Ed English.

Fincerely yours,

(Miss) Patricia Ann Amos, M.T.(ASCP)
Educational Director
Schools of Laboratory Sciences 170
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University Hospital
Area 319: 338-0525

ITHE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
IOWA CITY, IOWA 52240

Dr. Lewis D. Holloway
Director
Health Occupations Education Institute

Program in Health Occupations Education
135 Melrose Avenue
lowa City, Iowa 52240

Dear Dr. Holloway:

I I I

School of Medical Technology
202 Concourse
University of Iowa Hospitals
September 4, 1969

I'd like to thank you for the opportunity of attending some of the H.O.E.

Institute meetings. The few sessions that I
was able to attend were very

informative and helpful. A couple of concepts were presented that par-

ticularly aroused my interest and I
plan to utilize them in my educa-

tional research for my dissertation.

One of the highlights for me was the friendliness of the participants, both

the lecturers and students. The congenial atomsphere led to an ex-

change of ideas and contacts with individuals thoughout the country with

the same concerns and which 1 know will be of value to me in the future.

Again, thank you for the invitation to participate in your H.O.E. In-

stitute.

CG/s1

Sincerely,

(Mis ) Carol Gleich, MT(ASCP)
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KAPIOLANI COMIEWITY COLLEGE
Community College System - University of Hawaii

SepteMber 8, 1969

Dr. Lewis D. Holloway, Director
Program in Health Occupations Education
The University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52240

Dear Dr. Holloway

It was a privilege for me to attend the Health Occupations Education Teacher
Education Institute for two weeks in August. The Institute was so well planned
and organized that I gained a great deal by going through the Institute
process itself. The Institute structure and activities will be applicable to
similar teacher education conferences in Hawaii.

I appreciate the various printed materials which I shall review again and share
with my colleagues. The friendships and professional contacts developed will
continue long after the conclusion of the Institute through the sharing of
mutual problems by correspondence.

I have a clearer perspective of my faculty development responsibilities. Thank
you.

Harriet Nakamoto
Dean of Instruction
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GUIDELINES AND SUPPORTIVE PAPERS FOR PLANNING AND
CONDUCTING SHORT-TERM TEACHER:EDUCATION ACTIVITIES

QUESTIONNAIRE,

We would app

1:;eand as

your completing the following to help us with
ollt record k::/c) feedback for evaluating this publica-

tion. No mention of individuals will be made in the analysis or
axxy reports on this study.

Na4)e:

Qexteral Duties & Responsibilities

Na,
--.4e of Institution:

aaVe You made use of this publication? Yes No

If Eq., Please indicate why and return the questionnaire.
Thank You.

Not appropriate to your use

Insufficient time available

Materials included not helpful

Other (please specify)

If Please complete the remaining portion of the ques -
tionnalre.

what waY(s) did You use the publication?

1. To improve your teaching.

2. To improve the teaching of others.

3. Other (pLease specify).

Plase desctibe how the publication was used to accomplish
1, 2, aad/or 3 above.



IV. Which of the following roles would you say this publication has
served? Check more than one if appropriate.

I. As a resource for self-improvementread or studied
as a total package.

2. As a resource for self-improvementselected items
of interest.

3. As the basic stimulant to planning and conducting
short-term activities for improving the teaching
of others.

4. As a supplement to planned activitiesnot
stimulated by the publication.

5. Other (please specify).

V. Please rate each of the six modular units on the five-point
scale by circling that rating which you believe is most appro-
priate. This rating should be based on how well these units
met your needs. Please make any comments you feel are 4ppropriate.

Excellenp

Unit 1Supportive Personnel in tbe Changing

Poor

Health Industry 5 4 3 2 1

Unit 2Defining and Describing the Educational
Product. 5 4 3 2 1

Unit 3The Learner and Learning. 5 4 3 2 1

Unit 4Designing Learning Programs. 5 4 3 2 1

Unit 5Evaluation in the Educational Process. 5 4 3 2 1

Unit 6The Educational Process 5 4 3 2 1

Comments:



VI. Please rate the specific parts of the publication with respect
to how well they met your needs. Please comment, as you believe
appropriate, an these portions of the guidelines. We are par-
ticularly interested in the use made of these various portions of
the document.

Excellent Poor

Educational Objectives 5 4 3 2 1

Instructional Strategies 5 4 3 2 1

Annotated Bibliographies 5 4 3 2 1

Supplementary Materials 5 4 3 2 1

Supportive Papers 5 4 3 2 1.

Comments:

VII. What other materials should be included in publications of this
type?

VIII. Do you have any suggestions on improving the form or construction
of the publicaton?
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IX. To what extent were these materials used to benefit individuals
in the health field? (Check one only)

None Somewhat Primarily Entirely

If health personnel were involved, generally what were their
specialties and levels of preparation?

If individuals other than health and health related personnel were
involved, who were they?

X. Please estimate how many teachers have been influenced by your
having received a copy of this publication? (More than through
a passing comment, but you need not have held formal lessons
to influence others.)

XI. Please describe any future plans in which you expect to use this
publication.



APPENDIX I

IN-SERVICE PROGRAM INTEREST
SURVEY AND OBJECTIVES
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Suggested Modular Units For

Health Occupations Short-Term

Teacher Education Activities

Directions: Rank these topics from 1-13 in terms of their
value for in-service teacher education for you
and your staff.

1. Supportive Personnel in the Changing Health Industry.

1.1 Utilization and preparation of personnel.

1.2 State of affairs in health occupations ea-cation at
the vocational and technical levels.

1.3 The role of the health specialist as a teacher.

2. The Learner and Learning.

2.1 Factors and concepts effecting learning

2.2 Selecting students.

3. Designing Learning Programs.

3.1 Planning Curricula.

3.1.1 Conceptual models to analyze occupations.

3.1.2 The educational product described in
behavioral terms.

3.1.3 Selecting, organizing and sequencing content.

3.2 Selecting and using instructional strategies.

3.3 Selecting and producing instructional media.

3.4 Conducting administrative and coordination activities.

4. Evaluation in tbe Educational Process.

4.4 Evaluating instructional personnel.

4.2 Measuring and evaluating learning achievement.
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IN-SERVICE TEACHER EDUCATION COURSE

Educational Objectives
(General)

5.01 The participant will apply the basic principles of achievement
testing.

5.01.01 Describes the purposes for measuring achievement.

5.01.02 Recognizes preparatory procedures essential to the
development of valid achievement tests.

5.01.02.01 Utilizes educational objectives as the basis for
developing tests.

5.01.02.02 Plans a distribution of test items which will
proportionately sample the .educational objectives

5.01.02.03 Selects achievement tests appropriate for the
particular use they serve.

5.01.02.04 Selects types of test items which are appropriate
for measuring the kinds of learning outcomes desired.

5.01.03 Develops achievement tests.

5.01.03.01 Recognizes desirable characteristics.

5.01.03.02 Designs objective, essay and performance tests.

5.01.04 Recognizes appropriate steps for assembling and adminis-
tering tests.

5.01.05 Recognizes suitable techniques for scoring tests and
appraising test items.

5.01.06 Employs appropriate methods of treating test scores and
assigning grades.

5.01.06.01 DesctibeS test scores in terms of selected mathe-
matical statistics.

5.01.06.02 :Utilizes standard scores and percentiles.

5.01.06.03 Converts test scores to grades.

5.01.06.04 Compiles grades or scores to produce a composite.
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APPENDIX J

IN-SERVICE PROGRAM LESSONS

AND
EXAMPLES OF INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
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IN-SERVICE TEACHER EDUCATION COURSE

LESSONS

Lesson Subject Strategy

0 Orientation and Registration General Presentation

1 Introduction - Pre-Test General Presentation

2 Purposes for Measuring Achiev. Tutorial Package

3 Preparatory Procedures Tutorial Package

4 Preparatory Procedures One-to-one

5 Writing Test Items General Presentation

6 Writing Test Items Tutorial Package

7 Writing Test Items Self-Directed Package

8 Writing Test Items One-to-one

9 Assembling & Aamin. Tests Tutorial Package

10 Mid Term "Test" & Discussion

11 Scoring Tests Self-Directed Package

12 Appraising Tests General Presentation

13 Mathematical Stat, In Testing Tutorial Package

14 Standard Scores & Percentiles General Presentation

15 Test Scores to Grades Tutorial Package

16 Final Experience - Post-Test Test-Opinionnaire,
Discussion
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(Example of the Worksheets for a General Presentation)

5.01 Measuring aad Evaluating Learning Achievement

I. LESSON 12

Appraising Test Items

II. OBJECTIVES

5.01.05.02 Examines techniques for appraising test items.

A. Discusses the value of conducting an Item
analysis.

B. Conducts item analysis.

1. Analyzes multiple-choice items.

a. Estimates item difficulty.

b. Estimates item discrimination power

c. Determines distracter effectiveness

2. Analyzes true-false Items.

3. Analyzes matching items-

4. Analyzes short-answer items.

5. Analyzes essay test items.

III. EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

Presentation-Outline

Visrfals

Chalkboard
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IV. TEXTS AND REFERENCES

Gronlund, N.E. Constructing Achievement Tests. Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1968.

Gronlund, N.E. Measurement and Evaluation in Teaching. New
York: The Macmillan Co., 1965.

Lathrop, R.L. Bulletin on Classroom Testing, No. 10, Bureau
of Institutional Research, University of lannesota, 1959.

V. TIME - 50 minutes

VI. PRESENTATION

A. Introductory remarks

B. Objectives for Lesson 12

C. Why do an item analysis?

1. Specific test improvement

aJ

b.

2. Other values

a.

b.

c.

d.
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(Example of the Visuals for A General Presentation)

Visual 5.01 - 12.1

Item Analysis
MultipleChoice

Coukse Nurse Aide Dates used

Content 'Diseases

Outcane Knowledge

ITEM

Which of the following diseases may be contracted from water
that is polluted with sewage?

Dysentery

B Typhoid Fever

C Tylihus Fever

D Heart Disease

ITEH ANALYSIS DATA

Alternatives [B] C Omits

Upper12 3 8 1 0

Lower 12 1

Difficulty Dxscriminating Power

Comment:

[] Correct Answer



(Example of the Worksheets for an Audio-Tutorial Lesson)

Le SsOn '13. 'Mathematical Statistics in Testing

LISTEN

Review Lesson 12

READ

Objactives: Lesson 13 Visual 5.01 - 13.1

LISTEN

Caaments on objectives for this lesson.

READ

Text, pages 91-92.

Introduction to "Simplified Methods of Treating Test Scores".

LISTEN

Statistical measures used in testing.

ANSWER

Question 12 - Response Card Correct answer is T.

The most frequently occuring score in a set of scores is the

a. central tendency

b. mode

c. mean

d. median

LISTEN

Previous question
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(Example of

Lesson 13:

the Worksheets

Mathematical

for a Text-Type Tutorial Lesson)

Statistics and Test Construction

Lesson 12 dealt with the desirability of appraising classroomtests. It was pointed out that test appraisal offered benefits in
Improving future tests and in improving the learning experiences ofstudents. Item analysis procedures were emphasized as a means of im-
proving tests and we went into how these techniques are accomplished.

READ

Objectives: Lesson 13 Visual 5.01 - 13.1

This lesson deals with a number of statistical computations andtheir use. For some of you these terms may be new. We have tried to
limit this activity to consideration of only those statistics which areof particular use to us in test construction. Also, we have made aneffort not to explore them any deeper than is really necessary for useby classroom teachers. Should you be interested in examining this
subject further, you will find that some are gone Into in greater
depth in the textbook and there are numerous statistics books for thispurpose. Sane of these are listed as references in your text.

Our first concern is that you become familiar with the general
areas, aad the terminology which is appropriate for those statisticswhich prove useful in handling the results of classroom tests. Let
us first stress measures of central tendency. No matter what systemof scoring used, it is beneficial to have some idea of where theIfaverage

VI

of your group lies. For measures'of central tendency, thereare three terms which must be described. First, the mean, which is
the arithmetic average. This is computed by adding all the scores anddividing by the total number of scores. Most all of you are familiar
with computing a mean, Whether you have referred.zc It by that termor not.

A second measure of central tendency is the median. This measureis used in statistical analysis when there are small groups and groupswhich do not approach the normal distribution, i.e., a bell-shaped
curve. The median is simply the centermost score when you order the
test scores from higli to low, or law to high.

TIow do the sctl-es distribute themselves around this measure ofcentral tendency? What is oui. degree of variability? For this, wehave statistics which are referred to as measures of variability.
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There are several commonly used measures of variability. One is the
range. This is simply the Interval between the highest and lowest
scores. Another measure of variability, or spread, is the standard
deviation. Mathematically, it is defined as the root mean square of
the deviations from the mean. For our purposes, it is a standardized
measure of variability or deviation. Other measures of variability
not included in this lesson are the quartile deviation and the average
deviation.

READ

Text, pages 91-92.

;Introduction to "Simplified Methods of Treating Test Scores"

ANSWER

Question

The most

12 - Response Card Correct answer is T.

frequently occurring score in a set of scores is the

a. central tendency

b. mode

c. mean

d. median.
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(Example of the Visuals for an Audio or Text-Type Tutorial Lesson)

Visual 5.01 - 13.1

Obiectives -- Lesson 13

5.01.06 The participant will apply appropriate methods of treating
test scores and assigning grades.

5.01.06.01 Describes test scores in terms of selected mathematical
statistics

A. Utilizes measures of central tendency.

1. Examines the mean as a measure of central
tendency.

a. Discusses the use of means.
b. Computes means.

2. Examines the median as a measure of central
tendency.

a. Discusses the use of medians.
b. Computes medians.

3. Examines the mode as a measure of central
tendency.

a. Discusses the use of modes.
b. Computes modes.

B. Utilizes measures of variability.

1. Examines the standard deviation as a measure of
variability.

a. Discusses the use of standard deviations.
b. Computes standard deviations.

2. Examines the range as a measure of variability-

a. Discusses the use of ranges.
b. Computes ranges.

C. Recognizes measures of test reliability

1. Examines the reliability coefficient.

2. Examines the standard error of measurement.
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Ifisual 5.01 - 13.1

36

35

33

33

29

29

29

27

26

26

24

24

23

20

20

18

SAMPLE TEST SCORES

Test scores for 16 students, n = 16
Number of items In the test = 40

Mdn =

SD =

Mo =

Reliability =

SEm
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(Example of the Worksheets for A Self-Directed Lesson)

Lesson 7. Essay and Performance Tests

Introduction

We have used a variety of instructional strategies in this course.
You have been the most important part of each of them. For this lesson
you will have the responsibility for doing It all. We have great faith
in your ability to learn on your own; for after all, learning is a per-
sonal thing. A teacher may facilitate learning, but you must learn for
yourself. Hopefully, we can facilitate your learning this lesson by
what we say and the materials provided.

Obviously this self-instruction form will not work equally well
for everyone. _Your degree of success will depend a great deal on your
motivation. So, are you all "psyched up" for this lesson? I hope so.
I hope the experiences of this lesson will be of some help to you in
preparing essay and performance tests.

We could outline a procedure or plan for you to follow, but this
does not seem appropriate. You will have the objectives which we feel
you should achieve, reading materials and visuals, and some criteria
for ascertaining whether you have achieved the objectives.- From your
knowledge of how we have used these types of materials in the other
lessons, and more importantly, your knowledge of the kinds of things
which help you learn, we feel you will do well.

Essay Tests

Note: Scoring Essay Tests will be covered in a later lesson.

Objectives:

See Visual 5.01 - 5.1 Objective 5.01.03.02 B.

Materials:

Text: Constructing Achievement Tests, Gronlund, pp. 65-75.
Visual 5.01 - 7.1
Visual 5.01 - 7.2

Criteria:

Follcwing completion of your learning activities you should be
able to do the specific activities described in the objectives. To
assess your abilities you may wish to write out a self-test over the
objectives or work with another student and orally discus:- the object-
ives.
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(Example of the Visuals for a Se.lf-Directed Lesson)

Visual 5.01 - 7.1

Purpose:

Advantages:

Limitations:

Types of Essay Questions:

ESSAY TESTS



Visual 5.01 - 7.2

Suggestions for Constructing Essay Questions

1. Use essay questions to measure complex learning outcomes only.

2. Relate the questions as directly as possible to the learning outcomes
being measured.

3. Formulate questions which present a clear, definite task to the
student.

4. Do not permit students a choice of questions unless the learning
outcome requires it.

5. Provide ample time for answering and give suggested time limits for
aach question.
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TO:

FROM:

MEMO

Lewis D. Holloway, Assistant Professor
Health Occupations Education
The University of Iowa
135 Melrose Amenue
Iowa City, Iowa 52240

Office Telephone
(319) 353-3536

DATE:

SUBJECT: In-Service Teacher Education

Unit Lesson

Questions,
Comments,
Suggestions,
Concerns,
Etc.
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APPENDIX K

IN-SERVICE PROGRAM OPINIONNAIRE
AND

EVALUATION INSTRUMENTS



IN-SERVICE ODURSE
OPINIONNAIRE AND EVALUATION INSTRUMENT

Name

Your name is requested for administrative purposes only. It will not
appear in the analysis and your responses will not affect your grade
in the course or the attitude of the instructional staff. We want
your true feelings as a means to assist us in evaluating this activity.

This instrument has been prepared so that you can indicate how you
feel about selected aspects of this course. You will agree with sane
statements and disagree with others. You are offered five possible
answers to each statement.. In each case, draw a circle around the
letter which represents your own reaction as follows:

SA if you strongly agree with the statement
A if you agree but not strongly so

if you are neutral or undecided
D if you disagree but not strongly so
SD if you strongly disagree with the statement

Remember, the only correct answer is the one which actually represents
how you feel abou t each statement. The "neutral or undecided" answer
should be circled only when you have no opinion.

1. I would have preferred to have had only "'Ave"
less ons SA A N D SD

2. Nine weeks was too short a period in which to
learn the content of this course.. SAANDSD

3. The packaged lessons were easy to work with SAANDSD

4. I would have preferred to have had evening meet-
ings rather than to have been so rushed SA A N-D SD

5. Topics were scheduled in an appropriate sequence SA A N D SD

6. A greater proportion of time should have been
spent in general presentations SAAND SD

7. The instructional staff was too inaccessible for
individual attention SA A N D SD

8. In general, the program was well organized....... SA A N D SD

9. A greater proportion of time should have been
spent in one-to-one sessions EAAND SD
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10. I think inadequate provisions were made for

individual differences SA A N D SD

11. I learned very little from this activity SA A N D SD

12. For a better balance between live and packaged
lessons there should have been more packaged

lessons SA A N D SD

13. I would take the opportunity to participate in

an activity of this nature again if it were

offered, SA A N D SD

14. Genet1 dresentntions were too long to sit and

listen or to take notes SA A N D SD

15. The course content presupposed far more training

than I had SA A N D SD

16. The lessons were stimulating and interesting SA. A N D SD

17. I was satisfied with the topic Chosen for this

in-service training project SA A N D SD

18. The presenters were well prepared SA A N D SD

19. I expect to be able to apply the content which
was presented in this course SA A N D SD

20. The information presented was too elementary SA A N D SD

21. I was stimulated to think objectively about
the topics presented SA. A N D SD

22. Too much jargon was used in the lessons

23. Too much emphasis was placed on
are unimportant

topics that

24. The presentation of the content
paced too fast

25. I was pleased with the teaching

material was

methods used
for the course .
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For each of the following topic areas, circle the number that best
indicates the extent to which you are now familiar with the topics
which were covered, as follows:

5 Very familiar
4 Rather familiar
3 Somewhat familiar
2 Hardly familiar
I Not at all familiar

1. The purposes for measuring achievement 5 4 3 2 1

2. Preparatory procedures for developing tests 5 4 3 2 1

3. Writing test items 5 4 3 2 1

4. Assembling and administering tests 5 4 3 2 1

5. Scoring and appraising test items 5 4 3 2 1

6. Treating test scores and assigning grades 5 4 3 2 1

Is there any topic or specific lesson on which you would like to give
us additional feedback, either positive or negative?
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Several instructional
formats were used for this course. Please

indicate how
effective you feel each of these formats was in present-

ing the m-,terial.
Circle the appropriate number.

5 Very effective

4 Rat:tier effective

3 Somewhat effective

2 Hardly effective

1 Nct at all effective

1. General presentations

5 4 3 2 1

2. Packaged presentations
witft tapes

5 4 3 2 1

3. Packaged presentations
without tapes

5 4 3 2 1

4. One-to-one discussions

5 4 3 2 1

5. Group discussions

... 5 4 3 2 1

Is there any additional
feedback you would like to give us regarding

the various instructional formats which were used in this course?

Are there any other comments which you would like to make which might

help us in evaluating this course? We need to know what was good and

also what could be improved so that in offering this course again, or

in preparing
other such activities,

they can best meet the needs of

the participants.
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AUDIOTUTORIAL AND TEXTTYPE TUTORIAL PACKAGES

This was the first time we have used the texttype tutorial
packages. We wish to assess to what extent they were used, and bow
they were received.

Please check (1/' ) which of the formats you used for the
lessons specified.

Lesson No. Subject Audio Text Both Neither

2 Purposes

3

6

9

13

15

Preparatory
Procedures

Writing Items

Assemb. & Admin.

Math. Statistics

Grading

Please state why you chose a particular format or combination
of formats.

Can you suggest any specific ways in which we might improve the
texttype tutorial packages?
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